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INTRODUCTION.
During the summer of 1893 the Miohigan Fish Commission entered
upon a biologioal study of the Great Lakes by maintaining a party on Lake
St. Olair. In the report of that two months, written by the direotor of
the laboratory, Professor J. E. Reighard, are given in full the reasons
whioh led to the inoeption of the undertaking and the aims whioh its pro.
moters held in view. A study of the life of the lake in all its manifold
interrelations and espeoially of those faotors whioh bore upon the welfare of
the food fishes in general and the young whitefish in partioular were the
ends sought. On the attainment of these ends depends the determining of
those oonditions most favorable for the fry, and henoe the oharaoter of the
plaoes in whioh they should be planted. Those who may doubt the prop-
riety of suoh undertakings as this will find in the report just oited (Reig~
hard, 95*. p. 1-5) an extended and oonvinoing disoussion of the question
in its various bearings.
Ever sinoe its establililhment by legislative enaotment, whioh named
speoifioally "the oultivation of the whitefish" among its duties, the Mioh-
igan Fish Oommission has been aotive in effort in behalf of this impor-
tant and diminishing food supply. The work of the first year of lake
investigation on Lake St. Clair had been oarried on in the waters of a
great spawning ground of the whitefish, and it seemed wise in the seoond
year to transfer operations to a looality whioh was the home of this
speoies throughout the entire year, and whioh afforded henoe an oppor-
tunity of studying it oontinuously in its natural environment. The
absenoe of Professor Reighard in Europe prevented his taking oharge of
the work, and the writer, who had been his assistant during the previous
summer, was asked to assume oontrol. The opportunity was all the more
readily aooepted sinoe it was joined with the express desire on the side of
the Commission that the general aims of the past b<3 k~pt in view and
that the whitefish be made the objeot of especial study for the purpose of
asoertaining definitely the charaoter of its food and the life of the young
whioh had been hitherto an abs.olutely unknown quantity.
The exact 10:Jation of the laboratory was a matter of great importanoe,
and in oompany with the superintendent of the CJ~mission, Mr. S.
Bower, I visited the Traverse Bay region. Charlevoix seemed the most
available location and WtS selected finally by the RJard of CJmmissioners
as a oenter for the summer's work. A shop on the shore of Round Lake
was rented and fitted up as a laboratory. An adjaoent building, in whioh
*References to the papers cited at the close of the report are indicated in this Way.
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was located a small hatohery of the Commission, furnished abundant
oonvenienoes in the way of aquaria, and running water for the permanent
accommodation of fish anel larger forms. In this building, whioh was
looated on a fine dock, were kept the nets, dredges, trawl and other large
apparatus. The laboratory proper was well equipped with tables for mioro-
soopio work and shelves for books, glassware and other neoessities. A
couple of tables in the center of the room held small glass aquaria and a
zino topped table near the south siele afforded an opportunity for suoh
work as required running water. Immediately north of the laboratory
was a small dock from which pure water could be dipped out of Round
Lake, and where in faot on more than one occasion various young fry
were landed with a simple dip net. (See PI. IV.)
The laboratory was well equipped with glassware, reagents, etc., by the
Fish Commission, and the various forms of collecting apparatus were also
provided by them. Most of this was the same as that used the previous
year and was suffioiently desoribed in Professor Reighard's report. In
addition there was used a small trawl of six feet beam and a new form of
towing net for surface work, known as the "torpedo." The trawl was of
the ordinary type and the torpedo net is desoribed elsewhere in this report.
A rake dredge of the type ordinarily employed in marine work was made
for our use and prOVEd highly satisfaotory in many looalities. To the
University of Michigan the party was indebted for the loan of numerous
microscopes and acoessories, various laboratory apparatus and finally an
extensive library of speoialliterature. Espeoial thanks are due the Uni.
versity authorities for their cordial oooperation in the underaking.
Small boats served the purposes of the party for the preliminary work
and for oooasional sbort excursions. Later a sailing boat of some size
was tried for work on Lake Michigan, but proved too unoertain for oon·
tinued use, and for the extended trips on the lakes in oonnection with the
plankton work of the last three weeks a small fishing tug was ohartered.
This was the "Minnie Warren," of 13 tons oapaoity. Her oaptain, John
O'Neil, has been a successful fisherman for many years and is well
acquainted with all the shoals and reefs of the region on which fishing is
or has been profitably pursued. We were thus enabled to ascertain the
exact looation of exhausted fishing grounds and to make oolleotions on
them for comparison with material obtained from other points. In gen-
eral, only single day trips were madE', but on one oocasion a longer trip of
three days to Beaver Island was planned. The first day was spent in
making colleotions at various points en route. It had been planned to
investigate the fisbing grounds near the island on the seoond day and
return the third by a different route, but a severe storm on the seoond day
upset our calculations and forofd us to spend the larger part of the seoond
day in harbor and on the island, and to condense the work of the seoond
and third days into the last. The route of the party may be followed on
the map by the numbers of the plankton stations; ix to xiii were made
the first day; the night was spent in the harbor at the northern end of
the island; xiv was made the second day before the storm broke, after
which we returned to tbe harbor for a compulsory stay of 24 hours, and
xv to xvii were stations on tbe return route of the third day. On the first
day Borne of the party were lllnded Ht the lower end. of the island and
visited the fmall inland lake there, and on the morning of the third day,
while it was yet too rough for work outside, a trip was made to the lake
in the northern part of the island. Collections were taken from these
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lakes for comparison with material obtained in the big lake and in the
waters of the main land. This trip afforded much valuable evidence on
the present condition of the whitefish grounds, some of the best of which
in this entire region were visited and studied. On one other occasion,
the day set for work in Grand Traverse Bay, we were overtaken by a
storm and compelled to rtlturn without accomplishing the object of the
trip. Otherwise the work suffered no interruption from bad weather.
The laboratory was opened June 2tl, when three only of the force were
present. Two arrived but a few days later, and these five continued at
work until September 1. Their names, and the special part of the work
to which the attention of each was devoted, are appended:
Professor Henry B. Ward, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, director;
quantitative work, and worms.
Professor C. Dwight Marsh, Ripon College, Ripon, Wis.; vertical dis-
tribution and Copepoda.
Dr. Charles A. Kofoid, instruotor in zoology, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor; Protozoa.
Dr. Robert H. Wolcott, instructor in zoology, University of Nebraska,
Lincoln; Hydrachnida and Insecta.
Mr. Herbert S. Jennings, assistant in zoology, Harvard University,
Cam bridge, Mass.; fishes and Rotifera.
The following gentlemen who were with the party about a month ren-
dered very valuable assistance in their special line. To some extent they
were enabled to examine material collected at other times by various
members of the party:
Profetlsor Edwin A. Birge, University of Wisoonsin, Madison, Wis.;
vertical distribution and Cladocera.
Mr. H. D. Thompson, instructor in natural soience, Moline High
School, Ill. ; plants.
Mr. Bryant Walker, Detroit, Mich. ; Mollusoa.
It is scant a.oknowledgment of continued aid 'lnd encouragement to say
that whatever results the work may have yielded are due to the efforts of
these gentlemen. All of them worked under great disadvantages, but
with an enthusiasm which begets success, and their best services were
offered without compensation in the cause of scienoe. More than this
some of them brought to the work of the summer expensiv€' pieces of
apparatus without cost of any kind to the Commission. Thl:lnktl are
especially due to Messrs. Birge, Marsh and Walker for such courtesies.
It is only fair to Mr. Thompson, who had charge of the botanical part of
the work, to say that he joined the party at a very late date and most
unexpectedly, to fill a vacancy, so that he was handicapped by lack of
knowledge of the region and of the early work of the party, and was fur-
ther hindered by poor health during his stay in Charlevoix. In spite of
all these disadvantages he did a large amount of work as shown by his
report appended hereto.
Valuable assistance in the work of identifying the algre was given by
Mrs. Prudence W. Kofoid. Dr. R. Halsted Ward, Troy, N. Y., was
with the party for the last of the season and !lssisted in the botanical
work. After the laboratory closed he voluntarily spent an entire week
making collections at various points on the system of connecting lakes in
the extreme northern part of the peninsula (see map). These were sent
to various members of the staff and were of great value for comparison
with the data obtained at Charlevoix. The various stations at which he
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made colleotions are indioated on the map by arabic numerals; from
these the oonsiderable extent of this assistance may easily be estimated.
The laboratory was honored by numerous visitors, inoluding some
soientific men of prominence, who made stays of varying lengths while
investigating special problems. Professor W. A. Locy, of Lake Forest
University, spent some time there in researohes on fish embryology, and
Professor C. K. Wheeler, of Miohigan Agrioultural College, was called to
Charlevoix by the disoovery of a mem ber of our staff that the Russian
Thistle was growing in the vicinity of the laboratory. This was the first
reported ooourrence of this pest in the lower peninsula. But a small
number of plants were fonnd, these in a limited area near the shore and
not yet mature. Their timely destruotion undoubtedly prevented the
speoies from obtaining a foothold in the region and saved the State a
oonsiderable expense for its eradication. Miss Weidemann, of Miohigan
University, also spent some time in the laboratory, being engaged in the
study of various fish fungi.
Mr. Dwight Lydell and Mr. Jesse P. Marks, old and skilled employes
of the Fish Commil;sion, devoted their time and energy to assisting the
work of the party in various ways. The collections of parasites and of
fish stomachs were partioularly due to their efforts.
Colleotions were made and sent to the following persons, who have
agreed to report upon the same:
Dr. G. Eisen, San Francisoo; Oligochreta.
Dr. R. Blanohard, Paris, Franoe; Leeohes.
Dr. W. McM. Woodworth, Harvard University; Planarians.
Dr. C. B. Davenport, Harvard University; Bryozoa.
During the first five weeks the energies of all were devoted to qualita-
tive work on the flora and fauna of the waters. Tows at surface and bot-
tom were taken and examined in the morning, and the afternoon was used
for collecting trips to variOlls points. In this way there was obtained a
general picture of the life, first in Round Lake on whioh the laboratory
was located, then of Pine Lake and finally of Lake Miohigan. Lists were
kept of the forms identified, and for this purpose the blank reproduced
by Reighard (p. 10) was employed. It should be said that this oolleotive
blank, whioh has been in use for years at the Agassiz Marine Laboratory
in Newport, is a form compiled and introduoed by Dr. W. MoM. Wood-
worth, of Harvard University. The season at Charlevoix was the second
year of its use for lake work, and it has continued to answer its purpose
admirably and with very little modification. The blank for recording
parasites and that for individual species, given by Reighard (p. 9). were
also used at Charlevoix. During our stay it was customary to send some
one of thEl assistants out on fishing tugs from time to time, and to seoure
in that way speoimens of various fish for investigation; the stomach con-
tents of a large number and the parasites of others were obtained and
preserved for study.
While the party was thus engaged in reoording the mutual relations of
the life in the waters, information was secured at the same time as to the
character of the waters, of the fishing grounds and of the fish supply. All
these were made the basis of the last three weeks work, the quantitative
plankton studies, whioh are treated in detail later.
To the United States Fish Commission, through Commissioner Mar-
shall MacDonald, the party was greatly indebted for the loan of valuable
apparatus. At the request of President Whitaker, of the Michigan Board,
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Mr. MaoDonald sent for use in Charlevoix a Tanner deep sea sounding
maohine- of improved pattern, Ii Sigsbee water bottle, and a set of
Negretti and Zambra deep sea thermometers-, with Tanner improved
thermometer oases and aooessories. This apparatus was in oonstant use
on our trips; by means of it the depth of all stations was measured, and
the temperature of the water taken at bottom and surfaoe. It proved
oonvenient, prompt in aotion and was invaluable for our work. The only
step neoessary in rigging it in the fishing tug was to bore a hole of
proper diameter in the side rail, fit a step on the deok below to hold the
foot and run guy lines in two direotions from the apex of the instrument.
By a movement of the hand it oould be turned out over the rail ready to
use or brought baok into a resting position. After the return of the
apparatus, Commissioner MacDonald had a table constructed for oalculat-
ing the readings of the register on the sounding maohine, and sent the
table for use in conneotion with the records of the summer. The l!linoere
thanks of the party are due to Commissioner MaoDonald and the United
States Fish Commission for the oourtesies thus extended to us.
In conneotion with the searoh for young whitefish it was of advantage
to have specimens for oomparison, and Messrs. Smethurst and Thompson,
of Warren, Ind., were kind enough to send a number of specimens raised
in their fish ponds. The approximate size of the fish at a oertain age,
and its general appearanoe, were known to us in this way. For these
specimens sent gratnitously in the interests of fish oulture our thanks are
due the firm.
While in Charlevoix the party was in receipt of a large number of
oourtesies from various souroes. To aoknowledge them in detail would be
impossible here. They helped the work materially and aroused in mem-
bers of the party a friendly feeling towards the plaoe and its residents
whioh will not soon be lost.
• A detailed description of the apparatus may be found in Report U. S. Fish Com., 1883. p. 57-76, plates
211 to 89.
NOTJ:.-I feel that an apololn' is due to the Commi88ion, and no 1eBB to the various members in the
party for the delay in the appearance of the final report. For this I am alone responsible and can only
.ay that the delay has been entirely unavoidable.
LAKE MICHIGAN.
Lake Miohigan stretohes from 41 0 40' to 46° 5' north latitude, and
from about 85 ° to about 88° west longitude; its surfaoe lies at an elevation
of about 600 feet above the sea. The lake has the form of an elongated
oval extending in genetal north and south, but the narrower northern end
ourves deoidedly towards the east, so that the western and northern shores
form with the oontinuous shore of Lake Huron a nearly regular semi.
oirole. The extreme length of the lake is about 345 miles; its width is
greatest opposite Grand Haven, being there 85 miles and deoreasing
slightly in both direotions, more towards the northern extremity of the
lake. At its northeastern end the Straits of Maokinao oonneot with Lake
Huron by an open passage 8 miles wide.
Lake Miohigan averages 400 feet in depth, and in some plaoes reaohes
the extreme of 900 feet or more. Its area is variously given as 22,400 to
25,600 square miles, making the total volume reaoh 262,500,000 millions
of ou bio feet, aooording to one oomputation. '* This enormous volume
aesures oomparative stability of the entire mass sillCe the total inflow, and
oonsequently also the outflow are very small in oomparison. It is impos-
sible to measure the outflow on acoount of the size of the Straits of Maok-
inao and the variability of the flow in them, whioh depends upon ohanges
in oonditions of wind and weather to suoh an extent that at times the
outlet is the seat of a powerful ourrent setting inwards. The inflow is
equally diffioult to measure, sinoe the tributaries of the lake are none of
them rivers of any size, but innumerable small streams, in whioh the flow
is not only extremely variable at different seasons, but is also in most
oases entirely unmeasured.
One method of estimate yields, however, results whioh show olearly the
minimal amount of the ohange even under the most favorable oiroum-
stanoes. The entire area of the drainage basin of Lake Miohigan is given
8S 70,000 square miles, and aooording to the same authorityt the lake oov-
ers 23,400 square miles of that amount, or the area of the entire basin is
only three times that of the lake itself. The normal rainfall of the region
is given by the tables of the U. S. Weather Bureau as from 32 to 36 inohes
per annum. t A yearly preoipitation of 35 inohes, whioh is more than the
average for these plaoes and oertainly not less than the normal for the
*Not only do varions authorities differ widely in the figures given, but in Reclus (90) from whom these
statistics are qnoted, there stands in the table, p. 250, area, 25,600. depth 810, elevation 595, while the sta-
tiRtical table of the appendi" to the same volume (p. 464) gives the fignres as 22,400, 100, and 516.
t Encyclovedia Britannica, IX Ed., article on St. Lawrence.
t Green Bay, 33; Milwaukee, 32.2; Chicago, 85; Grand Haven, 85.6 inches. (Report of Chief of the
Weather Bureau for 1891-92, pp. 444-5.]
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entire region, would mean a total of three times that amount, or 105
inohes, if all of it were oonserved and reaohed the lake. Aooording to
the investigations of Russell (88), the annual evaporation from free
water surfaoes, in this latitude varies from 20 inohes at the head of the
lake to 34 inohes at its southern end, or about 27 inohes for the average
of this area. Deducting this and regarding the evaporation from the land
and from the streams en route to the lake as nil, we find that the level of
the lake would be raised 78 inches, or 6t feet, by the total annual rain·
fall. Of course the amount of outflow in any single year is dependent on
other faotors as well as the rise in level by additions from the surrounding
oountry, but on the average the amount gained by inflow and the amount
lost by outflow in a single year are equal. The total ohange in volume
during a year is then six and one-half feet; or, on the basis of an average
depth of 400 feet, it would require 62 years to change the entire volume
of the lake. This is oertainly too mlloh, sinoe the loss by evaporation
from the land and from streams in transit is a oonsiderable peroentage of
the total. I am unable to find any definite information as to the amount
lost in this way; if, however, it equals one-third the loss from free water
surfaoes. the deduotion for an area equal to the lake would be 9 inohes
yearly, for double that area 18, whioh deduoted from the figures given
above would make the annual gain of the lnke 5 feet. This would mean
a ohange of one-eightieth of the entire volume in one yBnr. The aotual
ohange is probably somewhat less than this Under these oonditions one
may justly regard the volume of the lake as stable and as suoh sharply in
oontrast with those whioh obtain in those lakes which have hitherto been
the object of biologioal investigation. In Lake St. Clair, which represents
perhaps the other extreme, the inflow and outflow are sufficient to change
the entire volume of water in the lake in less than six days.
Uniformity of distribution within the lake is brought about by the oon-
stant currents. These have been the subject of especial investigations by
the U. S. Weather Bureau and the surface currents of the Great Lakes
are given in a report by Harrington (95). From the chart of Lake Michigan
in that atlas it appears that a general southerly current runs parallel to
the west shore, a short distance from it, and a northerly current returns,
the length of the lake, close to the eastern coast. In the southern end of
the lake these currents form parts of a circular movement of which the
upper cross current is below Grand Haven. Somewhat further north
a broad indefinite stream sets from the western to the eastern longitudinal
currents and neaf the upper end of the lake a whirling current surrounds
the Fox and Beaver Island group. The northerly current does not seem
to pass out through the Straits of Mackinac, through which the water
runs in both directions at various times and under various conditions of
wind and weather, but it is reflected towards the western shore. In
velooity the currents vary from at least 4 to 20 miles a day, while in the
extreme oase it may reach 40 to 90 mile!! in the twenty-four hours. The
movements of these ourrents produoe then a circulation within the lake
itself, and oonstitute an extremely important faotor in the distribution of
the life in the water. In addition to these regular currents there are also
the irregular movements of the water due to winds and the so called tidal
waves or seiches, both of whioh oontribute to produoe uniformity of
distribution.
The lake shore presents a great diversity of physioal features. At the
southern end the shores are flat, sandy and entirely free from outlying
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islands; towards the north they become higher, rocky and jagged while
the sharp promontories are continued into extended reefs and series of
islands, some few of which even attain a very considerable size. Along
the lower half of the lake the shore is entire or at most faintly indented by
long sweeping curves, but northward one finds numerous deep bays
and sharp promontories. Two great bays face each. other on opposite
shores of the lake near its upper end, forming the most prominent breaks
in the entire shore, and so located as to apparently balance each other.
Green Bay on the Wisconsin shore is somewhat larger than Traverse Bay,
its counterpart on the Michigan side, but the latter is noteworthy for its
extreme depth. Both of these bays have long been famous fishing
grounds, and the waters of the Traverse Bay region still continue to furn-
ish an important part of the whitefish supply. It seemed wise to carry
on the work from some central point in this region and Charlevoix was
selected as the site for the laboratory. The town (see map) is located on
the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, midway between Grand Traverse and
Little Traverse Bay. The Beaver Island group which lies to the north.
west is connected to the mainland by the "ten fathom" line, which marks
out roughly the limits of an old peninsula that made this portion of the
main lake a bay in former times. The northward current of the lake
already referred to sweeps up through this region and circles around the
islands. Though the opening between the islands and the mainland
through which it runs is less than ten fathoms (18m.) deep, the path fol-
lowed from the southward is marked by a sublacustrine valley of con·
siderable depth. Stations xi and xvii which lie about in the line of this
depression show a depth of 112 and 130 meters, respectively.
A pier of some length terminated by a lighthouse marks and guards the
entrance to a small channel which joins Lake Michigan to Pine Lake, one
of the largest bodies of water within the lower peninsula of Michigan.
Midway in the course of the stream is Round Lake, a nearly circular
sheet of water half a mile in diameter, the shores of which are lined by
the docks and crowned by the houses of Charlevoix. Here was located
the laboratory at the very edge of the water Ilnd within easy reach by boat
of both tbe main lake on the west and Pine Lake on the east (PI. IV). The
advantages of the situation were unsurpassed for the work in hand. The
numerous small lakes in the surrounding country afforded every advant-
age for easy comparison of life in ponds, among which were many well
stocked with game fish, with life in larger bodies of water. Pine Lake,
with its 96 miles of shore line furnished wide variations in depth and
character of bottom, wbile Lake Michigan in the immediate vicinity pre-
sented areas of open water and well protected bays, shallow and deep
water, with sand, cobble stone and rocky bottom. There were not want-
ing areas generally believed to be spawning places for the whitefish, nor
fishing grounds of present and past repute, so that it was possible to find
within comparatively narrow limits the factOTs necessary to be compared
in attempting to begin the solution of the whitefish question.
I was unable to ascertain the exact length of shore line presented by
Lake Michigan and hence could not calculate precisely the absolute and
relative shore development. Estimates made from the government cbart
show that both are decidedly less than the figures given for Lake St.
Clair by Reighard (p. 12). The area of shallow water is still further
limited by the comparative steepness of the shore. The ten fathom line
(18m.), as drawn on the chart, leaves an extremely narrow margin of
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shallow water; and yet the limit set by this line is three times that of the
deepest point in Lake St. Clair. The influenoe of the limited shore line
and of the insignifioant shallow littoral region on the oonditions of exist.
enoe will be disoussed elsewhere in the report.
FLORA AND FAUNA.
In general it may be said that the number of speoies found in the
waters of the Charlevoix region was not so great as from Lake St. Clair
the year before. Reighard reports a total of 623 speoies from the latter
plaoe, while the total number reoorded from Charlevoix was only about
500, although an equally oareful searoh was made. The most notioeable
differenoe, in the num ber of species of plants reoorded, was due in part
to the short time whioh Mr. Thompson spent in Charlevoix. Some faots
of importanoe oonoerning the various groups may be reoorded in this
oonneotion.
PLANTS: Of the larger plants so abundant in Lake St. Clair and in
the smaller inland lakes it was evident at an early period in our work that
their relative soaroity exeroised an important influenoe in limiting the
littoral fauna of the lakes. Reighard shows that the yield of the larger
plants in a lake is dependent upon the amount of shallow water. To this
may well be added as a Reoond important factor the permanenoy of the
shore, the littoral area. If, owing to storms or ourrents, the bottom of
the shallow area is continually shifting, or if the beaoh is disturbed at
each storm by the heavy waves rolling in from the deep water, there is
little (Jhanoe for the development of shore plants or suoh as grow in
shallow water. And as a matter of faot the only oonsiderable bed of
larger plants whioh was enoountered in Lake Miohigan, oocurred in the
sheltered High Island Harbor. (PI. V, station xv.)
These two faotors serve to explain the limited development of the larger
plants in the Charlevoix region, and the oasual visits paid by members of
the party to inland lakes in the vioinity which resulted in the disoovery
of muoh orowded masses of shore and bottom vegetation in those smaller
and shallower lakes, go to strengthen the foroe of the conolusion. I do
not feel sure that the defioienoy in the group of filamentous algoo noted
by Mr. Thompson in his report appended to this paper, oan be explained
on the·same ground alone, but certainly these faotors are of, some import-
an<le in this connection also.
Among miorosoopio plants Mr. Thompson calls attention also to the
entire absenoe of Desmidioo* from the waters of Lake Miohigan and also
from those of both Round and Pine Lakes. The Diatomaoere were, how-
ever, extremely abundant, both in species and in individuals, and were
according to Mr. Thompson's observations most plentiful in the deep
towings. This may be due possibly to the great transparenoy of the water.
A more detailed aooount of the plants, together with a list of the species
determined and data on the dililtribution of various forms may be found in
the report of Mr. Thompson (Appendix I, p. -). The amount of material
oolleoted is aotuallY very large if it be remembered that Mr. Thompson was
*Two speciea of rare occurrence were recorded at,t.the laboratory dnring the snmmer.
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oalled in at a late date to fill a vaoanoy in the party, that he WI:\S able to be
with us only a few weeks, at the end of our stay in Charlevoix, I:\nd that he
had to oontend with numerous diffioulties apart from the brief time lit his
disposal.
In addition to those found by Mr. Thompson, the following species of
miorosoopio plants were reoorded at the laboratory during the summer.
Anabqena flos-aqum Kg.
Cocconeis transversalis Greg.
Oyclotella operculata K.
Eurastrum inerme Lund.
Gomphonema acuminatum Ehr.
Merismopidia convoluta.
Navicula major K.
maxima.
producta ~.
Pediastrum beryanum.
8tephanodiscus niagare E.
Treyblionella scutellum Smith.
ANIMALS: The following notes on various groups of animals are
deserving of special mention or of particular explanation in this conneo-
tion. A list of the groups represented in fresh water, together with the
oommon names of these groups is given by Reighard (p. 16).
Protozoa: A very full report on tbis group by Dr. C. A. Kofoid is
appended (p. -). These forms oonstitute one of the ohief elements of the
plankton, furnishing as they do the simplest animal food aud being one
immediate souroe of food for the smaller orustaoea whioh in turn beoome
the prey of various fishes, they are an exoeedingly important faotor in fish
eoonomy. This was pointed out by Ryder (81). who. however, regarded
the Protozoa only as an indirect souroe of the food of fishes. They are
indeed important from this standpoint alone; but the work of Pec~ (~4)
establishes the value of the Protozoa and Protopbyta of the plankton in
one oase at least, as a direot souroe of food supply also. Thus far no
fresh water fish is known to have similar habits, but investigations should
be made as to whether the same is not true to some extent at least of our
lake herring. It is interesting to note the oonfirmation in Dr. Kofoid's
report of the absenoe of a littoral zone, and the freedom from shore mix-
tures of Lake Michigan plankton, as shown by a study of the protozoan
representatives. The number of speoies whioh are oharacteristioally
limneticis large here, being eighteen for Lake Michigan, as compared
with thirteen in Planer See and seven in Lake St. Clair. These forms
are widely distributed and none of the species seem to be exclusively
charaoteristic of this region. The list of species would have been oon-
siderably extended, exoept that our attention was oonfined ohiefly to a
study of the plankton, while oollections from the shores and from the
inland lakes were obtained only oasually.
eoelenterata: No fresh water sponges were found in the lakes at
Charlevoix. Both the white and the green Hydra were met with oooa-
sionally in bottom tows. Their oomparative rarity is unquestionably due
to the scarcity of vegetation to whioh they ordinarily attaoh themselves,
sinoe in the collections brought baok from the inland lakes north of Charle-
voix by Dr. R. H. Ward they were exoeedingly numerous. In some bot-
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tIes from that region the white Hydra was found in suoh numbers as to
oonstitute the bulk of the material in the entire haul.
Worms. a. Turbellaria: (Non-parasitio flat worms.) The follow-
ing species were found on algre oolleoted from the old ohannel, Round
Lake:
Mesostoma viviparum Silliman. Microsioma lineare Or.
Vortex sp. variabile Leidy.
An unidentified form ooourred onoe or twioe in the bottom tow and four
vials of speoimens were set Dr. W. MoM. Woodworth for identifioation.
He reports two speoies found in the vials, Vortex armiger O. Sohmidt,
and Mesosfoma n. sp. desoribed later in this report together with other
data on this group. (App. IV.) .
b. Parasitic Worms: A total of 1410 parasites were obtained from
115 speoimens representing eighteen speoies. These inoluded Coregonus
artedi, C. clupeijorm1's, C. prognathus, C. quadrilateralis, and Salvelinus
namaycush. The whitefish and trout were in some oases badly infested
with tapeworms and Echinorhynchi; but on the average there were fewer
parasites than in the fish from Lake St. Clair examined the year before.
A single free speoimen of Mermis and a few of Gordius were taken from
Round Lake and Lake Michigan respectively.
c. Oligocbaeta: These worms were not so frequently met as in the
Lake St. Clair work. A small collection, oomprising 6 vials of alooholio
specimens, was sent by Dr. Eisen for identifioation. The relative soarcity
was due no doubt to the scanty littoral and bottom vegetation, on which
they are oommonly abundant and from which certain species were col-
lected in large numbers in Lake St. Clair.
d. Hirudinea: The leeches were represented by several very large
species, and numbers of other forms, all of which are in the hands of
Professor Raphael Blanchard, who will make a report on them in detail.
One very interesting striped form, Ichthyobdella punciota Verrill, was
present in large numbers on the fish lifted in gill nets. They attaok
mostly whitefish and are found in abundance. Thousands are strewn over
the nets, boxes, and even the deck itself when the seine is hauled in.
e. Bryozoa: In dredgings made on the Middle Ground, Traverse bay,
at a depth of from 23 to 36 m., a considerable number of colonies of these
forms were collected. With them were dredged soanty filamentous algre.
The Bryozoa were submitted to Dr. C. B. Davenport, of Harvard Univer-
sity, who very kindly determined them. He reported that Paludicella
Ehrenbergii van Ben. and Fredericella sultana Blumenbach, were abund-
antly and typically represented, in the maf5S sent him, and that the stooks
were evidently living when found. Cristatella mucedo Cuv. was repre-
sented by a part of a statoblast only which had undoubtedly floated down
from a higher level. The first two species are an interesting addition to
the deep water fauna of the lakes, and I think the deepest recorded occur-
renoe of Bryozoa in fresh water. Agassiz ("Three Cruises of the Blake")
records marine forms from a depth of nearly 900 m.
The forms mentioned above were also obtained from "honey comb"
rock brought up in gill nets from about the same depth in the vioinity of
the reef between Charlevoix and Beaver Island. (See map, station ix).
f. Rotatoria: These forms constitute an important part of the mioro-
soopio fauna of the lakes. One bundred and ten speoies were reported in
1893 from Lake St. Clair. Last summer only ninety-four were found in
the entire Charlevoix region, and but fifty-eight of these ooourred in Lake
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Miohigan or in the immediately oonneoting waters of Round and Pine
lakes. The limnetio (pelagio) speoies were well represented, being in
number only three less than the true limnetio speoies of Lake St. Olair,
but the absenoe of shore and bottom vegetation precludes the development
of the large num~er of littoral and bottom forms found in smaller and
shallower lakes. Thus only eight bottom speoies in all are reported from
Lake Miohigan. Mr. Jennings. in his report on these forms. printed as an
appendix, oalls attention to some biologioal faots of great interest, suoh as
the aooumulation of the Rotifers near the surfaoe in the day time and the
rapid variations in the number of individuals and in the ruling speoies of
the plankton. Out of the ninety-four speoies reoorded twenty are new to
Miohigan and one new to scienoe.
Crustacea: Of -this olass the following ordera were represented in
material obtained at Oharlevoix. These forms oonstitute the most impor-
tant element of fish food and are found in large numbers in the shore, the
bottom and the limnetio faunre.
a. Cladocera: Between twenty-five and thirty species of these forms
were taken at Oharlevoix. They were most abundant in the smaller
inland lakes, no less than twenty speoies being reoorded as the result of a
half day trip to Twenty-Sixth lake. In the larger lakes they form a less
important element of the faunre. No detailed report on the number or
frequenoe of these forms has yet been made.
b. Copepoda: A speoial report on this group has been published
(Marsh, 95), from whioh a few quotations are made here. "From the
standpoint of the pisoioulturist, perhaps no olass of animals outside the
fishes themselves is so important and interesting as the Entomostraoa.
It is a well known faot that these minute orustaoea form the entire food
material of the young of some of our most important food fishes, and in
many oases oonstitute a large part of the food of the adults. "
With referenoe to the representatives of this group in the Oharlevoix
region, Marsh says (p. 4), "It is interesting to note the greater riohness
of the oopepod fauna of our lakes as oompared with those of the oonti-
nent of Europe. Zaoharias finds seven speoies of oopepods belonging to
the Cyolopidre and Oalanidre in the Planer See. In Lake Miohigan there
are nine, and that inoludes no littoral speoies; in the two lakes un Beaver
Island there are eight, in Pine Lake nine in Round Lake eleven, in Inter-
mediate Lake eleven, and in Lake St. Olair sixteen. The larger number
in Lake St. Clair is probably explained by the faot that, being very
shallow, it has the speoies of the smaller bodies of water !lnd of the stag.
nant pools, and in addition, beoa.use of its conneotion with the Great
Lakes, has also their limnetio speoies.
"Pine Lake is peouliarly poor in its number of species; this is strik.
ingly apparent when we oompare it with Intermediate Lake. Pine Lake
was very thoroughly examined, and it is likely that we are aoquainted
with all the speoies ooourring there, and yet the number is only eight.
All the oolleotions from Intermediate Lake were made in one day by a
party whioh went down from Oharlevoix and remained only a few hours,
and yet the number of different forms is eleven. Intermediate Lake
seems to be an usually rioh oolleoting ground, for, with the exoeption of
Lake St. Olair and Round Lake, no other lake shows such a large number
of speoies, and both Lake St. Olair and Round La.ke have been very
thoroughly explored. Moreover, in the oase of Round Lake, several of
the speoies mav be oonsidered as immigrants from Lake Michigan. "
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In a letter of reoent date Professor Marsh says:
"There are no oharacteristio speoies in Lake Miohigan at Charlevoix,
as the fauna of the Great Lakes is, so far as loan make out, identioal.
Lake St. Clair has some sta~nant water forms in addition to those oom·
manly found in the lakes. From the stations about Charlevoix I have 17
determined speoies. There was besides at least one species of Ergasilus,
one or more of Oanth?camptus, and the parasitic forms whioh I have not
worked out at all. "
In the report referred to above are given a table of distribution and
keys for determining the various speoies in the groups whioh are found in
Miohigan. For further details the original should be oonsulted.
c. Ostracoda are not unoommon in Round and Pine lakes, they are
not, however, suffioiently numerous to be an important element of the
plankton. The speoies obtained have not been determined as yet.
d. Amphipoda: There are two speoies of amphipods whioh are ohar-
aoteristio in their distribution. Hyallella dentuta Smith is found in
large numbers along the shores of Round Lake (Pine Lake?), and the inland
lakes. It was not reported from Lake Michigan though it may well be
present in the immediate vioinity of the shore. In deep water its plaoe
is taken by Pontoporeia Hoyi Smith whioh oame up in every haul of the
dredge, and was frequently present in enormous numbers. This speoies
forms one of the ohief souroes of food for various species of whitefish.
(See p. :n.)
e. Podophthalmia: The Stalk Eyed Crustacea are represented by
shrimp-like forms and by the orayfishes. A single speoies of the first,
Mysis relicta Loven, ocours in Lake Miohigan in deep water j from 24 to
130 m. (the deepest station) it was abundant everywhere that we tried the
dredge. On one ocoasion a bottom tow with the runner net brought up
a large number of individuals whioh were kept alive in a pail for a time,
but soon died, 'perhaps on aooount of the rise in temperature of the water.
They are among the most transparent and aotive of fresh water Crustaoea
and yet furnish muoh the largest percentage of whitefish food afforded by
anyone speoies (see tables p. 21). For themselves they appear to rely
largely upon the Copepods of the plankton for food. In spite of their
abundanoe we did not take a single immature form in our nets.
Two speoies of orayfish, Oambarus propinquus Ger., and O. t·irilis
Hagen, were found both in the main lake, and in the oonneoting waters
of Round and Pine lakes These speoies oame up in large numbers on
the gill nets of the fishermen and were taken in the trawl as well as oaught
in shallower water along shore. They furnish an important element of
the food of the larger fish.
Hydrachnidre: The water mites seem to be very abundant at Charle.
voix. With referenoe to the group Dr. Woloott reports:
"Of Hydraohnidre. to whioh very oareful attention was devoted, owing
to personal interest in the subject, 43 speoies were taken belonging to 16
genera; of these 23 species and 4 genera were not represented in the 001.
leotion frum Lake St. Clair. Numerous specimens of a mite identified in
the previous oolleotion as a species of Oribatidre. were also obtained."
Insecta: A disappointingly small number of forms both in species and
individuals was found in Charlevoix waters. The absenoe of the littoral
and bottom vegetation, whioh in Lake St. Clair afforded shelter and sup-
port to a host of larvre, evidently aocounts for the defioienoy in this
respeot. That this was olearly the cause beoame apparent on the oursory
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examination of the smaller inland lakes of the region which sheltered
among the littoral and bottom vegetation countless larvm. No attempt
was made to collect or include in the list these forms from the smaller
lakes. With the scarcity of insect larvm goes hand in hand the absence
of those fish which depend largely or entirely upon these forms for food,
and which were abundantly found in Lake St. Olair. Dr. Wolcott listed
77 species from Oharlevoix, determined as follows: Odonata 9, Ephem-
eridm 7, Perlidm I, Phryganidm IB, Hemiptera 6, Ooleoptera 18, Lepi-
doptera B, Diptera 20, and adds concerning them "To these must be added
anum ber of species of aquatic habits during a whole or part of their
existence which were, however, collected not in towings or dredgings. but
only in the adult state; these Rre sufficient to bring the total list of aquatio
forms observed up to considerably over a hundred. It was to be expeoted
that the experience of the previous year at Lake St. Olair would have ren-
dered possible the colleotion of a still larger number of speoies, but the
conditions were to some extent unfavorable. Botb Pine and Round Lakes,
deficient aEl they were in vegetation, exhibited an equal defioienoy in the
num ber of speoies of insects, although the latter were present in oonsider-
able numbers wherever vegetation occurred, as it did at some points.
Shallow pools along the shores of Pine Lake supported an abundant
fauna, but since they hardly came within the territory embraced in the
scope of the party's work, no extensive collections were made from them."
"Dredgings from Lake Michigan in moderate depths, especially when
over beds of Chara, eto.~ brought to light a considerable number of
insects which were in no wise peculiar.. Very interesting, however, was
the ocourrence on cne occasion of a speoies of Nemoma. one of the Per-
Hdm, in the deeper parts uf the lake in the vicinity of Oharlevoix. "
Mollusca: This group was very thoroughly studied by Mr. Bryant
Walker whose report is found in appendix V. I would call attention here
to his remarks on the scaroity of the large bivalves whioh are an unim-
portant element of fish food and the universal abl'JDdance of the smaller
forms, both univalves and bivalves, which constitute so important a faotor
in the food supply of the lake fish. (See tables p. 21). While Mr.
Walker calls especial attention to the large number of forms found in
beds of Chara, it is equally true that the surface of the boulder covered
areas of bottom, so plentiful a short distance off shore in that part of
Lake Michigan appears peppered with small snails; and together with
crayfish they constitute the chief animal forms taken in dredgings in this
region. These univalves subsist in large parton the minute algm derived
from the plankton, while the bivalves are entirely dependent upon this-
source for their food supply. Here there is then but one intermediate
stage betwefn tbe life of the plankton and tbe whitefish. Mr. WaIker
also notes tbe poverty of tbemolluscan fauna in Pine Lake. Details with
reference to the various species and their distribution are to be found in
the appendix. It is not too much to say tbat no ~roup was more thor-
oughly and accurately worked up than this and the importance of these
data for the whitefish investigation is apparent on examination of the
tables of whitefish food, already mentioned.
Vertebrata: Water birds are not as oommon on the lake as they were
at Lake S1. Olair and turtles were found only in the smaller inland waters.
Amphibians were not noticed in Lake Michigan at all and were rare in
the other waters examined. Only a single specimen of the "mud puppy"
(Neetu1·us maculatus Raf.) was found, and that in the old channel
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between Round and Pine lakes. This speoies is extremely abundant in
Lake Erie and Lake St. Clair and destroys an enormous number of white
fish eggs, the Neoturi taken in the Detroit river in the fall being gorged
with the freshly laid eggs. The apparent rarity of the form further north
is henoe fortunate.
The following list shows the speoies of fish taken in various plaoes aB
indioated : C, old ohannel between Round and Pine lakes; M, Lake
Miohigan ; P, Pine Lake; R, Round Lake, (PI. IV). The list is by no means
-complete sinoe partioular attention waB paid only to the important food fish
and to smaller forms oaptured by ohanoe in the searoh for young white-
fish. The identification of the smaller forms was made by Mr. Jennings,
while we worked together on the various speoies of Ooregonus. We had
determined the Lake Miohigan "Long Jaw" as an undesoribed speoies,
and it waB only in the fall that on reoeipt of the paper by Smith (94) I
saw it was identioal with hiB speoies O. prJgnathus.
SCientific Name. Common Name. Localit7
Ambloplites rupesiris (Raf.) tRock bass________ R.
Ameiurus melas (Raf.) tBullhead____ _ C.
Oatostomus teres (Mitch.) tS.ucker____ P.
Ooregonus Ariedi LeS. tLake Herring_____________ M.
elupeiformis (Mitch.) tWhitefi.sh____ M.
quadrilateralis Rich. tMenomonee____ __ _ M.
(?) tullibee Rich.____ _ _ Long oTaw (?) _ _ _ M.
nigripinnis (Gill.) c tBlackfin____ _ _ ____ __ M.
prognathus H: M. Smith. tL':mg Jaw of L. MichigQllL_ M.
Ooitus Riehrtrdsoni Ag. *Miller's Thumb M. R.
Etheostoma nigrum RaL *Sand Darter M. R.
caprodes RaL *Log perch____ ____ ____ M.
Eucalia ineonsfans (Kirtland) * M. P.
Lota lota (L.) tL'l.wyer M. P.
Micropferus dolomieu Raf. Small mouth Black Bass___ R.
Notropis delieiosa ("Gir.) *_ _ ____ ____ _ _ C.
megalops (Ral.) tCommon Shiner ___ R.
Percopsis guttatus Ag. * _ __ __ _ _ M.
Perea flaveseens (Mitch.) t Perch_ _ ____ ___ R.
Salvelinus namayeush (WaI. ) tLake TrouL___ _ ___ M.
Names after Jordsn, Manna! of the Vertebrates, fifth edition, Chicago, 1890.
Half a dozen speoies of young fish or small forms are yet unidentified.
If these and the fish taken in the smaller inland lakes were both added the
list would be considerably extended.
The food relations of the various forms listed in the foregoing oan not
be given at present in more than general terms. For a disoussion of this
subjeot and a valuable table expressing some of these relations in synoptio
form the reader is referred to Reighard ( 93. pp. 23 and 24).
One striking faunal peouliarity appears on examination of the preQeding
aooount of the various groups to be generally oharaoteristio not only of
Lake Miohigan, but also in great part of Rf1und and Pine lakes. It ilf
the absenoe of the littoral flora and fauna. The abundanoe of life whioh
oharaoterized the shore region on Lake St. Clair is here entirely laoking.
*Taken in trawl in varions localities.
t Examined for food and parasites.
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It may well be that all other defioienoies are due to the absenoe of littoral
vegetation, the reasons for whioh have already been disoussed. At any
rate, the barrenness of the littoral zone eliminates from -the question of
the food supply of this region one element whioh in Lake St. Clair was
of extreme impurtanoe.
Mention has been made of the limited bettom vegetation and of the
absenoe of oertain forms of animal life ordinarily found in oonneotion
with the plants of the bottom. This matter will be disoussed further in
another part of the report. Here may be reoorded merely the limited
development of this souroe of food supply in this part of Lake Miohigan.
To one small group of forms, the various speoies of whitefish, partioular
attention was paid and the results of this study are embodied in a speoial
seotion of this report.
THE WHITEFISH.
Eight speoies of Ooregonus are known to ooour in the Great Lakes; they
are the oommon or true whitefish, Ooregonus clupeijormis [Mitoh. J, the
"blaokfin" O. nigripinnis [Gill], the "long jaw," O. prognathus H. M.
Smith, the lake herring or oisoo O. Artedi Le Sueur, the tullibee or
mongrel whitefish, O. tullibee Riohardson, the Menomonee whitefish, O.
quadrilaferalis, Richardson, the "Sao" whitefish ()r whiting, O. labra·
doricus Richardson, and the Lake Miohigan oisoo or the lake "mooneye"
O. Hoyi [Gill]. The last four from their rarity or small size, are of little
importanoe oommeroially, and only one of them the Menomonee whitefish,
was seen at Charlevoix. All of the first four, however, were obtained
there, and the first three were the objeot of espeoial study- They are the
species ordinarily marketed and are sold indisoriminately under the name
whitefish, although the fishermen distinguish them easily. In faot the
"long jaw" was oonstantly picked out for us as a distinot form by the
fishermen, and after numerous efforts to make it fit the desoription of
some known species, Mr. Jennings and I were foroed to admit its
distinot oharaoter. Early in the fall the paper by H. M. Smith (U4) fell
into my bands, and the identity of the Charlevoix form with the new
speoies desoribed therein was at once apparent.
The babits of tbe wbitefish are only meagerly desoribed in our litera.
ture. Sinoe Milner (74) notbing more tban scattered details have
appeared, and a good aooount of tbe biology of tbis group is yet to be
written. The work at Cbarlevoix was not extensive enougb to add greatly
to our knowledge; tbere are, bowever, some observations of value made
tbere wbiob may be recorded in tbis plaoe.
Tbe borizontal distribution of tbe four speoies is, so far as our observa-
tion extended, uniform; but the vertical limits seem to be very different.
Tbis is mentioned in tbe work of Milner, but our own observations, and
also tbe reports of tbe best fisbermen, seem to indicate even a more
definite location for eaob speoies. It seems tbat tbe lake berring is a sur·
faoe fisb and is taken in gill nets only nellr tbe surfaoe; tbe true wbitefisb
is oaugbt in water as sballow as twenty feet, but is most oommon between
twelve and twenty fatboms. Tbe long jaw is rarely found in twelve fatboms;
it is, bowever, abundant in depths of from twenty to twenty-five fathoms,
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but does go somewhat deeper, while the blaokfins are rarely met in less
depth than forty fathoms. This vertical distribution is so definite and so
well known that the oatoh of a gill net at any given depth may be predioted
with considerable aocuraoy. It is the summer range of the fish and is
modified at the spawning season. One naturally suggests temperature as
the ruling cause for this vertioallimitation of distribution, sinoe, as will
be seen later, the food of these various species has a muoh wider vertioal
'lange than the species itself, and sinoe the aocounts given by fishermen
of the winter limits of'the species oorrespond in general to the tempera-
ture ohanges. This matter should be the subjeot of special study during
the entire year in oonneotion espeoially with aoourate and extended obser..
vations on the temperature of the water.
In the next place our entire knowledge of the food of the young
whitefish, and in fact all other information with regard to the fish
in the first year of its life, depends upon inferenoe. Forbes (82)
bas furnished the only experimental information on this subjeot. He
plaoed several thousand whitefish fry in a tank fed by Lake Miohigan
water and supplied them with aD abundanoe of organisms obtained from
the lake by a tow net. From this, whioh is identioal with the plankton
mentioned elsewhere in this report, the fry seleoted ohiefly small
Entomostraoa. Forbes says (p. 781), "The entire number of objeots
appropriated by the sixty.three fishes [out of 106 examined] was as fol-
lows: Cyclops Thomasi, ninety-seven; Diaptomus sicilis, seventy-eight;
Anurcea striata, twenty.nine; Daphnia hyalina, one." From this he oon-
-eludes that "the two species of Copepoda, Oyclops Thomasi and Diap-
tomus sicil1's, are oertainly very muoh more important to the maintenanoe
of the whitefish in the early stage of independent life than all the other
organisms in the lake oom bined. " Interesting and valuable as these
experiments are, it should be notioed that the evidenoe is not oomplete.
The faot that in captivity the fry eat these two species in partioular is no
proof that in nature their food is the same. In the Agassiz Marine
Laboratory at Newport I have easily reared young toadfish, a pure bottom
fish, on the small crustaoea of the plankton. It would be hardly safe on
this evidenoe to regard the young toadfish as normally plankton eaters;
the probability is that the natural food of the young was su bstituted by
nearly related forms of approximately the same size. Forbes notes that
the Oyclops was the smallest of all the Entomostraoa in the plankton and
that the Diaptomus was the next in size. This is also the order of prefer-
enoe expressed by the whitefish fry as shown by the number of eaoh
,speoies eaten. Reighard (94, p. 40), expresses the opinion that the
whitefish fry are more probably bottom feeders. If so, their natural food
will then be some of the small bottom orustaoeans of no doubt approxi-
mately the same size as the two just mentioned, most likely olosely related
speoies, but not these forms whioh are limnetio in oharaoter. The nature
of the first food of the whitefish fry was olearly demonstrated by Forbes
in the disoovery of the pharyngeal teeth, which are wanting in the adult,
and whioh point unmistakably to the carnivorous habits of the young.
'They prey undoubtedly on the Entomostraca; the exaot species on which
they su bsist, however, yet remajn to be established.*
*The mat~r can only be determined experimentally and I am informed by correspondence that
the Michigan Fish CommIssion. during the past spring. has carried out a series of experiments by plant-
ingthe fry in boxes supplied with gauze gratinge. The boxee were anchored in favorable localitiee at the
eurface and near the bottom and a certain number of the fry taken periodically and examined for food.
The results of these eXPllriments may well be awaited with great interest.
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It was the hope of those interested in the work at Charlevoix that some
of the young whitefish hatohed in the spring might be oaught, and thus
evidenoe furnished as to the food and habitat of the fish during the first
year of its life. At the very beginning of the stay an assistant was set to
scouring the shores, inlets and shallow plaoes in order to oatoh all the
young fish whioh oould be found; a large number of different species was
oolleoted, but none of the whitefish family. A trawl was oonstruoted and
used on all of our August exoursions into Lake Miohigan with the fishing
tug. It was tried in waters of various depths and over all bottoms where
it oould be run and was suooessful in obtaining a number of speoies of
small fish from these looalities (see list on page 17), but no whitefish.
The bottom of Lake Miohigan in the Charlevoix region is not very favor.
able for the use of a trawl, as even the stretohes of sandy bottom are
strewn with oooasional boulders, and in the oourse of our work the trawl
was first lost and reoovered only after a long searoh, and finally on the
following day torn to pieoes. In future work a fine meshed silk gill net
would, I believe, be more likely to suooeed in oatohing the young white.
fish.
During severe storms young fish are thrown up on the beaoh of Lake
Miohigan near Charlevoix, and from this source we obtained immature
speoimens of the lake herring. of the Menomonee and probably of the long
jaw, but none of the true whitefish. The speoimens were from three to
five inohes long and were as small as any ever obtained there. They were
probably fish whioh. had been hatohed in the spring of that year. The
absenoe of young whitefish in spite of the large oatoh of the adult fish at
this point shows either that the young are more limited in their distribu-
tion than the adult and henoe are not found at this point, or tht they live
deeper than the young of other species mentioned and thus are not
affeoted by the wave aotion in time of storm. Some aooount of the food
of the adult whitefish is given by Milner (74, p. 44) and Smith (74).
The number of specimens reported was small, and also the importanoe of
eaoh element in the total amount was left unnoted; furthermore the
food of the allied species has reoeived no attention. Henoe it seemed
wise to devote oareful attention to this point and asoertain liS exaotly as
possible the oharaoter of the food and amount of eaoh element in it for
eaoh of the species of whitefish. A large number of stomaohs of white-
fish were examined and the results of this study are expressed in the
following tabular forms. The speoimens examined were from widely
separated fishing grounds, representing more than the limit of territory
oovered by the map of the Charlevoix region given in this report (PI. V).
In the identifioation of the species of food animals, all the members of the
laboratory foroe partioipated, and the estimated peroentages were similarly
oontrolled so that every effort has been made to reduoe the error of suob
observations to a minimum. The first table presents the results of obser-
vations on the food of the true whitefish.
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Name of food animal. SpecimeJ:ls of Coregonm clupeijormis examined. Av.
¥IIBi1l relictI), Loven . •__ .________ 95 70 __ 70 5 -- 51---- 35 .__._. _ -. -;;
Pontoporeia HOI/i Smith __• ._ 5 30 . 95 85 85 65 80 70 90 * 43
Eurllcercm lamellatm. ._. • ._. (1) _._. • ._. . • • • _
Total Crustacea. ._________ 95 75 80 70 5 05 90 85 65 35 80 70 00 * 68
---------------------------
$£~~~~-~~~~1~:~~~-~_~~~ ~i~;1~:::: :~: !~1~ :~: :~)1') :~:: :1-: :~: ;~ :~:
Valvatastncera Say • . . __• . (5) 5 . ._.•__• • 10 . 5 . 10 2
tricarinata •• .__ • • _.._ • •__• (1) • (1) • _
Sphrerium striatinum Lan. . .. __ .___ 55 •.__. . _ (1) (9) 4
n. sp. .;____ __ (1) ._ .___ 20 (1) 5 10 8
Pisidium (eeveralspecies) . _. .___ (9) 5 ijO 15 35 2 1 10 35 (1) 10 . __. 60 16
--------------------------------
Total Mollusca. .____ * _5~~~~ _1 _0~~ _*~~~I~
Chironomid larvlll .• . • * 8 5 5 * 8 8 10 * * 15 * 5 __" 4
Hydrophilid larvlll. . . . __.. (1) _._. . _••_ • . .. .•__ . •__)arvlll c • • ~_ • •. •__• 2 5 • . .••_
------------- ---- ---- ------ - -----
Total Insecta • ._____ * 8 5 5 * 3 8 10 * * 17 5 5 5
-------------1---------------
~~e:e~.:::-:_::-_:::-_::-_-:_=:::::::::::: :::: .~~- :::: :::: :::: ::::I:::: :::: I:::: -~~- -(iii :::: :::: :::: ---~
1, 8. 5, etc. = percent~e of each form in total food mass estimated from volumes.
(1). etc. = number of individuals found constitutic.g alwaySleS8 than 5:(.
* = trace. or a few specimens, constituting a small uncertain amount or 198s than 1:( of total.
In addition to objeots mentioned small brown stones were very oom·
man, and in instanoes formed one-fourth or one-fifth of the total mass;
they were not inoluded in the peroentages as they did not seem to be a
part of the food proper. A traoe of filamentous alga (Oladophora) WIlS
frequently enoountered in the stomaoh oontents where its presenoe was
apparently aooidental. A oOJ}siderable number of stomaohs were exam-
ined whioh were empty, or in whioh digestion had prooeeded so far that
, the oomputation of peroentages was unoertain. Both olasses are omitted
from the table, although so far as oould be seen the latter would not have -
modified the results appreoiably.
Summarizing the results given in the table it will be seen that among
these fourteen speoimens
Pontoporeia constitutes from 0 to 95 %of the total food, averaging 43 %.
Mysis "" 95 to 0" " " " " " 200/0.
The two forms seem not to be found together in oonsiderable amounts,
but the presence of the one indioates the absenoe, or at most, presence in
a trace of the other, making thus the average peroentage of orustaoean
food 63. This alternation seems to indicate a differenoe in the distribu-
tion of the two forms so that the whitefish are likely to find one or the
other, but not both on the same feeding ground.
This element is never entirelf' absent, and, on the other hand, forms
two-thirds or more of the entire food mass in ten oases out of fourteen. It
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is olearly not only the most important element of the food, but is on the
average more prominent than all otbers put together.
Pisidium constitutes from 0 to 60 % of the total food, averaging 16 %.
Sphrorium " "0 to 55 % " " "" " 7 %.
Valvata " "0 to 10 % ., " "" " 2 %.
Other speoies of mollusks are present in varying small amounts, mak-
ing the total amount of food furnished by these animals on the average
26%. In three oases out of fourteen this was the bulk of the entire food,
and in two instanoes it was entirely laoking.
The inseot larvae, ohiefly Obironomids, are a small thougb oompara-
tively oonstant part of the food, oonstituting at most only 15%, and on
the average about 5% of the whole. The two oases in whioh small fish
were found, suffioe to make this element average 2% of the whole.
Whether it is oonstantly even suoh a small peroentage of the total oould
only be told by a muoh greater number of oases; but the peroentages of
other elements are probably oorreot within a small amount. It is interest.
ing to notioe that only oJ}e of the fourteen fish had enjoyed suoh a mixed
diet that no element predominated in its food.
The oonsiderable part played by the mollusks and inseot larvre, both of
whioh are striotly bottom forms, shows that the oommon whitefish ia to a
large extent a bottom feeder. This view is strengthened by the down
pointed suoker·like mouth of the fish as well as by the presenoe in the
stomaohs of numbers of small stones, whioh were undoubtedly snapped up
with some morsel of food.
Of the six speoimens of the long jaw (0. prognathus), whioh furnished
stomaoh oontents suffioiently undigested to be estimated, five oontained
Mys'is relieta, oonstituting respeotively 95, 95, 95, 98 and 100% of the
total mass, or an average of 97%, while in the sixth Pontoporeia Hoyi
was equally abundant. No other reoognizable objeot was present in any
of the fish examined. Smith (94, p. 10), in his desoription of this new
speoies, is able to give only oonjeotural information as to its food. The
stomaohs examined do not bear out his surmise that "its larger mouth and
more powerful jaws indioate a somewhat wider range of food than is
possessed by the oommon whitefish." Nor "do I think that suoh is the
oase; its deeper habitat favors a more simple diet sinoe the fauna of the
region is more limited in number of speoies. Again, the anatomioal
oharaoters referred to find their explanation equally well in the hunting
habits of the fish; its food is oaptured in motion aud not on the bottom,
henoe the striotly bottom forms in the food of the oommon whitefish, the
mollusks and inseot larvre, as well as those aooidental inolosures, algre
and stones, are entirely wanting. This differenoe in the mode of life of
the fish, whioh seems to me adequately indioated by the faots given; is of
importanoe in another oonneotion, as will be seen later.
Only two speoimens of the blaokfin afforded identifiable stomaoh oon-
tents; Mysis relicta was here 95 and 99% of the total amount; one of
these speoimens yielded a single individual of Diaptomus sp., whose
presenoe was perhaps aooidental; otherwise nothing was reoognized.
Oolleotions of parasites were made from all the speoies of whitefish
obtained at Oharlevoix; oooasionally individuals were found badly infested
with a speoies of Echinorhynchus, but ('s a whole these fish were very
free from parasitio infeotion.
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The question of the deorease of the true whitefish has attraoted muoh
attention during the last ten or fifteen years, and the oause has been a
matter of oonsiderable dispute. I believe we are in position to offer posi-
tive evidenoe on the question. The faot of the large deorease in the
whitefish oatoh sinoe 1880 is, I think, unquestioned at present, although
there is evidenoe of yearly fluotuations in the oatoh both befora and sinoe
that time. The presentsoaroity of the fish may be due (1) to disease, (2)
to soaroity in food supply, (3) to migration, (4) to the orowding out or
supplanting of the true whitefish by some other speoies, (5) to over oatoh-
ing. The first may be dismillsed without further disoussion sinoe any
disease widespread enough to oause suoh a result would surely have oome
to the notioe of fishermen.
The three most important elements of the whitefish food are Ponto-
poreia, Mysis, and the small mollusks. At nearly all of the stations
where hauls were made with the vertioal plankton net (see PI. V) the
dredges and other nets were also used. Among their oontents the three
forms just mentioned were the most oommon of all objeots; so muoh so
indeed that their absenoe in rare cases was noteworthy. Thus, for
example, in my notebook is entered for station ix: "Dredge out 5 min-
utes. Noteworthy-Mysis wanting, mollusks almost, very few Ponto-
poreia; aooording to Capt. O'Neil this point (middle of w. side reef) has
no whitefish. " The immediate food of the whitefish is present at nearly
all points and in large quantities, henoe the deorease in whitefish supply
oan hardly be due to this oause. So far as migration is conoerned, it
might be invoked to explain a deficienoy in the oatoh in a single locality,
but statistios now at hand show the deorease to be general and not oon·
fined to a single region.
In his reoent paper Smith (94, p. 11) suggests an interesting theory as
to the possible oause of the disappearanoe of theoommon whitefish;
namely, that it has been orowded out by the long jaws. It is a well known
biologioal faot that in the struggle for existenoe one species is supplanted
by another more favored form whioh takes possession of its home and
food supply and literally orowds it out of existence. This is most likely
to ooour between olosely related forms in oiroumscribed areas, and it
would appear at first thought as if this were a very probable instance of
suoh supplanting. It is also a ourious faot that the same idea ocourred to
me in Charlevoix and was discussed with at least one member of the party,
Mr. Bryant Walker, before the appearanoe of Smith's paper. In the
oourse of further study, however, I became oonvinced that the idea was
untenable and that the competition between the two speoies was more
apparent than real; in other words that this oould not be the oause of the
diminishing whitefish supply. The reasons for this oonolusion may be
given briefly. In the first plaoe the range of the two fish is radically
different; long jaws are rare at twelve fathoms where the best oatohes of
whitefish are made, and conversely whitefish are not found at the depth
of twenty to twenty. five fathoms where the long jaws are most abundant;
nor could I find evidence of any ohange in range of the speoies during
the last twenty.five years, if one will aooept the testimony of the best
fishermen. Again, the food of the two forms is somewhat different, as
noted above, and more still the place and manner of feeding I have
already pointed out that the whitefish is probably a bottom feeder, and
that the long jaw is not, but obtains its food more probably free in the
water. FurthermJre, if orowding out were the oause, the grounds
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formerly occupied by whitefish must now be preempl(\d by long jaws. It
can be positively stated, I think, that such is not the case. As is noted
elsewhere in connection with the plankton studies, we examined especially
those regions which had been good whitefish grounds, but now yielded
little or no catch. In all of the places whitefish food was plentiful,
though the grounds were now practically deserted by all fish, and many
of them were much too shallow for long jaws.
The apparent coming in of the long jaw and the increase in its catch
are really due to very different causes. The failure of the shallow white-
fish grounds forced the fishermen little by little to move their nets into
deeper waters and so gradually to increase their catch first by the addi-
tion of long jaws and then by the still deeper living blackfin. These two
species are only apparently new arrivals, and their supposed increase at
the time of the whitefish decrease is due merely to changed methods of
fishing. In this connection it is interesting to notice the testimony of
Capt. John O'Neil of Charlevoix, that the long jaws themselves are less
frequent in Traverse Bay than formerly, that they are smaller in size and
more scattered.
We are thus forced to the conclusion that the decrease in the whitefish
supply can have no other cause than overcatching. This is not the place
to discuss good and bad methods of fishing or remedies for the
trouble. Our investiglltions point unmistakably to the oause of the
depletion in the whitefish supply; it is the removal from the lakes of a
larger number than oan be replaoed by natural prooesses and than has
been sucoessfully returned by artifioial hatching. Greater results from
the latter methods depend upon a better knowledge of exact oonditions in
the lakes, and to aid in this has been the object of our studies.
SOURCE OF FOOD SUPPLY.
The question as to the food of the whitefish and the amount of the sup-
ply at any point, or, expressed in other terms, the aotual fish supporting
power of any region is not determined by a single element. The number
of Mysis and Pontoporeia in any given area does not determine the
fitness of that region for raising whitefish.
Not only must the present supply of whitefish food be large. but the
region must be capable of maintaining the supply oonstant in spite of the
inroads made by the fish, else the food would soon be exhausted and the
fish starved to death. The further test must be then made as to the oapao-
ity of the pla-oe to furnish these food animals with sufficient nourishment
for rapid multiplioation. Thus we are taken back step by step through the
entire series of biologioal interdependenoe to the primitive food supply,
whioh must always be plant life, sinoe that alone has the power to manu-
faoture living matter out of the simpler substanoes taken from earth, air
and water. It is then clear that the entire series of biological relations
must be worked out. and with each step will oome new light on the
subject.
The question of the souroe of the food of the lake fish brings us to oon-
sider first in brief the peouliar characters of these bodies of water in oom·
parison espeoially with the inland lakes. On the more extended trips into
Lake Miohigan, whioh were undertaken with a view to obtaining evidenoe
on the distribution of life in the lake, the oontrast hetween this and an
inland lake, or even Lake St. Clair, beoame very apparent. The most
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striking peouliarity was the entire absenoe, in the part of the lake exam·
ined, of the larger plants. The shore plants and rushes whioh in Lake
St. Olair formed several distinct zones (Pieters, 94) along the margin of
the lake, were either entirely absent or present in rare instanoes. The
shl:lllow part along shore, or lake terraoe (Reighard, 94, p. 113) is very
narrow at this point and subjeot to oonsiderable ohange by the frequent
storms; to this is due no doubt the absenoe of shore vegetation, and there
are out in the lake, beyond the shore terraoe, no l:Ireas shallow enough to
permit the growth of suoh vegetation. Not only were the littoral zones
bare of plants but the bottom also. The fields of Ohara whioh oarpeted
the bottom of Lake St. Olair so densely that Reighard (p. 15) oompares
them to a thrifty field of olover, were almost never found. Only onoe in
the sheltered High Island harbor was there a shallow area oovered in this
way with Ohara. Elsewhere stretohes of bare sand alternated with
equally bare rooky bottoms or with areas of huge oobblestones. The
stones brought up in the dredge were frequently oovered with a film of a
pale greenisb tinge, whioh under the miorosoope appeared to be made up
of myriads of minute unioellular &lgre. Rarely one found a few threads
of Cladophora or other filamentous alga, but aside from these insignifi-
oant exoeptions no fixed plants. The rioh variety of forms, worms, orus-
taoeans, mollusks and inseot larval, dredged from the Ohara beds of Lake
St. Olair, were entirely lacking. In their plaoe the dredge yielded in
many regions a considerable number of speoimens, belonging, however,
only to a few genera. The Mysis and Pontoporeia, though taken from
near the bottom undoubtedly obtain their food mostly from the water and
are not properly bottom feeding forms. The Lamellibranohs are depend-
ent upon the same source of food supply; but the Gastropods and a few
species of inseot larvre, almost entire Ohironomids, are true bottom forms.
They live either on the miorosoopio plants or on deoaying matter whioh
has fallen from the superjaoent water. Wherever fixed plants were found
there was no dearth of life. The Ohara beds found at High Island
harbor were as rioh in life as those of Lake St. Olair. Mr. Walker men-
tions in his report (Appendix V), the extraordinary number of species of
mollusks obtained there from a single haul of the trawl.
It should be mentioned here that the Ohara beds do not in themselves
afford nourishment direotly to any fish, or so far as loan find to any
l:Ibundant animal; and henoe their absenoe does not direotly reduoe the
food supply. Indireotly, It affeots the oonditions very materially; forthe
beds afford shelter to myriads of small bottom forms, orustaoeans, inseot
larvre, and worms, whioh find food in the microsoopio plants growing
among them. Henoe they are breeding beds for fish food and furnish the
best of oonditions for the development of bottom feeding fish. Lake
Miohigan does not furnish in this region a suffioient variety of bottom
food for many species of bottom fish. The few forms whioh are found
are all inoluded in the menu of the whitefish; tbey seem, however, so far
as our observation went, to be widely distributed Bnd to be present eaoh
in considerable numbers.
Some of the physioal oharaoteristios of the lake, though less striking at
first, are equally important. That part of the lake whioh lies above the
ten fathom line (18.13 meters) forms but a very narrow border on the map;
yet this is more than three times the greatest depth observed in Lake St.
Olair. The extreme depth reaohed in our work was 1130 meters, whioh is
just the average for the entire lake, and not quite two-thirds of the
4
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extreme depth. The oonsiderable depth of most of the lakes involves
very different oonditions of life in the greater part of the waters from
those whioh exist in a shallow lake. Perhaps the most important is
temperature. On different days the surfaoe temperature (') of the lak-e
varied from 16.7 0 to 19.40 O. (62 0 to 67 0 F.). The bottom temperature
was always less than the top and in twenty to twenty.five meters was only
100 to 6.4 0 O. (50 0 to 43.5 0 F.) while at the deepest stations (112 and 130
m.) the thermometer registered only 4.2 0 O. (39.5 0 F.) on the bottom.
In general it appears that near the surfaoe the fall in temperature is more
rapid for the same amount of desoent than near the bottom; th-ere were
however, ourious variations in bottom temperature at about the same
depth, e. g. 14.40 O. at 22 meters, Station xxi, and 6.40 O. at 24 m"
Station ii, whioh show wide departure from the general prinoiple of equal
temperature at equal depths, owing perhaps to looal oonditions. Our
observations are not extended enough to throw light upon speoial oases.
The whole of the lake in this region below the limit of 25 m. from the
surfaoe has a temperature of 7.5 0 O. (45.5 0 F.), or less, whioh is about
11 0 O. (20 0 F.) lower than the surfaoe temparature, while the water below
110 to ] 30 m. does not rise above 40 O. (39.2 0 F.), whioh is the temper-
ature of maximum density for fresh water. Here temperature oonditions
are probably uniform the year through, while at the surfaoe they are sub-
jeot to the greatest fluotuatioJils.
In the next place the amount of light deoreases rapidly with the depth,
and yet not so rapidly here as in ordinary lakes Sinoe the amount of
inflow is small in proportion to the total volume of the lake, and sinoe the
shallow area where the water oan beoome roily in time of storm is very
limited, the water oontains extremely little inorganic matter in suspen-
sion, and henoe the northern lakes are noted for their transparenoy. In
the Oharlevoix region the water is beautifully olear and allows objeots to
be disoerned at oonsiderable depths. We made no tests to determine the
relative transparenoy of the water, but its evident superiority in this
respeot oompensates for the great depth to a large extent by permitting
the passage of a muoh larger amount of light, and henoe the development
of plant life in deeper strata of the water. Again, the disturbanoe in time
of storm does not extend very far from the surfaoe. The ten fathom line
lies far below wave aotion and thus the greater portion of the water is
und isturbed by storms.
Furthermore, the pressure inoreases with the depth. At about 10 m.
the pressure is twioe that at the surfaoe (one atmosphere, 151b. sq. in.); at
103 m., all forms are subjeoted to a pressure of 11 atmospheres. Yet the
animals brought up from this depth seemed to suffer no inoonvenienoe by
their rapid transit from a pressure of 165 Ibs. to the squure inoh to one of
only I/,; lbs. to the square inoh.
Finally, the lake is free from suoh ourrents as exist in Lake St. Olair.
The slow movements of the water in definite direotions are not at all oom·
parable with the stream of a river, and the limited inflow and outflow,
already disoussed in this report, serve to maintain the lake in a oondition
of stable equilibrium.
The faotors just discussed are of the graatest importanoe in determining
the oharaoter of the food supply in the lake, as well as its distribution.
But it should first be noted that the question of food supply here is totally
lSee table of plankton hanIs on pages 32 to 35.
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unlike similar questions in agrioulture and the differenoe is fundamental
iB its oharaoter. The land animals whioh furnish the large part of man's
food supply are herbivorous. Their supply of food is drawn from the
great group of grasses, grains and forage plants, whioh growing before
our eyes, derive nourishment from the inorganic materials in earth, air
and water. There intervenes but a single step from the inorganio to the
orgtmio and the ohain of biologioal relations is short and simple in the
main. It is not only oapable of immediate observation, but it has also
been in all its details the subjeot of long oontinued and oareful study in
numerous experiment stations of the oountry. The preparation and the
enriohment of the soil, the development of the seed, the growth of the
plant, the diseases whioh threaten it, the enemies whioh attaok or orowd
it out, its proteotion and improvement have been for many years the oare
of trained minds on experimental fields and in well equipped laboratories.
How different the oase for the fish oulturist I In many instanoes he does
not even know the immediate food of the speoies in question. Observa·
tions on its habits and life history are all too soanty and experimentation
limited and unoontrolled.
The series of biologioal relations are also widely different from those on
the land. In fresh water there are few large plants; in the Great Lakes a
still soantier amount. Among all the food fish there are none that depend on
these plants for food supply; they are purely oarnivorous. One of the most
fundamental questions for the fish oulturist is then olearly the source of
food supply in the Great Lakes and the steps in the prooess of its trans-
formation into fish flesh. Direotly oonneoted with this are the questions
of its amount and distribution sinoe fish oulture is evidently depedent for
suooeSB and development upon these faotors. Unless the primitive food
supply be abundant at the present time, all efforts to inorease the number
of fish will fail of ultimate suooess; unless the food of the fry is found in
suffioient quantities in that looality where the fry 'are planted, the maxi.
mum number oan never reaoh the adult oondition; and finally the possible
inorease in the fish supply is limited by the amount and distribution of
. the food in so far as those faotors are themselves beyond the oontrol of
the fish oulturist.
The limited inflow of Lake Miohigan renders the amount of food sup-
plied to its waters from tbis Bouroe oomparatively insignifioant and, more-
over, it is almost entirely inorganio matter whioh is reoeived in this way.
The limited shore areas and generallaok of shore plants make the shore
washings an equally unimportant souroe of food supply, although from it
as from the preoeding source would be reoeived a oertain amount of
inorganio material in solution and in suspension. The oooasional fields of
Ohara and other bottom algro add only a limited amount of food, but the
soanty development of this bottom flora, already oommented upon, pre-
oludes the possibility of oonsidering it more than a seoondary souroe of
food supply.
From the atmosphere is lenohed out by every rain muoh valuable inor.
ganio matter, and the winds bring from time to time insects, both
singly and in swarms, whioh fall a ready prey to the fish of the water.
But even this is a seoondary and inoidental source; the biologioal rela.
tions of the life in the water are not seriously affeoted by this addition.
No suffioient source of primitive organio food material oan be found
external to the lake; it must be sought within the wafer itself. It must
also be oapable of forming the inorganio material into living matter, and
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since we have already seen that of the green plants whioh possess this
power, the larger fixed forms are lacking or present in entirely insuffi·
cient quantities. it is clear that the source whatever it may be must escape
notice by virtue of the minute size of its individual elements, sinoe the
abundance of the material as a whole must necessarily be presupposed.
If one draws through the water a net of finest gauze and colleots its
gleanings into a EmaIl glass, there will be seen a myriad of minute forms
almost or quite invisible to the eye. The mass of material obtained
depends not only upon the length of the haul and size of the net, but
upon numerous other conditions as well. Under no probable oiroum.
stances, however, will the net fail to oolleot a oertain amount of material
which the microscope shows to be composed of living organisms of varied
oharacter. Among theHe are both plants and animals. the latter so insig.
nificant that their own motion does not suffice to carry them over any
oonsiderable distanoe, and hence both plants and animals are dependent
upon waves, ourrents and winds for their wide distribution. Their entire
existence is passed floating freely in the water and both plants and
animals pol!sess oharaoters of form or struoture fitting them for maintain.
ing their position. Very many are provided with long prooessef1l, enab-
ling them to present greater surface to the water; others have oil drops
reducing their specifio gravity. This mal!s of living forms is known as the
planktcn, and it plays suoh an important part in the eoonomy of the water
that the relations may briefly be outlined here. One may justly oall it
the pr1'mitire food supply of the water, and as suoh it is of oourse the
origin of fish food.
The smallest forms in the plankton are the one-oelled plants and
animals, and the first are really the aotual!\< souroe of the food supply.
They float, as it were, in a sort of broth, or nutritive fluid, the water oon·
taining in solution those simple inorganio substanoes whioh they are
enabled by the possession of green matter (ohlorophyll or some related
su bstanoe) and in the presenoe of light to transform into living proto-
plasm. The well known prinoiple that rapidity of ohemioal aotion
depends upon the proportion of surfaoe to volume. was long ago used by
Leuckart to explain the extraordinary growth of these unicellular plants. t
In them the prqportion of surfaoe to volume is far great~r than in any
larger forms; the production of protoplasm, that is growth, goes on with
extreme rapidity and the simple process of reproduotion by division
which oharacterizes them, results in the produotion of many generations
within a limited period of time. These unioellular plants are the food
not only of the unioellular animals, but also of some of the higher forms,
and it is on their extraordinary power of multiplication that the entire
eoonomy of the water depends in last analysis.
*There is a large group of doubtful forms, freqllentl:v classed as animals among the tlagaIlate proto·
zoans; the:v cf\ntain chloroph:vll. or !!Ome allied subotauce. and b:v virtue of this are enabled to malle use
of Inorganic food material like the green plants. These forms. which are abundsnt!:v represented in the
plankton. are classed b:v other authorities as plants. If the latter classification be accepted. the state-
ment made above is exact!:v true; if. however, these forms are regarded as animals, there must be a minor
exception recorded againot the staterrsnt that the simple plants are the only actual source of the food
ouppl:v. This Is a matter both undecided and secondsr:v at most and needs no further explanation here;
it IS mentioned onb to avoid danger of misunderstanding the statements made In the text. In an:v event
the primitive SOurce of food ouppl:v is found exclusivel:v within the unicellular forms of the plankton.
t Zacharias (95, p. 108) calls attention to the growth of these a)g81 as more rapid than that of the
higher plants. such as r:ve, and finda in this evidence that .. the living organic subatance of which the con-
tpnts of the Melcmia threads are made must he much more easil:v formed anew than that of the r:ve."
This is evidentl:v a falee conclusion; the rapidit:v of growth is not due to an:v theoretical ease of formation
of the substance In question, but is clearly traceable to the greater prcporUon of burface to volume, and
hence greater posaibilit:v of chemical activity, and S9condJ:v to the total immersion of the growing body in
the nut,itive fluid. In the higher plants it is al80 true that a considerable amount of energ;v must be
devoted to Hie differentiation of organs for supplying all parts equally with nourishment. In the simpler
alg81. Melonia in the case cited ab~ve. all parts are alike active and growing.
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In the plankton are oontained, however, in addition to the unioellular
pla~ts and animals already mentioned, the Ratifera and many Crustaoea.
Other forms seemed to be either rare or entirely wanting in the plankton
taken at Charlevoix, but a more exaot enumeration of the speoies
enoountered in this region may be found in the introduotion and in the
apptmdioes to this report. These four elements together oonstitute the
feod supply of the lake. The unioellular plants, or Protophyta, are
dependent upon inorganio nourishment; the Protozoa subsist upon these
plants and both .form the food of the Rotifera, while the Crustaoea feed
upon anything whioh falls in their way. The last group forms the pre·
dominating element in the plankton, oonstituting in almost allinstanoes
the greater portion of any haul, and they are the immediate souroe of
food for the lake fish. The fry depend direotly upon theCrustaoea of
the plankton a.nd rarely also the adult draws its nourishment from the
same souroe, as in the oase of the lake herring. More frequently it is
through the me~ium of some. larger form or forms. Thus the lake trout
is pisoivorous and feeds upon the herring and smaller forms. Of the
whitefish food, already disoussed and desoribed, eaoh speoies is dependent
entirely upon the plankton, living or dead and sunk to the bottom, exoept
the univalves, whioh also draw a portion of. their nourishment from the
fixed miorosoopio plants of the bottom. Reighard has given (p. 24) a
table showing the interdependenoe of the various forms of life in a fresh
water lake; it inoludes shore and bottom forms as well as the plankton.
It was apparent soon after the work of Charlevoix began that in general
the plankton did not oontain as many speoies as in L'lke St. Clair, but the
total mass per volume of water proved oonsiderably greater. This was due
to the greater number of individuals of a speoies present. Espeoially strik·
ing was this in the oase of the small Crustaoea, for often a bJttom tow made
in Round Lake was so thiok as to deserve the name of "orustaoean soup,"
and yet it oonsisted almost entirely of a single speoitls of Copepod. The
oatoh reoailed hauls taken in the ooean in respeot to total amount of mate·
rial, but was far from possessing the rioh variety of forms oharaoteristio of
marine tows. Not only did none of the hauls from Round Llke show the
great number of speoies reoorded in oooasional tows on L'lke St. Clair,
but the average haul was deoidedly inferior in this respeot to the average
haul from the latter plaoe. In spite of this it was ragularly true that the
total amount of plankton in the average haul from Round Llke was oonsid·
erably greater than the total amount obtained in average hauls from L'lke
St. Clair. The same feature beoame apparent during work in Pine Llke
and Lake Miohigan at a later date; the plankton in these lakes oontains
only a limited number of speoies present in a large number of individuals.
QUANTITATIVE PLANKTON WORK.
Sinoe the plankton plays suoh a fundamental part in the life of the
water, in being the primitive food supply, some guide to the fertility of
the lake will be given by asoertaining as exaotlyas possible its amount
and its distribution, both verti'CaU,.into zones and horizontally into area.s
if suoh exist. The determination of fluotuations in amount and quality
with weather and seasons is of equal importanoe; but our observations
extended over too limited a period to permit of obtaining evidenoe on
these points. The work of the summer throwil some light on the ques-
tions of amount and distribution in the Charlevoix re6ion, impJrtant not
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only in themselves, but for comparison with the data derived from similar
experiments in Lake St. Olair during the previous year. Our experi.
ments on these points were made in the 90urse of the last two weeks of
August, those of Reighard in Lake St. Olair during the second week of
September. They are probably sufficiently identioal in time that direct
comparisons may be drawn between the figures without the danger that
we are dealing with results whioh represent oonditions of different seasons
of the year. This precaution in treating the results is necessary sinc~
both Apstein and Zaoharias have shown the ~xistenoe in various European
lakes at least of a oonsiderable seasonable variation, both in the amount
and in the quality of the plankton.
The apparatus used in these determinations was the modified vertical
net described by Reighard (p. 26-29) and the prooess followed in the
management of the net and the treatment of the material obtained was
almost identical. Slight modifioations introduced by the writer were suo-
cessful enough to warrant mention in this place. The plankton holders
made by cutting off the bottom of a short 6 dr. homeopathic vial and
annealing the edges, as used in 1893, had some slight disadvantages.
Apart from the waste of time and bottles in making a supply of perfect
tubes, it was difficult to tie the gauze over the bottom so securely that it
would not oome off under some ciroumstances, and the mouth of the
boUle was so small as to render it wearisome to change the fluids on
account of the tardiness of the filtering in oa8e the enclosed maES of
plankton was at all large. In view of these two difficultie8, I had Whitall,
Tatum & 00. make some plankton tubes after my model. The tubes
were pieces of *inch glass tubing 3 inohes long, with a oarefully oon·
struoted flange at eaoh end whioh turned outwards about one-sixteenth
inoh. It was found that the flare inoreased the filtering surfaoe suffi-
ciently to aid greatly in the passage of fluids and that the gauze oould be
tied over the end with great seourity and rapidity. We had oooasion to
preserve 11 or 12 00. in a single tube, but in spite of the mass had no diffi-
oulty at all in filtering the water out and in getting various fluids through
the tube. The flange was als~ of material assistanoe in tying the seoond
gauze to olos~ the tube; this was frequently done when the boat was
rockiJ;lg violently and in no oase did we lose any of the contents of the
tube. In transferring from one fluid to another a syringe bulb with a fine
glass tube pipette was used to foroe air into the tube through one gauze
end and thus render more rapid the passage of the fluid through the other
gauze from the tube. I feared at first that in spite of the No. 20 silk
gauze used for oovering the ends of the tubes there might be some small
loss of plankton on acoount of the pressure whioh oould be exerted by the
bulb, or at least some damage done to delioate forms; but after experi-
menting we oould deteot no loss in the washings nor damage to the most
delicate forms in the plankton and henoe adopted this method in all our
subsequent work. These two trivial modifioations mean a saving in time
for eaoh tube of plankton put up of at least twenty per oent, and muoh
more where the amount of plankton is exoeptionally large.
Between the eleventh and twenty-ninth of August eigQt days were spent
with the fishing tug "Minnie Warren" in making stations at various
points in the Oharlevoix region. In all twenty-six stations were made,
two in Round Lake, six in Pine Lake. and eighteen in Lake Miohigan.
The stations, which are indicated in order by Roman numerals on the map
of the region appended to this report, were made ohiefly on fisbing
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grounds of past or present value, and in the seleotion of these we had the
assistanoe of Ca.pt. John O'Neil of the "Minnie Warren," an old and suo·
oessful fisherman of" Charlevoix. In addition to the stations on8shing
grcunds some few were made in adjaoent waters, either very shallow or
very deep, in order to obtain material for the comparison of the various
plaoeE;l. It is thought that these stations represent very fairly the differ-
ent conditions whioh prevail in this region and afford then some idea of
its oharaoter as a whole.
At eaoh station the depth of the water and temperature of the water at
bottom as well as at the surfaoe and of the air were first taken with the
sounding maohine and thermometers lent by the United States Fish Com-
mission. The condition of surfaoe, of sky and weather were also noted and
the exaot position and oharaoter of the plaoe reoorded. A series of hauls
with the vertical net was made at 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 meters and bottom, the
length of the series depending eaoh time on the depth of the water. The
oontents of the net at eaoh haul were preserved in a plankton tuhe of the
oharacter already,desoribed and provided with a label bearing the number
of the station and haul. Further details of the prooess may be found in
Professor Reighard's report (p. 27, 28). In this way a total of one hun-
dred tubes of plankton were obtained.
In the table of plankton hauls (p. 32-4) it will be notioed that the depth
of the water and the depth of the haul do not bear any constant relation to
eaoh other. This is due to the different methods employed in obtaining
eaoh. The depth of the water was reoorded by the sounding maohine, as
already desoribed, while the depth of the haul was measured on the rope
of the vertical net whioh was marked off by meters so that the distanoe
from the upper ring of the cone of the net to the surfaoe of the water
could be determined direotly. In this way the distanoe through whioh
the net was hauled oould be measured without danger of error from the
slight slant of the net rope or from inequalities of the bottom. This
method of obtaining the depth of the haul was used for all stationll after
the first three (1 to IIP inolusive).
After the vertical hauls were finished, the anchor was lifted and two or
more of the dredges as well as bottom and top tow nets were used to asoertain
the oharacter of the bottom and the quality of the life in the water at this
place. The tows were examined by varioull members of the party after
the return to the laboratory and the results of the examination entered on
the regular blanks. This gave an approximate idea of the composition of
the planktpn from any station, 8S well as of the bottom fauna and flora.
Various oircumstances interfered with carrying out this plan in full at all
stations. However dredgings were made in the majority of cases, including
one at station xi from a depth of 112 m., but at the deepest station, 130
m.. the dredge was not used.
For the determination of the quantity I used the tubes of plankton
colleoted at the various stations and preserved as desoribed above. The
oontents of eaoh were oarefully transferred to a glass oylinder or measur·
ing tube graduated to tenths of a oubio oentimeter and were allowed to
settle exaotly twenty-four hours. The volume was then taken and
reoorded. This volume is only an approximation of the amount of the
plankton sinoe the hitter is very light and will settle for days if left
undisturbed. It will naturally settle more quiokly if shaken ocoasionally,
and the degree of oonoentration it reaohes depends very clearly on the
charaoter of the material in this particular plankton haul. Finally the mass
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Conditions of- Volnme of plank-ton in cubic cen-
timeters.
11.58
7.02
5.03
4.03
8.87
5.00
4.94
3.03
2.41
14.66
6.7
4.54
3.96
14048
6.88
10.86
6.81
5.61
3.17
12.76
5.39
4.71
2.34
23.17
35.11
50.32
88.69
17.74
24.98
49.41
75.84
101.36
29.32
33.49
45.4S
119.32
28.96
27.51
21.72
34.03
511.11
47.60
25.52
211.97
47.011 I49.05
Calculated,
using mean
velocity 0.111
m.per88COnd.
Sky.
1.28
1.94
2.78
4.90
.98
1.38
2.73
4.19
5.60
CI,??dy _._____ 1.62
. .. 1.85
_____ 2.51
H _ 3.88
u ._ 1.60
()l~fing::===: g~
_____. 1.88
_____ S.l11
______ 2.63
·----11.41" l.G
______ 2.6
._____ 2.71
Air.
2 . .__ . . __..
2. __ . . .
2 . • _
2. .. 00 •
2 . •
2 . . .
2 .
2 • __
2. __
5.. _ .5 .
5 _5 __
5. __
5 _
5. _
5. __
5 _
5.. _
._-----4. _
4 _
4. _
N.
N.
N.
N.
16.1 N.
16.7 N,
16.7 N,
16.7 N,
16.7 N,
18.3 N,
18.3 N.
18.3 N,
18.3 N,
~.; I.S~
.. j Wind-
.e <:l direction and
.. f~ strength•
J ~~~ ~ ..
_________. __ 20
__________ __ 20
._ 20
__________ .- 20
16.1 N.
16.1 N,
16.1 N,
16.1 N.
16.1 N,
Snrfacll.
..
..
..
..
..
..
Little..rongh. __ . __
Ligh~.swelL. --
Rip,\,led . . -.
--Rongh.====:::· --
Water.
19.4
19.4
19.4
19.4
19.4
19.4
19.4
19...
19.4
18.3
18.3_
18.S
18.S
18.3
18.S
16.1
16.1
16.1
16.1
16.1
16.1
16.1 I16.1
i
El
.S
i
22.63 14.4
22.63 14.4
22.68 1404
22.63 1404
43.38 7.2
43.38 7.2
43.38 7.2
43.S8 7.2
43.38 7.2
18.86 18.1
18.86 18.1
18·86 18.1
18.86 18.1
6.6 18.3
6.6 18.3
15.09 13.1
15.09 13.1
15.09 13.1
15.09 13.1
21.
69
1
11
•
1
.69 11.1
2L.69 11.1
21.69 11.1
Bottom.
---------1
..
..
..
..
M~rl .~ __
.« ._---,-"'-----_.
.59
.63
.79
.57
.56
.65
.60
.71
,
,67
.71
.77
.62
2
5
10
22
2
5
10
25
42
2 .57
5 .67
10 .54
17.5 .67
2 .67
4
2
5
10
15
2
5
10
21
s
s
S
B
S
Haul.
~ r·~I
'"~i::ol,
~ I i
l B
XXI
XXI2
XXI3
XXI4
XXII
XXII2
XXII3
XXII4
XXIl5
XXIII
XXIII2
XXIll3
XXIII4
XXIV
XXIV2
XXV
XXV2
XXV3
XXV4
XXVI
XXVI2
XXVI3
XXV14
.!.El~S
--- - - -- --1,-----1--- ----[------ - --1----·-1------ ----
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
29 3:35
29 4:15
29 4:20
29 4:25
29 4:30
4:45
4:50
5:00
5:10
2~ 3:15
25 3:33
25 3:40
25 3:50
.. 29 3:00
.. 29 3:05
.. , 29 3:10
.. 29 3:15
.. 29 3:30
"1
29
.. 29
u 29
.. 29
..
..
..
Ang. 25 2:00 P. M.
u 25 2:08 H
u 25 2:15 it
Ii 2D 2:22 u
" 25 3:20 u
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obtained depends to some extent upon the diameter of the measuring
tube in whioh tbe settling is done, as I asoertained in the oourse of some
experiments on this matter. Tbese experiments are disoussed in full in
another paper, and it is suffioient to note here that the volumes entered
in the table were measured in the same tubes and as exaotly as possible
under the same oonditions as those reoorded by Reighard for Lake St.
Clair. The results, then, are direotly oomparable with those he gives
(p. 29, 30), and are also an approximate measure of the amount of plank.
ton in these waters. The volumes obtained are entered in the table of
plankton hauls given here (pp. 32-4.)
These volumes are relative to the size of the net; and as was first shown
by Hensen (87) and as is explained also by Reighard (p. 28), for general use
it is neoessary to apply a total oorreotion in order to find the amount of
plankton under one square meter of surfaoe. In this way are eliminated
the special features due to the size of the individual net employed and the
filtering power of the material used in its oonstruotion. In the first plaoe,
the net opening has not an area of one square meter and in the seoond
plaoe the resistanoe of the stuff foroes some water aside, so that the net does
not filter the entire oolumn of water through whioh it passes. The area of
the net opening is 1,237.86 sq. om., so the oorreotion for the area is 8.08.
Hensen has given a table of oorreotions for varying velooities also, and
these were used by Reighard, though the unoertainty of the method by
which they were oaloulated was disoussed in an appendix (p. 57) to his
report. In some oases Reighard was foroed to adopt a oorreotion for an
average velooity sinoe that for the observed velooity was suoh as to make
the result an absurdity. Similar 09.8eS ooourred in my own oaloulations as
for instanoe at station IV, where the amount of plankton per ou bio meter of
water was more for the entire depth than any station furnished in the
surfaoe statum, and as will be shown later, this stratum oontains always
more than any other of similar thiokness. I, therefore. oaloulated the
amounts on the basis both of the observed velooity and of the average
velooity, and plotted the results in a manner to be explained later. It
was at onoe evident on the examination of the plot that the lines were
praotioally ooinoident exoept in a few oases, and in half of these the
results based upon observed velooity were evidently false. I therefore
deoided to use a oorreotion of 18.10 based upon an average velooity of
0.61 m. per seoond and a net opening of 8'~8 sq. m. And the amounts
under eaoh square meter of surfaoe as given in the table are obtained by
multiplying the volume of plankton taken by this average oorreotion of
18.10. The results in the oorresponding oolumn of Reigbard's table were
obtained by using the aotual oorreotion aooording to Hensen's method save
_in the few instanoes noted. My adoption of an average oorreotion was
influenoed not only by the faots above but also by some other oonsidera-
tions. In the first plaoe a physioist, who at my request made a very oare-
ful examination of Hensen's method of approximations, gave it as his
opinion that the physioal prinoiples involved would not hold good for
velooities at either extreme, if indeed they were oorreot for mean velooi·
ties. In the next plaoe, it is diffioult to observe the exact time of a haul
and tbe error in observation, whioh is of oourse inoreased by movements
of the boat or by irregularities of the 'surfaoe of the water, is proportion.
ally very muoh greater for the shallower strata:. Finally in oomparing
results of Reighard, and myself, it will be possible to see whether the
the deduotions made hold good under both oiroumstanoes, that is are really
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general principles, or whether they are modified in any way by the method
of oaloulation employed.
The volume per cubic meter of water as given in the table is obtained
by dividing the volume under one square meter of surface by the depth
of haul. Other details of the table are self explanatory. The hauls at
stations I to IV inclusive were made on the first day and were somewhat
experimental; they differ from the others in method of handling and pre-
serving, and have not the same series of strata in depth; they are
hence discarded in the study of strata. The hauls at XIV. were inter.
rupted by a terrific squall and hence this is also omitted in the same con-
nection.
A brief consideration of the question will show that the errors in the
method employed are all in one direction and tend constantly to reduce
the teal amount, to make the final result less than the quantity actually
present in the water. Although carefully guarqed against, the loss of mi-
nute quantities by accident or in the course of the numerous manipulations
undoubtedly does take place. Pauses however slight, or unequal velocities
in movement during the raising of the net, failure of the gauze to filtEr as
rapidly as usual owing to clogging or to some other cause, reduce the
amount of water filtered by the net and hence also the amount of plankton
obtained below that actually present in the column. Finally some forms,
good swimmers, will escape the net as it is hauled up; this error is evi-
dently less with our net, having an opening of 1,238 sq. cm. in area than
with the nets used in European lakes by Zacharias and Apstein in which
the area of the opening did not exceed 64 to 100 sq. cm.
This method does not, then, give absolute exactitude, nor can I see why
that would be more desirable if possible. The variations in the amount
of plankton. present are greater far than the errors of the method, as
already illustrated, and the approximation obtained by this method is suf-
ficiently near for practical purposes. Oertainly it is true that, since all
errors tend only to reduce the actual amount, the volume of plankton
present is not less than the figures given in the table: A single exception
must be made in those cases when foreign matter is accidentally included
in the net but these are easily detected by microscopic examination of the
mass.
From Lake Michigan in the Oharlevoix region eighteen bottom hauls
show the following results in total amount of plankton obtained:
....
....
........ > ....
....
....
.... :; .... ........ > >< .... .... > I> I> ~ P1 ~ ~Number of Station______.. .... .... >< .... .... >:1.... .... .... .... .... P1 P1 P1 P1 P1 P1 P1 P1 P1
- - - --
-
-
- - - - - - - - -
-
-
Volume of Plankton in11.64 3.82 2.70 4.91 U6 2.01 1.52 5.68 4.77 8.16 5.34 5.88 1.23 2049 2.68 4.03 2041 3.69cubic centimeters per 3.20 . ..cubic meter of water.. ---- __ H. ---- ---- ---- ---- -_.- ---- ._. ---- -.. __H· ---- -., -.. ----
-
*Stations will be denoted hereafter by a Roman numeral only.
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In Round and Pine lakes, which have immediate and free connection
with Lake Michigan ~t Charlevoix, the amounts obtained in nine bottom
hauls were as follows:
Number of Station. .____ V. VI. VIr. VIII. XXIII. XXIV. XXV. XXVI. Av.
----------1------ --- --- --- --- ------ ---
5.84 3.96 6.88 3.17 2.34 3.975.27 • ••
Twenty-seven bottom hauls were made in Lake St. Clair in 1893, two at
each station except the first, with the following results (Reighard 94, p. 31):
...; ...; .... po: po: ...;...; po: ...; .... ~ .... ~ ~Number of Station _. ______ .. ___________ ...; .... .... ~ ..... ........; ..... po: ~ ~ ~ I>< I>< I>< I><..... ..... .... .....
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Volume of Plankton in cubic centi-{ 4.97 1.44 2.76 2.01 2.74 2.29 3.69 2.70 2.54 4.15 4.79 3.60 1.80 1.00 3.03
meters per cubic meter of water__
----
2.68 3.89 2.01 3.62 3.08 3.69 3.01 2.39 4.15 3.97 3.31 2,42 2.~
----
The total average for all Lake Michigan stations is 3.69 cc. of plankton
per cubic meter of water. In Lake St. Clair the total average was 3.03 cc.
per cubic meter of water. But the stations in Lake St. Clair varied in
depth from 1.5 to 5.6 meters, while Lake Michigan hauls ex;tended from 4
to 130 m., so that the comparison should be made with corresponding hauls
of the latter only, and these have an average of 6.39 cc. or more than double
the amount of the St. Clair hauls. The tabulation of results (PI. I and
III) afford a graphic presentation of these relations. Lake st. Clair
contains only half as much plankton per cubic meter of water as is taken
from water of equal depth in Lake Michigan at Oharlevoix.
Reighard records (p. 37) the average of four bottom hauls made in Lake
Erie in 1893, as 8.98 cc. per cubic meter of water. If compared with the
hauls of corresponding depth in Lake Michigan they are evidently richer,
and that by forty per cent. Reighard notes, however, the peculiar location
and richness of the two stations at which the four hauls were made and
mentions a third station with a different location and a much smaller vol-
ume of plankton. Including this haul also, the average of all the Lake
Erie stations is 7.41 cc. of plankton per cubic meter of water, which is
nearly one·sixth more than the average of stations of Nual depth on Lake
Michigan at Charlevoix. The number of observations is too small to per.
mit of a positive statement, but it seems probable that there is somewhat
more plankton per cubic meter of water in the western end of Lake Erie
than in water of equal depth in Lake Michigan near Charlevoix.
In comparison with the volumes for European lakes, given by Apstein
(94), Lake Michigan in the Charlevoix region is decidedly" plankton poor."
Thus, in September, Great Planer See, which is a typical" plankton poor"
lake, contains, for a depth of 40 meters, 5 cc. of plankton per cubic meter
of water. In Lake Michigan, two hauls of almost the same depth, XX and
XXII, averaged only 2.55 ce. of plankton per cubic meter of water, or about
one.half as much. And yet this small amount which is present constitutes
in toto a tremendous mass. The estimated volume of Lake Michigan is
about 7,500,000 millions of cubic meters, and if the average of the lake can·
tains an amount of plankton per cubic meter of water equal only to the
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lowest amount for any bottom haul of the Charlevoix region (1.23 cc. at
XVIP), the total mass of plankton in the entire lake would equal more than
nine and one-third millions of cubic meters. This deepest haul, XVIP, was
made at about the average depth of the lake and hence may well be taken
as a representative haul for the lake, especially since, as the chart shows
(PI. I), this haul does not depart appreciably from the normal line of rela-
tive volumes-to be discussed later.
It is valuable to consider for a moment what actual amount of food is
contained in this volume of plankton. For this purpose two masses of
plankton, XIIP and XIX' were selected as average hauls. and XIX· as an
instance of a haul which was evidently much polluted by foreign matter.
The plankton was shaken up in a limited quantity of alcohol and a certain
portion of the mixture removed, weighed, air.dried and weighed again.
The weight of the same sample was also taken when dried to a constant
weight at 100° C. and after calcining the ash was weighed. The ash was
then digested in concentrated hydrochloric acid, washed, dried and weighed
to obtain the approximate amount of sand present.. The plankton which
remained after the removal of the small portion treated in the manner just
described, was measured by the volumetric method and from this the exact
portion removed was calculated from the original volume of the plankton.
These results are expressed in the following table:
Depth in Volume ..!, I0 Weight in milligrams,meters of- in ce. I>
'iil
<l
., ]~ 's;, i, 0"a ';:: .,..cl $Number of haul. "' ..... 0 Po ..., i,
'"
.. ~ a 'tl'~'0 lll~ .~ ~ P, 'OlI> ~~ ~'i i ~ aoS'iil'ii 'tl ~j~ .. 1:10~'" .~ sa~ .~~ a.... ... p, ..8 .S
'ii .e.!~ .,., ." ·s~..., ~a flO<.. .. ;§~ ... g1d ..cl :::dr:t1 i::: :~~ Pol'" ::a .. 00....-ll
------
--
--
------
XIII' _.__ . ____________ . ______________ 25 82 9.35 4.88 47.8 58 50 7.6 2.3XIX' __________.. _______________. ____ 25 36 6.55 1.00 ~4.7 61 57 8. 2.1XIX· ______ •______________________.. 36 85
1
11.90 9.61 19.2 2U7 206 160. 112.
From these data may be obtained by simple calculation the following
table in which figures are given to the nearest whole number:
Percentage in air dried Weight in milligrams for Weight in gramsof plankton unders8mpleof- entire haul of- 1 sq. m. of surface.Number of
haul.
Organic. Entire Ash,not Sand. Air dried. Ash. Sand. Air dried. Ash.ash. sand.
---
---
---
---
------------
XIII' __________ 85.7 14.3 10.7 3.6 111 16 4.8 2.0091 0.2896
XIX' ---- ----'-J 86.8 18,2 9.8 8.4 72 9 2,51 1.3082 0.16295 __ . _______ 22.6 77.4 23.2 5t.2 1077 833 588 19.5118 15.0773
A microscopical examination of XIII' and XIX' shows that they are
very nearly pure plankton. We may then from the average of these two
estimate that such plankton contains about 3.5 per cent of silicious mate·
*These processes were very kindly carried out for me in the chemical laboratory of the Univt>rsityof
Nebraska, by Mr. E. E. Nicholson, to whom my sincere thanks are due.
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rial, 10 per cent of other earthy substances, largely calcareous, and 86 per
cent of organic substance. The first element is entirely useless as food
and the second somewhat so, but the third consists almost wholly of nutri-
tive matter. From this somewhat rough calculation it may be seen that
the plankton contains almost wholly matter useful as food and that the
percentage of useless matter is very small.
Oomparing these figures with those from XIX5 it appears that there is
in the latter haul an excess of 50 per cent in sand and 64 per cent in total
inorganic matter. This represents foreign matter included in that haul
and yet not all since there was also organic matter stirred up from the
bottom in the haul and 75 per cent is a low estimate of the total foreign
substance; this would make the actual volume about 7.5 cc. A more
detailed description of the process !lnd of its value in plankton studies may
be found in another paper (Ward, 96').
Hensen (87, p. 34) has made some determinations of the percentage of the
various elements in oceanic plankton, with the following results for fresh
plankton hauls, which were drained nearly dry and then subjected to
quantitative analysis. These haula were composed largely of diatoms and
contained also a certain unknown amount of sea water:
Organic matter ____ _ ________ __ __ ______ 42.1 25.5 39.6
Soluble salts____ _ _ 7.3 43.8 17.3
Insoluble salts ·50.6 30.7 43.1
The large percentage of soluble salts is undoubtedly due, in part at least,
to the salt of the sea water, but even after the elimination of that factor,
it will be seen that the lake plankton is very much richer in organic mate-
rial, that is, in actual food matter. Some analyses of single species given
by Hensen approach more nearly to the results obtained for the lake
plankton. Thus Mysis, analyzed after drying, contained 89.6% of organic
and 10.4% of inorganic matter; for Salpa the percentages were 85.4 and
14.6. and for other species similar results were obtained. From this it
appears that the lake plankton is much more nearly pure food material
than the marine plankton, having not far from the same proportion of
organic matter that is contained in the more favorable forms from the
ocean.
The total amount of plankton in the lake may also be estimated from
the average volume of the two normal hauls XIII' and XIX·. Both hauls
are from a depth of 25 m. and as will be shown this distance includes the
great bulk of the plankton. The small amount below this limit will more
than balance the deficiency in such limited areas as are less than 25 meters
in depth. Under 1 sq. m. of surface at a depth of 25 m. these hauls show
1.5 to 2 g. of plankton, which -amounts to 15 to 20 kg. to the hectare. The
total area of Lake Michigan is about six million hectares or six hundred
square myriameters. A weight of plankton equal to 15 to 20 kg. to the
hectare becomes 150,000 to 200,000 kg., or 150 to 200 metric tons to the
square myriameter, or for the entire lake a mass of six hundred times that
quantity, making the total weight of plankton in Lake Michigan not less
than 90,000 to 120,000 metric tons.* Unless there is a much larger amount
of plankton in the Oharlevoix region than in other parts of the lake, a con-
dition not at all likely, this estimate is conservative and falls below the
true amount, since in it was discarded all the plankton lying below the 25
meter line. It is true that below this limit there may not be a large quan.
*A metric ton is almost exactly equal to the English "long ton."
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tity to the cubic meter, yet the enormous area of the lake and the consid-
erable depth below that limit would make even a small factor important on
the whole. The table on page 50 shows that nearly half of this is con-
tained in the surface stratum of two meters in thickness; or, expressed in
terms of the actual amount, the surface two meters of Lake Michigan con-
tains from 40,000 to 60,000 metric tons of plankton.
This calculation may be verified by a second computation, made on a
different basis. As shown above, Lake Michigan is estimated to contain
about 9,300,000 cubic meters of plankton. From the table given on page
38, it appears that 1 cc. of plankton weighs about .011 to .012 g., or 1 cubic
meter would weigh 11 to 12 kg. The total mass of plankton in the lake,
9,300,000 cu. m., would on this basis weigh from 102,300,000 to 118,600,000
kg. or 102,300 to 118,600 metric tons. The close agreement in the results
reached by this and the preceding method is evidence of the correctness
of the approximation.
From these data it is easy to estimate the amount of plankton found
under each acre of surface. ThuR, 15 to 20 kg. to the hectare would equal
12 to 16 lb. per acre of surface. In comparing this with the production of
the land it is necessary to consider the very high proportion of organic
matter present here. Hensen. (87, p. 96) has made a similar calculation for
the oceau on the basis of the sum total of increment in the plankton from
haul to haul; thus in a dozen periods having a total length of 228 days, the
sum of aU the increments in the plankton was 4,162 ccm.; an average of 18
ccm. per day, which in the course of the year would equal 6,570 ccm., ami
on the basis of analysis would contain 15-17 g. of organic material. The
destruction of food matter by the Copepoda he had previously calculated
at 133 g. yearly; hpnce the total yearly production must be at least 150 g.
per square meter of surface. The estimated production of a similar area
in grain would be 180 g. of dry organic matter, so that the water is little
if any inferior and the consideration of other factors may easily show its
productivity to be greater than that of the land.
More recently Zacharias (95, p. 107) has essayed a similar estimate on
the basis of a single element, the increase in the amount of Melosira which
reached within 29 days the sum of 1,500 kg. per hectare, or 1,200 lb. per
acre.
From comparison of these figures with those of the fertility of
the land, as measured by various crops, these authors are inclined to believe
the productivity of the water equal to that of the land, or even slightly
greater than it. There are, however, certain sources of error, especially
in the latter comparison, which materially influence the result. In the first
place the comparison is made by both authors with land in a high state of
cuItivation, whereas, the water is as yet untouched by like processes of stimu-
lation. But more than this, the land which is taken as the basis for com-
parison, is protected from inroads and the entire product of its fertility stored
up for future use. In the case of the water, the plankton is _subject to
daily and hourly diminution, one form devouring another until the mate-
rial is finally carried beyond the reach of all calculations. The periodic
increase in the volume of the plankton takes place in spite of the constant
drain on its mass; and even were there no increase at any time, it is clearly
evident that there must be active growth to keep the volume constant.
To measure this growth, or to arrive at an approximate idea of the fertility
of the water is, I think, beyond the limit of present possibilities. More
data with reference to the continuous consumption of the plankton than
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those afforded by a single group must be obtained before we can estimate
its ratio of growth. But least of all can the productivity of the water be
measured by the abnormal increase of a single factor in the plankton.
One thing is certain the productivity of the water is great enough to keep
the food Elupply intact against all inroads made thus far. When the first
European settlers reached this region they found the waters of the lakes
teeming with fish. At least an equal number could thrive now in these
waters.
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PLANKTON.
The distribution of the mass of food material is of the greatest moment
for the fish culturist and the existence of variations in the quantity
deserves careful investigation. There are in fact several problems here.
The plankton may be equally or unequally distributed at various times of
the year; independent of such seasonal variations there may be also varia-
tions in the amount found in different parts of the lake, the horizontal
or areal distribution, and finally at any given time of year and point in
the lake the plankton present may be unequally distributed in various
levels of the water The last question, that of vertical distribution, may
be subject to modification during ·the course of twenty-four hours as a
result of periodic migration or of passive change in level on the part of the
various components of the plankton. Each of these questions will be
discussed in the light of the investigations made at Charlevoix.
It is evident that only long continued observations in any region can
throw light on the first question, that of seasonal distribution. Thus
far the only information on the yearly variations of the plankton in any
locality comes from a paper by Apstein (92) in which is given the yearly
curve of plankton volumes for Gross Planer See in Holstein. This
shows a rapid increase through August and September to the maximum
which falls near the beginning of October and an equally rapid decrease
from that time through November. The minimum occurs in February
but the decrease to it and increase from it are gradual. It would be ven-
turef!Ome to hold that the seasonal variation in Lake Michigan was the
same, yet a similar increase in amount with the rising temperature of the
water and decrease with lowering of the same is altogether probable. If
this be so our observations were made during. the time in which the volume
of plankton was approaching its maximum.
If long extended observations are necessary for the determination of
seasonal variations, the reverse is true in the investigation of horizontal or
areal distribution. In order to avoid the progressive yearly variations in
the mass of plankton those observations which are to be used for comparison
in determining horizontal and vertical distribution must be made within a
limited time. It is evident then that the series of hauls made in Lake St.
Clair and in Lake Michigan are peculiarly fitted for the discussion of
these questions since each series fell within a limit of ten days; and since
both were made at almost exactly the sa.me season of the year they may
safely be compared with each other also. The results possess great
strength as scientific evidence since they are deduced not from single iso-
lated experiments, in which error or chance may playa promiment part,
but are based upon systematic observations numerous enough to eliminate
chance and to show whatever errors may inhere in the methods employed.
This cannot be too strongly emphasized in the light of a growing tendency
6
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to discover principles and to corroborate the work of other investigators
on the evidence afforded by a single experiment!
The first element which may be considered in its effect on areal distribu-
tion is depth. The hauls made in the Charlevoix region are well fitted to
afford evidence on this question since they cover very wide conditions in
r€'spect to depth. Omitting those few hauls which have already been set
aside as experimental or failing to agree in some important particular with
the others, the remainder may be grouped in four classes; the first three
include those made in Lake Michigan and the fourth those from Round
and Pine lakes. Class A includes Lake Michigan hauls made in water
from 4 to 12 meters deep; B those from a depth of 20 to 42 meters and C
comprises those hauls from water whose depth varies between 50 and 130
meters while in D are grouped all those made in Round and Pine lakes
where the water was 4 to 30 meters deep. The hauls under D are not suf-
ficiently numerous for subdivision although thfY evidently correspond to
those of both A and B in Lake Michigan.
A. Shallow hauls in Lake Michigan include XII, (XIV),. XV. __
B. Medium " "" " "(II, IV,) IX, XIII,
XVI, XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXIL _
C. Deep hauls in Lake Michigan include (I, III,) X, XI, XVIL_
D. Hauls in smaller lakes include V, VI, VII, (VIII), XXIII,XXIV, XXV, XXVL _
Total No.
6
4,]
22
30
Total number of hauls made____ ___ 99
If for the various bottom hauls the total amounts of plankton pbtained
at'e brought together and then averaged for the separate groups, we have
the following:
A. No. of Station._______________________________ xu. XIV. XV. Average.
-------------------- ------------
Total volnme in 00. of plankton obtained , _ t.35 3.6t 2.93 2.64
B. No. of Station.___ II. IV. IX. XIII. XVI. XVIII. XIX. XX. XXI. XXII. Av.
-------------------------------
6.08 4090 5.60 6.16
C. Number of Station . .____ I. III. X. XI. 1XVII. Av.
I
Total volume in 00. of plankton obtained________________ 9.7'~ ----;;-~I~~
Considering then the Lake Michigan stations alone it is evident that at
lell.8t to the limit of our experiments, the total amount of plankton
increases with the depth of the water. The average amount for aU stations
in Lake Michigan is obtained from the total average of the three tables,
and reaches 6.16 ce., being curiously the same as the average amount for
*ThOll6 in parenthesis' are not available for the study of the various stratll.
** Omitted in the average for reasons given on page '5.
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stations of medium depth. For comparison the table of total amounts for
class D is given here.
D. Number of Station • ._ V. VI. VII. VIII. XXIII. XXIV. IXXV. XXVI. Av.
T~~ ;bl~~:cl~_:~'_~~_~~_~~~ { 3~~~_~~~~~I~~~
It must be remembered that Group D includes stations of all depths in
Pine Bnd Round lakes and ought to be compared with the sum of A and
B rather than with anyone or all of the Lake Michiga.n groups. From this
it would appear that the total amount of plankton is somewhat smaller in
Pine and Round lakes than it is in adjacent waters of La.ke MichigBn.
From Reighard's table of plankton hauls (pp. 29, 30) the average amount
taken in all bottom hauls in Lake St. Clair is found to be only 0.63 cc. Bnd
for the four bottom hauls taken in Lake Erie 2.98 cc. It is difficult to
compare these amounts correctly with each other or with the result! civen
above, since the depth is different at each station; and there is further-
more no basis for comparison with the results obtained by other
investigators with a vertical net of a different size. If, however, instead
of taking the total amount of plaukton obtained in each bottom haul, we
compare the amount per cubic meter of water as found for each bottom
haul by calculation and entered in the last column of the table, close com-
parisons can th~n be made between the different hauls. This is done in
the following tables:
A. Number of Station . ._____ XII. XIV. XV. Av.
--------,-------------1--- ---------
Amount of plankton in ee. per cu. m. of water . 5.68 8.16 5.34 S.S9
B. Number of Station .. II. IV. IX. XIII. XVI. XVIII. XIX XX. XXI XXII. AT.
------------ -- ------------ -------
C. Number of Station • __ I. III. X. XI. XVII. AT.
-------------·1------------------
2.70 201 1.52 1.82
D. Number of Station V. VI. . VII. VIII. XXIII. XXIV. XXV. XXVI. Av.
---------11-- ----------- --- ------
5.B' 3.96 6.88 3.17 2.34 3.985.27 . •. • _
From these ta.bles it appears that the volume of plankton per cubic
meter of water is greatest at the shallower stations, and least at the deepest
stations while the medium hauls retain a mean position with reference to
*Not aV&l'8Ked; see pages 88 and 411.
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the others. Before comparing the stations in class D it should be noted
that there may be taken two sets of hauls corresponding to groups A and
B; the first consists of VIII and XXIV, hauls having a depth of 4 to 11
meters, and agrt'es almost exactly with the limits of class A (4 to 12 m.)
while the hauls V, VI, VII, XXVI from depths of 21 to 30m. correspond
closely to the shallower half of class B. Hauls XXIII and XXV come
between the two and are set aside for the moment. The average volume of
plankton per cubic meter of water is for the first set 6 cc., a trifle less than
the average of hauls in class A, and for the second set it. is only 2.66 cc.
which is much less than the average for class B. It should be noted also
that the hauls correspond only to those in the shallower half of class B
and this should have the greater amount of plankton per cubic meter of
water if the principle just stated, namely, the decrease in amount of
plankton per cubic meter of water with increase in depth of the water,
holds true of the stations in general as it has already been shown to obtain
in the artificial groups A, B, and C. And in fact the average for those
stations in class B having a depth between 22 and 30 meters is 4.18 cc.
which is nearly' sixty per cent greater than the average amount from the
stations of equal depth in Pine Lake. This seems to show first, that the
average amount of plankton per cubic meter of water is somewhat less in
Round Lake and in the shallow part of Pine Lake than in corresponding
depths of Lake Michigan; and secondly that in the deeper portion of Pine
Lake the amount of plankton per cubic meter of water is very much less
than at stations of equal depth in Lake Michigan.
Comparisons simply by figures such as the preceding are somewhat
unsatisfactory in that they can not ordinarily be kept in mind or arranged
in such a way that their interrelation becomes perfectly clear. So, for
instance, in the sets of tables just given (pp. 42 and 43) it was shown that
the total volume of plankton increases with the deptl:! but the volume per
cubic meter of water decreases under the same circumstances. This was
clear as between the three artificial series of hauls, A, B, and C, of which
averages were given. But the question is naturally suggested as to whether
it also holds true of the terms of the series and to what extent it is regular
or periodical. In other words, are the increase in total volume of plank-
ton and the decrease in volume per cubic meter of water comparatively
constant, or does one find sudden changes at certain points. It was in the
course of studies upon these questions that I hit upon a method of repre-
sentation which shows these relations most clearly and unmistakably.
If common "cross-section paper" of suitable size and ruling be employed
and if the vertical lines be taken to represent stations and the horizontal
lines distances or amounts, a line may be drawn connecting the various
points denoting the depth of each haul, and this may be called the line of
depths. Similarly, by connecting points, indicating. the total volume of
plankton obtained in a bottom haul at each station, a line of total volumes
is obtained and in a like manner a line of volumes per cubic meter of
water. The position of the lines will then indicate clearly the relations
between the factors of depth, total volume and volume per cubic meter of
water. This has been done for all the bottom hauls in Lake Michigan
(PI. I), which are arranged in order of depth so that the line of depth (D)
turns continuously in one direction from the shallowest haul (XII) at one
side of the plate to the deepest (XVII) at the other. The course of this
line of total volumes (T) is not entirely in the single direction, but there
are numerous retrogressive variations, the most marked of which is that
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made at the vertical XIX. This was a noticeable point in the first rough
draft of the plate, and I set at once to work in order to filid, if possible,
the cause of such an irregularity, for, when there could be found no mis-
take in the calculation, the idea of a swarm came up at once since such an
abrupt increase and decrease in comparison with the antecedant and the
subsequent haul of nearly equal depth must have been due to the localized
massing of the plankton, in full or in part, or to something foreign. It
proved to be the latter; for in my field notes was entered against this haul
(XIX5) "full of sand (currentn, probably poor for measuring," and at the
time of measuring this tube of plankton I noted opposite the amount, "too
much sand, throw out." By approximation from the hauls of (XVIII) and
(XX), which agree closely in time, place, and general conditions, as well as in
amounts at other depths, I judged the amount of true plankton to be about
7.5 cc. instead of 11.90 cc. as measured and entered in the table.* This
haul is more fully discussed elsewhere in connection with the vertical dis-
tribution of the plankton. I have hence drawn a dotted line to indicate
more nearly the true relation of the plankton for XIX. A.s far as the other
variations are concerned, they are not sufficient to change or even mask
the relation of this line of total volumes to the depth, and hence they may
be passed here. It may be that they are due to a cause similar to that in
the case just explained, but less in amount, or to errors in the instruments
or methods employed, or finally to actual small variations from the normal
in the amount of plankton in a certain place.
So far as the' general tendency of this line (T) is concerned it agreed
with the line of depth but shows also an individual variation. During the
first part of its course it indicates a uniform increase in the total volume
more rapid than the increase in depth; after a depth of about thirty
meters bas been attained, however, its direction is variable and uncertain
until the sudden change in depth between X and XI where it marks an
increase less decided than that in the depth. The slight decrease at XVII
would be an equally slight increase were the amount for the haul of 50
meters at this station substituted for that from the bottom; that is the
amount of plankton is approximately equal at the two stations XI and
XVII. The relations between the depth and the total amount of plankton
present may be summarized as follows: Up to about thirty meters of depth
the amount of plankton found in the lake increases more rapidly than the
depth, but beyond fifty meters decidedly less rapidly. Further experi-
ments are necessary to determine whether there is comparative uniformity
in amount or a slight increase for depths beyond one hundred meters.
The third line on this plate (R) joins points on the verticals of the vari-
ous stations, indicating by their distances from the upper margin the
amount of plankton in cubic centimeters per cubic meter of water, as
shown in the last column of the table (pp. 32-34). In contrast to the line of
total volumes last considered it may be called the line of relative volumes.
It will at once be clear that it follows the opposite direction from the line
of total volumes and shows a decided decrease from the shallower stations
to the deeper. It is also most irregular in the first half of its cours~and
there also departs most from the dotted line of averages which is almost
coincident with it near the end. This is undoubtedly due in large part to
the greater influence on the amount per cubic meter which is exerted by
errors in the capture of the material or in measurement later, since the
divisor, the depth of the water, is a smaller number for the shallower sta-
• AlmoBt exactly the Bame reBult waB reached by a more complicated method; Bee p. 88.
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tions. An error of measurement for instance caus~s a greater departure
from the normal when distributed over only eight meters of depth than
when divided among fifty to one hundred meters.
In the next place it is evident that local conditions influence most
strongly the shallower stations. 8:Jme are sheltered by projecting shores
or are on wide areas of shallow water where the temperature is higher than
in a more exposed situation. Currents or winds may also accumulate
plankton at such points or may reduce the average amount somewhat. All
of these agencies are less likely to act unequally in the freer open waters.
At some of the shore stations, which show the greatest variations'from the
average a current could be noticed but it was difficult on account of the
wind and the roughness of the water to determine without special instru.
ments which were not at our command, its direction and strength. The
dotted line which is a part of the line of relative volumes is thought to
indicate closely the average amount of plankton per cubic meter of water
and the irregularities of the solid line (R) show then the variations from
that average. It will be noticed that no variation is equal to one· third of
the relative volume and that most of them are very much less than that.
The extreme deflection at XIX is of course due to the same cause as that in
the line of total volumes and the dotted line from XVIII to XX indicates
a correction on the same basis as that already discussed for the line of total
volumes.
It may be noticed that some stations ~re omitted from the chart. They
are those mentioned on page 42 at which, owing to various causes, a
series of hauls was not made and which on that account cannot be used in
the following tables and in the discussion of the vertical distribution of
the plankton. They are therefore omitted here also in order that the
variour:l charts may be capable of being exactly compared. If included,
the lines on the chart would not have been materially altered.
The following conclusions may then be drawn from these studies as to
the amount of plankton in Lake Michigau in the Charlevoix region.
I. The total volume increases with the depth, but more rapidly for
depths up to about thirty meters than beyond that point.
II. The volume per cubic meter of water decreases as the water grows
deeper. This decrease is irregular for the shallower stations, but compar-
atively constant in deeper water.
III. No variation is large enough to warrant the assumption of the
existence of alternate densely crowded and barren areas in the water, i. e.
of masses or "swarms" of the plankton as a whole.
On plate IB are plotted the same lines for the stations, in Pine and
Round lakes.. A glance will suffice to show that the same conclusions may
be drawn here also, the total volume of plankton obtained in the bottom
hauls increases comparatively regnlarly with the depth and with approx.
imately equal rapidity for all depths reached. However, all stations
made, and in fact the extreme depth of the lake, fall within the thirty
meter limit which was seen to be about the termination of the rapid
increase in the total volume of plankton in Lake Michigan. The amount
per cubic meter of water as shown by the line of relative volumes (R)
decreases very rapidly in the shallower regions but remains comparatively
constant for hauls of twenty meters or more. The numbers of hauls in
Round and Pine lakes is rather small to use as the basis of general con.
elusions on the distribution of the plankton in these waters, but so far
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as they go they show exactly similar conditions to those prevailing in Lake
Michigan.
In the comparison, which should be made only with the part of I A
lying to the left of the vertical XIII, however, it is noticeable that both
the line of total volumes and that of relative volumes fall above the
correspouding lines for stations of equal depth in Lake Michigan. With
the exception of those at the shallowest station all hauls in the smaller lakes
show both absolutely and relatively less plankton than was taken in hauls
of the same depth from Lake Michigan.
I have taken from the table given in Reighard's report corresponding
data on the depth, the total and relative volumes of the plankton for Lake
St. Clair and have plo~ted them in a similar manner (PI. III). The
line of total volumes (T) increases slightly but with striking uniformity
from the shallowest to the deepest station and throughout its course
closely parallels the line of depth (D). The line of relative volumes (R)
is somewhat irregular, especially at the shallower stations. A general
tendency in its course is not pronounced but it certainly does not show a
decrease with increase in depth. In other words the total amount of
plankton per cubic meter of water, taken in bottom hauls in Lake St. Clair,
seems to be nearly if not quite independent of the depth of the water.
The explanation of the apparent contradiction between this and the
distribution of the plankton in the northern lakes as described above, is to
be found in the widely different conditions which obtain in the two places.
Only one station in Lake Michigan came within the limits of the deepest
of the sixteen bottom hauls in Lake St. Clair. The meagre depth of the
latter region is accompanied by minimal diferences in the temperature of
the water at the top and bottom, 10 C. being the greatest difference
recorded. In the next place the considerable inflow and outflow cause
rapid exchange and continual mixing of the water at all levels and make
Lake St. Clair merely an expansion in the course of a river. It is as such
subjeot to widely different influences which yield results naturally unlike
those that obtain in the deep and stable waters of the northern lakes.
In one respect the chart of hauls from Lake St. Clair affords even more
decided evidence than those of Lake Michigan and Pine Lake. There is
no difference considerable enough to warrant the assumption of the exist-
ence of swarms of the plankton as a whole.
The question of temperature was carefully studied but I was unable to
detect any relation between the volume or variations of the plankton and
the temperatures recorded at the various stations. I was also unsuccessful
in discovering other factors which affect the areal distributiou of the mass
and am inclined to think that in the St. Clair and Charlevoix regions at
least depth iii the only prominent factor influencing the horizontal distri-
bution of the entire mass of the plankton.
The entire discussion thus far has been based upon a study of the vari-
ous bottom hauls, but there was made also at each station a series of
partial hauls. The comparison of these partial hauls with each other and
with thf;'l bottom hauls show some particulars with reference to the vertical
distribution of the plankton as a whole which deserve consideration' here.
In the course of corresp mdence with Professor Reighard during the past
year, he sent me a synopsis of the possibilities in the case which seems of
much value in its bearings on the question under consideration as to war-
rant its reproduction here.
"The following conditions are possible with regard to the distribution
of plankton in a body of water.
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I. The plankton may be uniformly distributed through the whole volume i
of water. This condition is thought not to exist in nature.
II. The plankton is unequally distributed, and the water may be divided
into artificial strata in which
A. The volume ofplankton per cubic meter ofwater is unequal
for different strata of equal thickness but
1. Equal for different parts of the same stra-
tum.-This is the condition to be expected
from the nature of the environment which
in so far as it is not influenced by currents,
may be said to vary with the depth but to
remain constant throughout any thin hori~
zontal stratum. It is the condition defended
by Apstein and would yield in all parts of a
lake equal volumes for equal depths, whdther
hauls extended to the bottom or not.
2. Unequal for different parts of the same
stratum,' in this case there are two possible
groups of cases.
a. The inequalities of the strata may
be so arranged as to compensate
each other in such manner that in
vertical columns of water of equal
dimensions extending from the bot-
tom to the surface there will always
exist equal volumes of plankton in
different parts of the lake. This
would result from II. A. 1. in case
migrations of large 'numbers of
individuals occurred only vertical-
ly. This condition would yield
equal volumes for equal bottom
hauls but unequal volumes for some
other equal hauls.
h. Or arranged without reference to
each other so that vertical columns
of water of equal dimensions and
extending from surface to bottom
will usually contain unequal vol.
umes of plankton in different parts
of the lake. This would result from
I. or II. A.I, by migration of masses
of individuals horizontally or ob-
liquely. Such migrating masses
may produce local accumulations
of any conceivable form or size,
such as spheres, sheets extending
horizontally or vertically, etc. They
are thus capable of producing- a
wide range of variation in the vol.
ume of the plankton from bottom
and other hauls.
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The migrating masses may consist of all the species existing in the
plankton and in the proportions in which they exist there-in which case
the resulting local accumulations may be called plankton swarms; or they
may consist of one or several species and might be called species swarms.
Species swarms occurring in such way as to compensate one another would
remain undetected by the volumetric method."
The work of the first day with the vertical net was experimental, and
does not show any uniformity in the number or depth of the various hauls
at each station, a8 given in the table, page 32. They cannot be used for this
reason in the comparative study of the strata. In all hauls thereafter we
distinguished a number of artificial strata as follows:
1. A surface stratum from 2 m. to the surface.
2. An intermediate stratum from 5 m. to 2 m.
3. An " "" 10"" 5"
4. An " "" 25"" 10 "
5. A deep "" 50"" 25 "
6. A " "" 100" " 50 "
7. A " " below 100 "
Twenty hauls each were made for the first two groups, while only two
fall in the last group, and in all calculations, except the first table where
all hauls are recorded, these are included in the stratum above as from
the bottom to 50 m. The amount of plankton under one square meter of
surface obtained in the various hauls from Lake Michigan is shown in the
following table:
Number of Station. _____ IX. X. XI. XIII. XV. XVI. XVII. XVIII. XIX. XX. XXI. XXII.
-- --
-- - ------
--
--
----
2 m. to surface ________ 19.37 IM6 22.08 2M2 25.M 27.15 23.85 26.25 25.70 18.46 2s.17 17.745 m. to surface ________ 40.78 26.25 1lll.30 41.63 31.13 42.S5 44.35 33.67 34.93 31.68 85.11 24.9810 m. to enrface ________ 54.66 47.78 66.61 79.64 58.40 SO.91 88.69 49.23 58.88 49.59 50.32 49.4125 m. to surface ________ 117.29 96.84 115.48 169.24
-----.
126.34 159.28 00.14 118.56 82.00 88.69 75.8450 m. to surface ___ "____ 116.02 106.79 157.83 143.17 ._---- ... --- 179.19 89.60 ? ?? 110.05
------
101.36
Bottom to surface __ ..___
-.---- -----.
170.32
------ ------
---_.-
160.87
----.--- ------ ------ .-.--- --------
---- ---- ---------- ----
Depth of bottom haul __ 26 53 112 30 10 23.5 130 36 36 41 22 42
The amount for the deepest stratum in each column represents the haul
from the bottom, this usually does not coincide exactly with the deep limit of
the stratum, but its extent can easily be told by the depth of the station,
which is given in the lowest line of figures.
Corresponding figures for the stations in Round and Pine lakes are
given in the next table.
Number of Station _ V. VI. VII. XXIII. XXV. XXVI.
-----------------1--- ----------
2 m. to surface _
5 m. to surface . •
10 m. to surface • _
15 m. to surface _
Bottom to surface y _
23.89 22.99 80.41 29.32 21.72 25.52
29.14 42.54 54.30 38.49 34,03 26.974U6 56.65 45.43 56.11 47.06
59.01 60.64 68.60 47.60
63.35 68.42 9U2 69.32 ---'9~05
Depth of bottom haul____________________________________ 22 -30-1~ ~ -15- --;:-
7
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If now the amount given for the surface stratum of any station be sub.
tracted from the amount taken in the haul from 5 m. to the surface, the
remainder may be held to represent the amount in the stratum from 5 m.
to 2 m. In the same way we may obtain the amount for the stratum from
10m. to 5m. and for that from 25 m. to 10 m., as also for the strata from
the bottom to 25 m. The results for the Lake Michigan hauls are given in
the next table; they are, however, calculated to the nearest single decimal
only.
Nnmber of Station _____ IX. X. XI. XIIl. XV. XVI. XVII. XVIII. XIX. XX. XXI. XXII.
-- -- -- ------------
--
--
2 m. to surfacs _________ 19.4 18.5 22.1 28,4 25.3 27.2 23.4 26.3 25,7 18.5 23,2 17.75 m. to 2 m. ____________ 21.4 7.8 13.2 13.2 5.8 15.2 21.0 7.4 9.2 18.2 11.9 7.210 m. to 2 m. _••____• ____ 18.9 21.5 31.8 38.0 22.3 88.6 4U 15.6 23.9 17.9 15.2 2U25 m. to 10 m. _. _________ 62.6 49.1 48.9 89.6 ~~---~ 45.4 70.6 40.9 59.7 88.3 88.4 26.450 m. to 25 m. _____ .. ____
-1.8 10.0 42.4 -26.1
------ ------
199 -0.5 ??? 27.2
-...-~ -- ~5.5Bottom to 50 m. ________
-----.
___ MM. 12.5
------ ------ ------
-18.a
---- ---- .-- --- .----- ------ ------ ...
-- --
---- ----
-- -- ------
Depth of bottom hanl __ 26 58 112 30 10 23.5 180 86 86 41 22 43
These artificial strata are, however, of very different thickness and in'
order to compare the amounts contained in them with each other it is neces-
sary to reduce them to a common term, namely, the amount of pllJonkton
per cubic meter of water. This is done by dividing the total amount in
any stratum for auy station by the thickness of the stratum, and the results
are given in the next table.
I
Average.
Nnmberof Station_ IX, X. XI. XnI. XV. XVI. XVII. XVIII. XIX. XX. XXI. XXII.
Vol- Per
ume cent.
------1-- - - ---------------- -- - ---
Amonnt per en. m.
in stratnm 0-2 m._ 9.7 9.211.0 14.2 12.7 13.6
In stratnm 2-5 m.__ 7.1 2.6 4.4 4.4 1.9 5.1
U u 5-10m... 2.8 4:.S G.3 7.6 4:.5 1.7
• .. 10-25 m. 4.2 8.3 8.8 6.0 ._____ 3.4
" " ~ m. -1.3 0.4 1.7 -5,2 . _
II U 50m. tobottom. . .__ . 0.2 _
1t.7 18.1 12.9 9.2 11.6 8.~ 11.5 41.5
7.0 2.5 3.1 4.4 4.0 2 4 U 16.9
N U ~:g ~:~ ::g t:~ ~:~ ~~:~0.8 -0.0 ??? 1.7 U 0 _
-0.2 _. .__ 0 ._
------ - - - -- -- -- ---------- -------
Depth of bottomhanL 26 53 112 80 10 21,5 180 36 86 41 22 42 1 _
It is at once apparent that the surface stratum contains a much greater
amount, than any other stratum, on the aTerage more than twice as much.
The intermediate strata are not far from equal, and the deeper strata are
almost without plankton. Reighard found in Lake St. Clair that the
amount in the surface stratum which in his experiments was taken to be
only of one and one-half meters in thickness, was greater than the
total amount below, but this was evidently due to the shallowness
of the water. In Lake Michigan it was nearly true of the shallowest station
in the table (X V), but at all others the total amount bEllow the two meter
level was much greater than that above that line. Proportionally, however,
the surface stratum is always much richer than any of those below it. In
this connection it should be pointed out that the upper level, be it 1.5 or
2 m ., is most susceptible to error. The time is estimated with great difficulty
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and hence the velocity is hardly correctly obtained. When an average
velocity is made the basis for the correction of all hauls, as in the table
used here, this difficulty is of little importance. More weighty errors are
due to wave motion and to the difficulty of limiting exactly the depth
desired since the error is a much greater part or the whole than the same
amount would be for deeper stratal hauls. One would expect, however,
errors in both di.rections, and since the minimum amount of plankton in
the surface stratum is more than the maximum amount in any other deeper
stratum it is evident that the differenoe in the true volumes of the strata is
greater than double the possible error. Furthermore, the fluctuations in
the amount of plankton contained in the surface stratum are not due to
this alone since they are no greater than the variations for other strata
where these errors playa lesser and evidently somewhat insignificant part.
The amounts in the various strata in Pine and Round lakes are obtained
in like manner, by subtraction, and are as follows:
Nnmber of station. ._._ V. VI. VIr. XXIII. XXIV. XXV. XXVI.
! m. to snrface . • ... •
5 m. to 2 m. . _
10 m. to 5 m. • ••• __ • • _
15 m. to 10 mo, ... ~ _
Bottom to 15 m. .••• __
28.9 23.0 30.4 29.3 29.0 21.7 25.5
5.3 1M 23.9 4.2 -1.5 12.3 t.5
15.0 ~ 181 {2.4 11.9. __ .• __ . 22.1 20.1
14.9 f' 12.0 ~ 239 {----- -8.5 ~ 204.3 7.8 25.5 f . .... __.. f .
--------------- --------------
Depth in meters .. __ • • . 22 30 80 17.5 4. 15 21
Nnmher of Station. __.________________ V.
Amonnt per en. m. in stratnm 0-2 m. 11.9
In stratnm 2 to 5 m.___________________ 1.8
" " 5 to 10 m.__________________ 3.0
" 10 to 15 m. ._____ 3.0
15 m. to bottom.___ __ 0.6
If, now, the amounts per cubic meter of water in each stratum be found
as before, the table becomes:
Av. volnme.
Vi. VII. XXIII. XXIV. XXV. XXVI. I Per
nee. cent.
------------1-----------------.
11.5 15.2 14.7 14.5 10.9 12.8 13.1 64.8
6.5 8.0 1.4 -0.7 U 0.5 3.1 15.9
1.8* 0.5 2.4 4.4 4.0 2.7 18.8
1.8* 2.4 ~ 3.2 {-----. -1.7 0..2 1.3 6.50.5 1.7 f ._. _
-----------1-------------------
Depth of hanl in meters • ._____ 22 80 80 17.5 4 15 21
Here again it is evident that the surface stratum contains much more
than any equal amount of water below it, in every case at least twice as
much, and on the average four times as much as any other stratum. Both
the average and the extremes show that the surface stratum in Round and
Pine lakes contains noticeably more plankton thsn the surface stratum in
Lake Michigan. The deeper strata, however, appear to be decidedly
poorer than those in Lake Michigan.
The results given in these last two tables are much more easily examined
when represented graphically, as in Plate II. As before, the vertical lines
represent stations and the horizonial lines volumes or depths as indicated
at the margin. The order of the various stations is the same as that of
Plate I, and the dotted line of depth (D) is repeated here for convenience.
* These were not taken u two separate hanls bnt together as one. See table page 32.
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The points representing volumes of plankton per cubic meter of water at
various depths are connected to form lines, S of the surface stratum, 2-5,
5-10, etc., of the other strata. The interrogation points on XIX indicate,
in the case of the one at 8.8 cc. the total actually obtained for the stratum
25-50 m., sand and all included (see p, 45), and in the case of the upper mark,
a possible true value for the plankton less sand and other extraneous
matter. At VIII the mark indicates that the observation for this depth is
lacking. The line B on PlateIIA represents the stratum 15 m. to bottom,
which does not correspond exactly to any in Lake Michigan. Otherwise
the strata are represented by similar lines on the two portions of the chart.
The results from Lake Michigan (II A) may-well be considered first sepa-
rately from those of Round and Pine lakes (lIB). The line (8) of
volumes in the surface stratum (0-2 m.) pursues a somewhat irregular
course from one side of the chart to the other. The irregularities in it are
independent of the depth and, as comparison with Plate I Ashows, also of
the total volume and of the relative volume of plankton. I have plotted
on charts not given in this report the fluctuations for these hauls in
temperature of this stratum and in time of day without finding any
general agreement between them and the variations in the amount of
plankton in the surface stratum. These latter may be due in part at least
to errors in the apparatus, in the methods of obtaining, or measuring the
plankton, or they may depend upon the combined effect of several causes.
At present, however, the irregularities must be left unexplained.
The lines representing the three intermediate strata occupy a mean
position on the chart. 'fhey are subject to very considerable variations
which bring first one and again another uppermost, but which are
never sufficient to confuse anyone of them with the lines of the surface
stratum or of the deeper layers. On the plate the line of volumes per
cubic meter of water in any stratum is marked by the limits of the stratum,
ego 2-5 m., but in the discussion each may well be designated by the,
numeral of the deeper limit of the stratum, thus the 5 m. line would indi-
cate the line of plankton volumes per cubic meter of water in the stratum
2-5., or bottom'if shallower than 5 m.
The 5 m. line shows no relation to the line of depth, nor to that of the
surface stratum, and only an uncertain parallel to the line of total volumes
(Plate IA), as if it in general influenced the direction of the latter. The
10 m. line appears to have no fixed relation to the line of depth, to that
of total volumes, or to the 5 m. line. There is, however, a striking ligree.
. ment in direction with the line of the surface stratum; what may be the
significance of this I am unable to say. At one station (IX) only is the
10 m. line on the chart, far above the 5 m. line, at two (XXI, XX) it is
a little higher and at a11 others decidedly lower, thus indicating more posi-
tively than the average of the table (p. 50) that the 5-10 m. stratum
contains more plankton per cubic meter of water than the 2-5 m. stratum.
At IX the 2-5 m. stratum seems to have gained plankton at the expense of
both the surface stratum and that of immediately below itself (5-10 m.)
The possible significance of this will be discussed later.
The 25 m. lines shows no particular relation to the lines of depth, of total
volumes, or of the surface stratum. It is more nearly parallel to the 5 m.
line than to the 10 m. line, and on the chart lies below the latter in one
case only '(IX) while it is above the 5 m. line in seven cases and below
in four. The amount of plankton per cubic meter of water is, then, in the
10-25 m. stratum clearly less than in the 5-10 m. layer and considering th&
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number of cases more nearly equal to the amount per cubic meter of water
in the 2-5 m. stratum than the average of the table (p. 50) would indicate.
The amount of plankton in the intermediate strata is variably more or
less, and relatively nearly the same for the various stata, but always much
less than in the surface stratum and equally clearly more than in the
deeper strata. It is less than zero in one instance only, for the 2-5 m.
stratum at XII.,* where the depth of the haul is only 4.3 m.
The 50 m. line shows no apparent relation to any of the others; it indi-
cates a negative amount of plankton in at least three cases IX, XIII,
XVIII, and never more thau a very small positive amount. The same is
true in still greater degree of the 100 m., or bottom line, which lies once
just abo.ve and once just below the zero line. The amount of plankton per
cubic meter of water in the deeper strata is thus clearly shown to be
exceedingly small.
In Round and Pine lakes (Plate lIB) the relations are substantially the
same. The line of the surface stratum stands for a little larger amount
and shows less extreme fluctuations. The intermediate strata contain
much less plankton and are much more variable in quantity. The high
average of the 2-5 m. stratum in the table (p. 51,) is seen from the chart to
be due evidently to the enormous bend in the line at VI and VII; at all of
the other stations the 10 m.line shows a greater amount of plankton than the
5 m. line. There are in the shallower water of these lakes no strata cor-
responding to the deep ones of Lake Michigan, and the 10-15 m. stratum
corresponds only to the upper third of the corresponding (10-25 m.)
stratum in the large lake. In comparing these results with those in Lake
Michigan it should be remembered that the meagre depth 30 m., of the
deepest station entitles us to consider only the right hand portion of the
other chart (lIB) up to and including XIII. The number of stations in
Lake Michigan of equal depth is about the same as the total number in
Round and Pine lakes.
In Lake St. Clair Reighard made hauls from 1.5, 3.0, 4.5 metres and
bottom; if the second and third be added to the strata ~ecome 1.5, 4.5 and
bottom which corresponds nearly with our strata of 2 m., 5 m., and bottom
in the shallowest hauls. Combined in this way the hauls from Lake St.
Clair yielded the following results where the volume of plankton under 1
square meter of surface is given in cubic centimetres.
Nnmber of Station II. III. v. VI. VIII. IX. XV. XVI.
------------1-- --------------
In stratnm 1.5 m. to 0____________ 10.3
.. .. 4.5 m. or 5 m. to 1.5 m. _ 0bottom to 4.5 m. __
15.8
-2.8
~.9
11.1 8.0 9.4 7.6
2.5 4.8 3.3 3.03.1 . __ .
7.5 7.1
6.4 2.5
-3.0 _
------------1---- ----------------
Depth of bottom hanl in meters _ 5 5.5 5.3 4.8 5.2
By dividing in each case by the number representing the thickness of
*By the nse of the method of snbtraction the amonnt of plankton in any stratnm may become appar·
ently IeM than zero where the total amonnt in the stratnm is less than the flnctnations in the measnred
amount of the plankton in the snperjacent water whether those fluctnations are dne to errors in apparatns
employed. in calcnIation or in measnrement. to actnal variations in the amonnt of plankton present, or
finally to a combination of these canses. It will then evidently be most likelT to occnr where the depth of
the bottom stratnm is only small and where it is poorest in plankton. Instances of negative plankton
qnantities dae to the limited thickness of the bottom stratnm are probably XII, IX, XIII. to poverty of
the bottom stratum XVIII, XVII, thongh both canses nndonbtedly affect some of the cases to a certain
degree.
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the stratum, the amount per cubic meter in each stratum will be obtained.
It is given in the next table:
Number of Station.•_••.• _ II. III. v. VI. VIII. IX. XV. XVI. Av.
----------1---------- --------
In stratum 1.5 m. to 0 . • __ 8.0 10.5
.. .. 4.5 or 5 m. to 1.5 __ .. 0 -0.8
bottom to 4.5 mOo' ._____ 4.0
7.4 5.3 8.8 5.1
0.8 1.5 1.1 1.18.0 __•• •. ._._
5.0 4.7
2.l 0.8
-4.3 .•• , • _
8.4
0.8
1.5
Compared with the averages from Lake Michigan and Round and Pine
lakes as given in the tables, pp. 50 and 51, it is at once evident that the sur-
face stratum in Lake St. Clair, contains only about half as much plankton
as that in the other lakes; there is still less in the second stratum. The
bottom layer was present in so few cases that one can not draw any
inferences from the exceedingly variable amounts given in the table
above. They show, however, on the average about half as much as is found
in the third stratum in Round and Pine lakes.
When these results are plotted (Plate III) it is seen that the amount
per cubic meter in the surface stratum undergoes a gradual increase with
increasing depth. This, which was not true of the waters of the Charle-
voix region, may be a characteristic of the extr~mely shallow water. One
can think that the true plankton forms do not reach the conditions for
most favorable development until further removed from the influence of
the bottom than the meagre 2 to 3 meters of the shallow hauls in Lake St.
Clair. This supposition is apparently strengthened by the facts shown
in the average of the table on the preceding page and is still more clearly
evident on the plates.* The amount of plankton in the surface stratum is
only about half as much in Lake St. Clair as in the northern waters, but in
the deepest water of the former lake the amount is about the same as the
smallest quantity recorded in the Charlevoix region. I am inclined to
believe then that the amount of plankton in the surface stratum increases
with the depth for very shallow waters until a certain maximum is approx-
imated, and then is independent of the depth of the water. This is, how-
ever, hardly more than a working hypothesis at present and deserves
further careful investigation.
The stratum 4.5-1.5 m. shows a certain decrease with increasing depth of
water, the reverse of conditions in the surface stratum while the few obser-
vations on a deeper stratum, bottom to 4.5 m., agree in general tendency to
increase with the surface stratum. The amount in the middle stratum is
evidently far below that in the northern lakes and the variations are more
intense since the amount of plankton present becomes nearly zero more
than once. In this respect, the lines on Plate II B, for Round and Pine
lakes agree more nearly with Lake St. Clair than do those of Lake
Michigan.
The peculiar tendency of proximate strata to show variations in opposite
directions is evident in Lake St. Clair as well as in Lake Michigan, in con·
nection with which the matter is discussed. Here it is only necessary to
say I regard this peculiarity as evidence of vertical migration of part or
all of this plankton under circumstll.nces not yet known.
One feature deserves further discu"sion. No doubt it has already been
noticed that the comparison between stratal hauls in the lakes is open to
*Plates I, II. III, are all drawn on exactly the same scale.
2 m.-Bnrface. _
10 m.-2 m. _
Bottom-iO m. _
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criticism since in Lake St. Olair the limits are not the same as in the north-
ern lakes studied. It is true that as yet no definite information is at hand
as to the exact position in a stratum which the mass of the plankton holds
and if in Lake St.Olair a considerable part of the plankton from the
stratum 1.5-4.5 m. were to have been found in the upper half meter of that
stratum the total for the surface two meters would more nearly or quite
equal that in the same limits in Lake Michigan. In the work on Lake St.
Clain the stratal hauls employed were 1.5-0, 3.0-0, 4.5-0, and bottom-O.
Now it is a curious fact, and perhaps not without bearing in the present
discussion, that the method of subtraction gives for the four strata an aver-
age amount of plankton per cubic meter of water of 6.4, 1.6, -O.l,'and 1.5 cc.
That is of the two layers, each one and one-half meters thick, which con-
stitute the stratum 4_.5-1.5 m., most nearly corresponding to that of 5-2 m.
used in the Oharlevoix work, the deeper one contains on the average a
little less than nothing. This shows distinctly that the bulk of the plank-
ton in Lake St. Clair, between the limit3 of 4.5 and 1.5 meters is accumu-
lated in the upper half of the stratum; how much more narrowly it is
limited cannot be told. Hence it may still be true that the upper two
meters contains an amount equal to the surface stratum in Lake Michigan.
If this is so, however, it is all the more true that the deeper water contains
a minimal amount of plankton, far below that which is found in the
waters of the Oharlevoix region.
One interesting general relation deserves special notice here though it
has already been hinted at in the preceding. There seems to me to be evi~
dence of opposite variation in adjacent strata and of parallel variation in
strata once removed from each other, i. e., decrease in the surface stratum
seems to be accompanied in a majority of instances by increase in the
2-5m. stratum and decrease in the 5-10m. stratum; and at least one of
these two fluctuations appears to be generally characteristic of changes in
any line. I am inclined to think this is evidence of vertical migration,
under circumstances not yet apparent, of some elements of the plankton
which, being normally near the artificial line of separation of two strata
such as we used, would cause contrary variations in the two strata by
passing from the one into the other. Reighard (93, p. 35) gives similar evi-
dence of vertical migration by the contrary variation of proximate strata
in Lake St. Clair. The solution of such questions depends, however, upon
the location and ·movement of the species which constitute the plankton.
In the work of Apstein on the Lakes of Holstein, the artificial strata
employed were 0 to 2 meters, 2 to 10 meters and 10 meters to bottom.
To compare the results of this work on Lake Michigan with his the amounts
for the various strata must be added so as to give layers corresponding
here to those he employed. If the table on p. 50 be treated so as to
combine the strata in this way, the following table is made, showing
in cc. the volume of plankton under 1 sq. m. of surface for each stratum
at each station:
N_n_m_be__rO_f_S_ta_tl_'o_nll_I_X_'I~1XI. XlII. xv. XVI. XVII.IXVIII'I XIX'I~I XXI.I XXII.
19.4118.5122.1 28.4 25.3 27.2 23.41 26.31 25.71 18.5\ 23.21 17.735.8 29.3 44.5 51.2 28.1 53.8 65.3 23.0 33.1 31,1 27.1 31.6
61.3 59.1 103.8 63.5 . 45.1 71.7 40.4 * 16.5 60.5 38.4 51.9
*Estimated.
Surface stratum . 2.2
2 to 10 m. stratum ._ 1
10m. to bottom 1
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Or reduced as before to common terms for comparison.
Number of Stations ____ IX. X. XI. XIII. XV. XVI. XVII. XVIII. XIX. XX. XXI. XXII. Av.
-
- -
--
--
-------- ------
Amount of f,lankton
per cu. m. 0 waterin
11.0 12.7 12.9eurface stratum _. _____ 9.7 9.2 lU 13.6 11.7 18.1 9.2 11.6 8.9 11.
In 2-10 m. stratum ____ U 8.7 5.6 6.4 8.5 6.7 8.a 2.6 U 3.9 8.4 8.9 4.
In 10 m.-bot'm stratum U 1.4 1.0' 3.2
_.---- 3.4 0.6 1.6 *1.5 2.0 8.2 1.6 2.
If now the amount of plankton in the bottom stratum of each station in
the above table be taken as a unit for that station and the upper strata
expressed in terms of it, the results will show the relative distrihution of
plankton. This has been done in the next table..
N_um_be_r_O_f_S_t_Bt_iO_n_' -_'-_'
1
_I_X_.~ XI. IXIII·IXVI. XVII.!XVIII.! XIX. I xx. I XXI.I XXII.
6.6 11.0 I U I 4.0 19.5\ 8.21 8.61 4.61 8.6/ 5.62.6 56 2.0 2.0 13.7 1.6 2.8 2.0 1.1 2.4
1111 111 1;
Apstein has made similar comparisons for one of the largest of German
lakes, Dobersdorfersee near Kiel, and gives the following table of relations
for that body of water, which has however only the limited depth of 20 m.
at most.
VII. VII. VIII. VIiI. IX. X. X. XI. III. IV. V.Date . 5 19 2 30 20 4 11 15 27 13 11
----------1-- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -----
Number of hauL.. .. 26 27 26 30 32 33 34 37 41 43 46
-----------1-- ------ -- -- -- - - ----
Stratum 0 to 2 m... ._____ 1.7
.. 2 to 10 m 1
.. 10 to 20 m 1
2
1
1
4.2 8.9
0.9 8.9
1 1
7.9 1.7 2.9 4.2 6.8
2.9 0.2 0.6 1 2
1 1 1 1 1
2.5
0.5
1
3.8
0.9
1
The date of our work was August, so that comparisons should be made
properly only with the first three hauls of this table; they are, however,
all much alike, and show greater uniformity than those from Lake Michi-
gan given in the preceding table. This i13 no 'doubt due to the difference
in depth, for the two deep stations in Lake Michigan, XI with 112 m., and
XVII with 130 m., are just the ones in which the surface stratum is extremely
large in proportion to the deep stratum. The other stations; especially the
shallower ones, IX, XIII, XVI, XXI, show a proportionate distribution of
plankton approximately like that found by Apstein. This is the more unex-
pected and interesting when the amount of plankton in the two lakes is
considered, for Dobersdorfer See is rich in plankton, whereas Lake Michi-
gan belongs to those lakes denominated plankton poor. Hauls of equal
depth show the latter very clearly.
* Estimated.
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I
Lake Michigan. Doharrooder Bee.
N-nm-ha-r-of-h-a-n-l-__-••-.-_.-_-__-.-••-.·-._-.-__-.-_.-.-••-'1 XII, XIV, --""- XXI. _2_5 27__26__~
Depth of hanl in meters ••_. __•• __._ 4.3 8 10 22 5 7 18 19
--------·---·1----------------
Total amount of plankton in cc. 5
nnder Isq. m. of snrface ._._._. • ~
llO9
llO9
530
720
In hauls from equal depths there is about ten times as much plankton
under 1 sq. m. of surface in Dobersdorfer See as is found in Lake Michi-
gan. Yet not only is the amount in the surface stratum of both greater
than the amount in any other equal portion of the water, but it is also true
that the two lakes show a greater similarity in percentage of vertical dis-
tribution of the plankton. This may be formulated as follows:
Partial vertical hauls from equal depths yield equal volumes in the
same lake, and equal percentages in different lakes.*
If we consider the relations shown by the lines on Plate HA, a more
natural combination of the strata used in the work on Lake Michigan than
that used by Apstein for those of Dobersdorfer See, would be, (1) the
surface stratum alone, richest in plankton; (2) the three intermediate
strata, nearly equal to one another in amount of plankton present in each;
(3) the deep strata uniformly poor in plankton.
For comparison the results are brought together into another table which
gives the amount of plankton in cubic centimeters under one square meter
of sl;l.rface for the three sets of strata:
Nnmber of station ------1 IX. ~l XI. XIlI.I XVI. \ XVII. IXVIII'l XIX. I~ XXI. XXIl.
2 m. to surface ._. ._119.4 18.5122.1 28.4 \ 27.21 23.4 26.3 25.7[18.5 23.2 17.725 m. to 2 m. •• 97.9 78.4 93.4 140.8 99.2 135.9 63.9 92.8 61.4 65.5 58.0
Bottom t025m••• ._ -1.3 10.0 54.9 -26.1 __ ._.. 1.1 -{I.51? 27.21._______ 25.5
By dividing the total amount in each stratum by the thickness of the
* Since writing the above I have seen a paper by Walter (95). He speaks of quantitative plankton
measurements as .. an invaluable aid ,in the investigations" of tile shallow breeding ponds on which he
worked. andJlrefers measnrements to weiglling for tlleir convenience and accnracy. The paper is almost
exclll8ively devoted to metllods. bnt one general principle of plankton distribntion, cited witllont tile
<lata on which it is fonnded, deserves mention here. He says: .. In a cnbic meter of water taken from a
shallow area the amount of plankton is greater than in a cnbic meter from a deeper place." and fnrther
.. I do not know to what extent this is trne of deeper bodies of water." As will be seen. this is a some-
what general statement of the relations between the depth and the amonnt of plankton which are dis-
cnssed more precisely in the preceding pages. Independent and concnrrent observations on the valne of
plankton measurements and ou the variation in amount with depth in bodies of water aJfording such
sharply contrasted conditions as the shallow carp ponde and the Great Lakes are certainly powerfnl argn-
ments for the accuracy of plankton stndies and also in snpport of the general principles elncidated in this
particnlar case.
The importance of depth as a factor in determining the amonnt of plankton is fnrther evident from the
observations of Zacharias (95). He states (P. 119) that there is an evident dependence of the amonnt of
plankton on the depth of the water, bnt what may be the interrelation is not stated more exactly in that
place. An examination of his records of hanls shows ihat it mll8t be in general the same as that
we fonnd in Lake Michigan and elsewllere. It shonld be notei that only series of hanls made within a
comparatively limited time can be compared for this pnrpose, since the well-known seasonal variations
in the plankton certainly affect markedly the volnmes of hanls made at considerable time intervals from
each other.
8
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stratum for each station, the table shows the amount of plankton in cubic
centimeters per cubic meter of water at each station:
NumberofStation Ix.I~I~XIII. XVI. XVII. XVIII. IXIX. XX. IXXI. XXII. Av.
In st~tum0 to 2m. __ 9.7' 9.2 11.0 14.2 13.6 11.7 1S.1 12.9 9.2 11.6 8.9 11.5
u It 2 to 25 m.__ 4.8 3.4: ~i.l 6.1 4.3 5.9 2.8 4.0 2.8 2.8 2.5 I.g
.. .. 25 m.tobot-tom -1.8 0.4 0.6 -5.2 0 O. ? 1.7 ._____ 1.5 ,
--'------ -- -- -- -- -- ----------------
Thickness in meters of I Ideepest st~tum_____ 1 28 87 5 ._____ 105 11 11 116 17 _
If for each station of this table the amount of plankton in the interme.
diate stratum be taken as a nnit, and the amounts in the surface and deep
strata be expressed in term~ of this unit, the result is as follows:
1
o
Number of Station______ IX. '~I XL [XIII. XVI. XVII. XVJlI.1XIX'j XX, IXXI.IXXII. I Av.
Surface stratum ________ . 2.8 I 2.7 2.71 2.8 8.2 2.0 4.7 8.2, 8.8 I 4.1 8.61 3.Intermediate st~tum___
J.3 ~.1 ~.1 J.s .-:--- ~ ~ --~--- ~.6 __ : ___ 1 t6 ~.Deep stratum ____ . ____ .
This table demonstrates once more and clearly that (1) the surface two
meters contain much more plankton per cubic meter of water than any
stratum below it, and (2) the deep stratum is practically devoid of plank.
ton in comparison with the upper portions of the water.
This relative superiority of the snrface stratum in plankton contents was
first demonstrated in European lakes by Apstein. As already noted these
lakes are of limited area and depth, and moderate inflow and outflow.
Reighard found the same plankton distribution in Lake St. Clair which is
greater in area, less in depth and extremely unstable in volume owing to
the enormous inflow and ontflow. The observations recorded here serve to
show similar conditions in the Charlevoix region of Lake Michigan, which,
even in the limited region examined, is much larger in area, many times
greater in depth and extremely stable in volume owing to the small inflow
and outflow. At the same time we found like conditions in Round and
Pine lakes, one very small and changeable, the other large and compara-
tively stable. In the light of these observations on widely separate and
extremely dissimilar bodies of fresh water, it may fairly be assumed to be
a general truth that the snrface stratum contains more plankton than any
other equal portion of the water. In Lake Michigan, as also in Round
and Pine lakes it was equally true that the amount of plankton in the sur-
face stratum is independent of the depth.
The question naturally suggests itself as to the distribution of the
plankton within this stratum. The surface towings in Round and Pine
lakes and Lake Michigan were ordinarily made at about 8 a. m., and the
blanks on which were recorded the daily catches show unmistakably that
the plankton at the immediate surface contai ned algre and rotifers, but
only very rarely crustaceans and then but few of them. The amount of
these tows was never taken carefully and measured but they showed them-
selves at a glance to be meagre in comparison with towings from deeper
levels. In order to test the matter more carefully I had a net of peculiar
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pattern constructed. From its general appearance it received at the hands
of the party the nlime of "torpedo" net. A cylinder of wire gauze was
reenforced by bands of brass at both ends and by three longitudinal brass
wires of one-eighth inch in diameter, soldered to the gauze and strengthened
by external hooks of wire. The front end was provided with a tight fitting,
. solid funnel which had external eyelets so that it could be firmly fastened
to the ends of the longitudinal rods on the outside of the cylinder. Three
of these funnels were used, having openings of 0.5,0.75, and one inch in
diameter. The other end of the cylinder was also closed by a funnel but
of gauze with an oil can top at the end. The inside of the ,cylinder and
of the lower funnel was lined by a net of fine India linen. From the cord
which towed the net a lead weight was suspended about a foot in.front of the
mouth of the front funnel. Thus equipped it could be drawn behind our
fishing tug at full speed and yet remain well below the surface of the
water. The amount of water which could enter was regulated by the
opening of the funnel and was small enough to allow of its filtering
through the large lateral area of the net so as to leave the plankton in good
condition. The material washed back along the sides of thl'l net and col-
lected in the rear funnel from which it was taken when the net was hauled
in. We dragged this net for several days during our trips on Lake Michi-
gan and for hours at a time. Yet the amount of plankton obtained was
exceedingly small. No reason can be given why the water should not
have passed through the net in large quantities during these long trips
and so far as we could see it did. There was no means at hand of meas-
uring the amount filtered and of recording the permanency of the stream
entering the funnel; this is of course the vulnerable point of the evidence.
Apparently, however, the apparatus worked well and continuously, and
unlrss some reason can be found why the plankton could not enter the
net, we are forced to grant that at that time of day the amount of plankton
in the upper foot of water is practically nil.* These experiments
were made during the day. Unfortunately there was no opportunity
to repeat them after nightfall. Surface towings were, however,
made in Round and Pine lakes from a row boat after dark. With
the same net, in the same way and at the same place, where in
daylight a scanty collection of rotifers and algre was made, the dark-
ness yielded a rich haul including multitudes of crustacea. It was only
the upper six to twelve inches of the water which was filtered in both
cases. This evidence, scanty and incomplete as it certainly is, still points,
to my mind unmistakably, to the existence of diurnal migrations on the
part of the crustaceans at least. This well known occurrence in salt water
has been found by France (94) to take place in the case of fresh water
forms in Lake Balaton, Hungary; Marsh (94) has also observed it in
Green Lake, Wis. In a recent publication Birge (95) denies the existence
in Lake Mendota, Wis" of such migrations at least beyond the limits of
three meter". I have already called attention to the fact (p. 55), that
vertical migrations, carrying large numbers of a species over the limits of
the artificial strata used in the lake work, would cause the compensatory
fluctuations in adjacent strata as shown on the plates. It is true that if
the hauls made in the Charlevoix region are plotted with reference to the
time of day there does not seem to be any correlation between the time of
*While very kindly reading the proof, Prof. Reighard called my attention to the fact that he reached
a similar conclusion in a paper read before the American Fisheries Society (see Report for 1892). Neither
the paper nor the volume are accessible to me at date of writing.
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the hauls and the variations in amount. Of course it should be noted that
the hauls we made were never very late in the day and the supposed
vertical migrations may have been due to entirely different causes if,
indeed, they actually occurred.
I have already called attention to the compensatory fluctuations in the
plankton of adjacent strata from Lake St. Clair; these are very striking if
one examines the results given by Reighard for the strata of only 1.5 m. in
thickness and are more than half of them eliminated by combining the
two strata 1.5-3 m. and 3-4.5 m. Mention has also been made above of the
comparative barrenness of the lower half of the stratum 1.5-4.5 m.
All of the peculiarities noted in this connection point in one direction
and justify the conclusion that the distribution of the plankton within the
limits of an artificial stratum is 1)ery unequal; the variations in its distri.
bution are probably due to vertical migration.
One further question in vertical distribution demands brief considera-
tion. We have seen that the amount of plankton per cubic meter of water
varies inversely as the depth from which the water is obtained. Does the
volume decrease constantly from surface to the bottom or is there near
the latter an increase, an accumulation of forms more or less depend.
ent upon the bottom? No exact observations were made to determine this
point, but some data bearing upon the question were recorded. In the
qualtiative studies made during the first two weeks on Round and Pine
lakes, and Lake Michigan it was customary to have a tow taken by an
ordinary surface net and and also one taken by a runner net drawn along
the bottom. This was let down open through the water and drawn up
open also, so that its contents were in no sense strictly bottom forms, nor
was there any means of using them in quantitative determinations. It was
customary to draw both this bottom net and the surface net about an
equal length of time. Now while we noticed from the first that the surface
net, as already mentioned, obtained but a small amount of material, chiefly
Rotifera and Protozoa, it was also remarked that the bottom net brought
up a host of specimens, and that these were almost entirely Crustacea.
The mass of material was composed, as examination showed, of only a few
species, but these few were present in such enormous numbers of individ.
uals as to make the catch a veritable" soup." In my daily note book this
richness of the bottom tow was commented on for days until we recognized
it as a constant occurrence and among the notes I find the statement that
the tow appeared as rich in quantity as any evening surface tow on the
ocean. I was in fact thoroughly astonished to find such masses in fresh
water catches. There was practically an entire lack of the numerous insect
larvoo which make the volume of some fresh water hauls so great; the tow
consisted of almost nothing but myriads of Copepoda. Now these were
either migrants from the superjacent water or permanent residents of a
zone near the bottom. The vertical hauls gave no evidence of the exist·
ence of this mass of Crustacea near the bottom, although the hauls were
made at the same place and at corresponding times of day. I wish to
point out here some faults in this negative argument and to emphasize the
fatal error in placing entire dependence upon hauls of a vertical net. In
the first place the impervious canvass cone brings the actual opening of
the net about 40 cm. above the bottom when the net is actually resting
upon a flat surface; stones and other objects as well as inequalities in the
snrface may increase this distance considerably. Again, the net is lowered
to the bottom, rests there a sec Jnd and is then hauled steadily to the sur·
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face. The bucket hanging below makes some disturbance in the water
before the cone reaches the bottom, and the strong swimming forms, such
as Limnocalanus, and other Copepoda, would have abundant opportunity
to escape from the dangerous ground above the cone, the place of greatest
disturbance and hence the point from which the fugitives turn. Both of
these reasons would naturally tend to lessen the number of bottom forms
taken in vertical hauls. T~e runner net also gave evidence of a consider-
able number of Mysis near the bottom, but as might be expected they
were taken only rarely and by twos or threes in the vertical net.
This is the vertical distribution characteristic of the warmer season of the
year when, not only in respect to light but also in regard to temperature,
the surface stratum is much the most favorable portion. of the water for
growth. In regard to only one of these factors do the conditions remain the
same throughout th~ year.) the light supply is uniformly greater at the surface
in all seasons, but during the fall it is known that the temperature of the
water becomes more and more uniform throughout and finally in the winter
the deeper strata are actually warmer. I know of only one observation as
to the effect of this change in temperature on the relative populousness of
the various strata. Birge (95, p. 480), records that during the fall the dis-
tribution becomes more and more uniform throughout the water and that
the surface stratum does not show any superiority in the amount of plank-
ton present in it. If this be confirmed for other bodies of water it will be
evidence that the factor of temperature has more effect on the distribution
of the plankton than the light.
No opportunity has yet been found for qualitative work on the hauls of
the vertical net. The counting of such a mass of material would involve
more time than it has been possible for me to devote personally to that
purpose and no other opportunity has yet offered itself. I am personally
skeptical of the value of enumeration under ordinary circumstances and
most of all of such efforts as are not extended throughout'the year to afford
a basis for estimating the rise and decline of 'various species.
It is evident of course that not all the plankton is equally valuable as
fish food and not all of it seems directly or indirectly to form marketable
fish. As has already been mentioned the Crustacea form the most import-
ant element from the standpoint of the fish culturist. While I with the
assistance of one or more members of the party, was taking hauls with a
vertical net at one side of the boat, Professors Birge and Marsh with some
assistance were securing stratal hauls of Crustacea alone at the other side
of the tug. Each of these gentlemen, .who contributed so much to the
results of the work in other directions also, brought with him a specially
constructed closable net of his own designing so constructed that it could
be lowered, closed, opened, raised a given distance, closed again and
brought to the surface. One of the nets has already been described (Birge
95, p. 423) and the other will be shortly. At times both of the nets
were used together and again a series of hauls was made with OIle only.
The coarser cloth used in the net, the smaller amount of material obtained
and the greater rapidity with which a pure crustacean haul filters, made
it possible for them to secure a series of hauls from 2 and 5 meters and
then every ten meters to the bottom even in the deepest places, in the
same time that was consumed in making with the vertical net the series of
hauls already described. These hauls are to be counted in the simplified
method described by :Eirge (95 ), and will make an exceedingly valuable
contribution to the vertical distribution of this most important element of
fish food contained in the plankton.
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SWARMS IN THE PLANKTON.
In the preceding pages an effort has been made to show uniformity of
horizontal distribution of the plankton as a whole and the absence of such
accumulations as might be termed "swarms." From the evidence obtained
here and elsewhere I am led to believe that swarms of the entire plankton
do not exist and furthermore I can see no variations of biological condi-
tions which should accumulate all the life in the water wifhin certain
areas, large or small, and leave other areas more or less devoid of life.
Even on the' land where conditions are so much more variable that
environment in the water is relatively stable, no such local accumu-
lations are found. It is true that areas of considerable extent are
more densely populated than other parts of the land, and the jun-
gles of the tropics, for instance, are sometimes said to "swarm"
with life. In the same way Agassiz (88) speaks of that portion of the conti.
nental slope and of the opposite island slope which is washed by the Gulf
Stream as crowded with life. In these and similar instances there is a
comparison of considerable areas with distant portions equally large.
This is not in the least parallel with what some have believed to be plank.
ton swarms. Investigators have declared that within the narrow limits of
small bodies of water and frequently at points proximate to each other the
total amount of plankton varies so greatly as to warrant the assumption of
contiguous populous and barren areas in the water, that is the existence of
swarms of the entire plankton. Now the work of Reighard in Lake St. Clair
and Apstein and Zacharias in Holsteiulakes and the results of this work on
Lake Michigan have shown clearly, in my opinion, that this is not the
case. In the preceding pages is given evidence that the total amount of
plankton does vary, but that it varies in accord with the depth and that
beyond this there are no variations considerable enough to warrant the
assumption of the existence of swarms of the plankton 8S a whole. It
would not be strange if the exact amount of plankton varied, perhaps con-
siderably, at the two ends of Lake Michigan and certainly some shallow
plant-filled lakes in the vicinity of Oharlevoix and in free communication
with the main lake by small yet perfectly open channels do contain a much
larger amount of plankton than Lake Michigan itself, yet the first possi.ble
variation is as little evidence of swarms as the latter.
How do the separate species conduct themselves in this respect? Are
they also nearly equally distributed, or is there reason to think that they
may occur in swarms? The inequality in seasonal distribution of various
species is well known. Thanks to the work of Zacharias a considerable
number of species have been watched from day to day and it seems clear
that mostforms pass through one or more cycles of variation in each year.
Such a cycle includes a period of advance, of increase in numbers, a maxi.
mum, a time of decline and decrease in numbers, and finally a minimum,
or often a period of total disappearance from the plankton. These cycles
are coincident with seasons or changes in temperature. Birge (95) has
recorded similar variations for species in Lake Mendota. Such variations
as these are chara'cteristic of entire bodies of water, or at least very large
areas in a body of water. The species appears everywhere almost at once
and its disappearance is similarly general. It is not evidence of swarms to
record, as Zacharias does (95, p. 120 ff.), that a certain species was abun.
dant in on~ place and wanting on the other side ilf a long island which
almost completely divided the lake into a northern and a southern half. It
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must first be shown that the conditions which determine the development
. of the species, temperature, food, etc., are alike in both places, aud no
evidence on these weighty questions was sought or furNished. But even
then it is as little evidence on species swarms as the fact that a certain fish
may be caught in plenty hf>re and is lacking there is proof of that that par-
ticular fish goes in schools!
The word "swarm" seems to need a more precise definition in the light
of conditions known and easily observed. To my mind it is some such
massing of individuals as is seen in a school of fish, a flock of birds, a herd
of wild cattle. The idea is certainly not precise in quantity since anyone
of these aggregations may consist of only a few individuals or of many hun-
dreds. They are, however, definite bands collected for breeding or feed-
ing purposes, or for protection, or having been produced by excessive mule
tiplication, they still remained in a localized mass. If this be a correct
interpretation of conditions, then neither those accumulations of plankton
or single species made at cextain points by the chance of wind or current,
nor yet these normal variations in the number of any species within
a given area due to the more favorable environment, can be properly spoken
of as swarms.
Recurring to conditions on the land we see that swarms of the entire
plankton are not to be expected and in fact the possibility of such may
well be doubted. In making only quantitative determinations of the
plankton species swarms, if existing, are apt to escape notice or even to be
masked by the normal variations in the total amount, by errors in method,
. apparatus, or manipulation and by the alternation of swarms of different
species. Furthermore it is certain that if such swarms do exist there is a
constant tendency to destroy them in the action of winds, wa.ves and
currents.
A species swarm will affect the total volume of plankton very little, i. e.,
not noticeably in contrast with other variations, if the species is ordinarily
very common, if it is of small size or if it is one of many species
(polytonic plankton). On the other hand the total volume of the plankton
will be considerably affected if the species swarming is of large size, com- .
monly rare, or if the plankton is monotonic (composed of but few species).
Of course all grades between these two extremessre possible and a
considerable factor will be the size of the swarm i. e., the number of
individuals of which it is composed.
The evidence heretofore collected as to the existence of species swarms
seems to me insufficient. So for instance the enumeration of a certain
species taken in a haul from a depth of 40 m. shows at one time 400 indi-
viduals, at a second haul 1,100, a considerable increase to be sure, but not
such evidence as to establish the occurrence of swarms. If it be true that
the species is equally distributed over the entire depth, and the contrary
is not even suggested in the context, then every cubic meter held at the
time of the first haul 10 individuals, at the seoond 28. One section of land
holds now 10 cattle, later 28; where is the evidence of herds? It is evident
that actual proof of the occurrence of swarms demands more exact and
detailed evidence than has yet been furnished. We collected no positive
evidence upon this point, but one circumstance tends to my mind to
establish the probability of the occurrence of swarms under some circum-
stances. During one of our trips on Lake Michigan the runner net was
drawn over a certain area of ground off Fisherman's Island several times.
Each haul brought up a good c:ltch of crustacea, but in one there was such
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a mass of Limnooalamus that they formed a solid mass of several ccm.
The number was fifty or one hundred times greater than that obtained in .
the other hauls. That this was the result of including some local aggre.
gation of the species, i. e., some swarm, is the most evident, if not the only
explanation of the case. On another day Mr. Jennings reported a mass of
Asplanohna at the surface just off the lighthouse pier so great that thousands
could be taken at every haul of a net thrown from the pier. A few hours
later not one was there. This may have been, however, a wind collection
or even a current collection. Of course the surface is peculiarly liable to
such aggregations by the effect of wind or current and the deeper water
more independent of such influences.
PINE LAKE.
The town of Charlevoix is built on a narrow neck of land which sepa-
rates Lake Michigan from Pine Lake (see map). The circular basin of
Round Lake, which affords a fine harbor for the shipping and fishing indus-
tries of the place, lies nearly half way between the lakes first named, and
is in free and open communication with both by channels of considerable
size. The laboratory was located on the shore of Round Lake near the
building in use by the Michigan Fish Commission as a hatchery, and the
situation naturally caused us, in making the preliminary studies, to turn
our attention first to Round Lake and then to Pine Lake and Lake Michi-
gan. In the course of these studies some features of interest were mani.
fested by the comparison of the three bodies of water, and these were
supplemented by some special observations on the part of the botanist of
the party, Mr. Thompson. From their importance in connection with the
general question of fish culture, certain of the biological characteristics
deserve brief consideration here.
Round Lake, a scant half mile in diameter, is little more than an enlarge-
ment in the course of the stream by which Pine Lake empties into Lake
Michigan The connection between these lakes has been modified for
commercial use by dredging, so that now a five meter channel, protected
externally by piers and a lighthouse (see map), connects Round Lake with
Lake Michigan. Between Pine Lake and Round Lake the old stream, which
has been entirely replaced by a straight dredged connection, lies at one
side, a shallow tortuous brook, known as the "Old Channe!." The broad,
deep and straight artificial channel renders communication between the
lakes very free and a current runs indifferently in either direction, depending
upon the direction of the wind, and no doubt also on the level of Lake
Michigan and Pine Lake. This results, of course, in more or less of a
mixture of the forms of life, especially of those plankton species which
occur in the two.
Round Lake is simply intermediate ground, and in the character of its
plankton resembles now the one, now the other of the larger lakps so that
it possesses no characteristic features in distinction from them. With the
docks which line a large part of its shore and the continuous disturbance
and pollution of its waters, there is little opportunity for the development
of aquatic plant life; yet those portions of the lake which offer any possible
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foothold are fairly well supplied with water plants, noticeably the shallow
banks and the quiet waters of the old channel.
Pine Lake is a body of water in which, as in Lake Michigan, conditions
are very stable. The area which drains into it is evidently limited, as a
glance at the map will show; and the size of the lake itself is such that the
inflow and outflow form but a small percentage of the total volume. There
is a current running into the lake at the outlet quite as frequently and
quite as powerfully as there is in thE' opposite direction. The shore is, in
large part, sand and gravel for a short distance from the margin, but nearly
the whole bottom of the lake is composed of marl, in which one finds a
host of shells in good preservation. From washings of the marl, Mr.
Walker identified the following forms:
Limnrna desidiosa Say. Goniobasis livescens Mke.
catascopium Say. Sphrnrium striatinum Lam.
sp. simile Say.
Physa integra Hald. (young). Pisidium abditum HaId.
Planorbis bicarinatus Say. sp.
parvus Say. Unio luteolus Lam. (dead).
Valvata tricarinata Say. sp. (dead).
sincera Say. Anodonta (young) (dead).
Amnicola porata Say. Footiana (?) Lea.
lustrica Pils.
He adds concerning these shells: .. A very ftwof the Amnicola and
Valvata were alive. Everything else was dead and most of it had the
chalky appearance of fossil specimens from the marl."
On the marl one finds no living thing save here and there scanty tufts of
dwarfed Ohara, which was never found in fruit; it was uniformly encrusted
by a heavy calcareous coating.
The absence of plants along the shore in the shallow water and on the
sandy or gravelly bottom is also noteworthy. Isolated patches do occur
but they are thrifty and abundant only in a few places, the most prominent
of which are on the south arm of the lake. It will be noticed that the
axis of the main lake lies directly in the path of the northwest winds and it
has occurred to me that this may be the cause of the absence of shore
vegetation, since the wash along the shore of a lake as large and deep as
this would be too powerful to allow the growth of plants even where the
bottom was of a suitable character. In the smaller and more protected
south arm there is a much larger amount of vegetation. We were unable
to make any exact observations in that part of the lake.
Pine. Lake has undoubtedly undergone some considerable modifications
within recent geological times. The old outlet to the northward is easily
traced through a line of tamarack swamp to Susan Lake; thence to Lake
Michigan it follows a small stream which is at present the outlet of Susan
Lake. The marl bottom which underlies a very considerable part of Pine
Lake can by borings be found not far below the surface at various points
around the lake. The gravel and glacial drift are evidently at present
being washed out into the lake over the marl and the thickness of the
layer decreases gradually as one recedes from the shore. Mollusca are not
very abundant and while the species recorded by Mr. Walker are recent
and most of them at least found in this locality at present, the existing
conditions are inadequate to account for such a bed of marl and I am
inclined to believe it the bed of an older lake now gradually disappearing.
9
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The importance of these considerations is evident when we come to exam-
ine the fauna and flora of the lake.
I have already mentioned the striking lack of vegetation, both littoral and
bottom. Mr. Thompson, who spent some time in a careful examination of
the shore says in this connection, "The entire absence of Myriophyllum,
Utricularia and the aquatic species of Ranunculus is perhaps significant.
The scarcity of plants is apparently due to the marl bottom as all the fairly
thrifty plants which do o~cur are found growing on bottom more or less
modified by deposits of sand or alluvial sediment." Similar mention of
the limited amount of life discovered in Pine Lake may be found in the
reports on the Protozoa (p. 81), Rotifera (p. /:is), and Mollusca (p. 98),
published in appendices to this paper. Of the insect fauna Dr. Wolcott
writes:
" This poverty of the Pine Lake fauna was in marked contrast to the rich-
ness of that of the neighboring small inland lakes, in which was to be seen
both in respect to number and identity of species and abundance of indi-
viduals, a marked similarity to that of Lake St. Olair,indicating the effect
of the like conditions, while at the same time it emphasized the contrast
between both and Pine Lake."
The plankton studies on Pine Lake discussed on a previous page and
plotted on Charts I B and II B, show that the surface stratum contains if
anything somewhat more plankton than the same portion of Lake Michi.
gan but the deeper strata very much less, so that in shallow water (VIII)
the total amount of plankton is approximately the same as in Lake Michi.
gan while in the deeper water (XXVI to VII) the total amount is far below
that in the main lake.
After this resume of other groups it will not be strange that fish are
scarce in the waters of Pine lake. Neither those of Lake Michigan nor
the species which inhabit the surrounding inland lakes would find any
considerable supply of nourishment and in fact a few game fish, in the
south arm chietly, and a few whitefish in the eastern end of the main
lake, are all that are reported for this body of water. The absence of a
botbm flora and fauna, the scarcity of plankton and the paucity of littoral
vegetation with the accompanying forms of life, particularly insect larvffi,
are the factors which limit the introduction of various kinds of fish.
I have discussed the conditions here in full since it seems to me a pow-
erful argument for the necessity of employing the experimental method.
Such a magnificent lake with miles of shore and acres of beautiful clear
water affords possibilities for existence to a multitude of fish. The reasons
for their non-existence are apparently clear, and if. so the problem is half
solved. In some way more vegetation must be made to grow in the lake,
perhaps different species of plants introduced. If forms can be found
which are capable of growth and increase on a marl bottom, the fish pro-
ducing power of the lake will be multiplied enormously and in the place
of a scanty population the waters will support large numbers of valuable
food fish. I have endeavored to ascertain the species of water plants
which thrive upon marl bottomed lakes elsewhere, but the question proved
to be beyond the facilities at my command. This offers under favorable
circumstances a rich field for experimentation.
CONCLUSIONS.
In addition to the more special conclusions stated in connection with
various topics there are some general conclusions, especially with reference
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to the plankton and its bearing on fhh culture, which are summarized as
follows:
I. The plankton is the source of food supply for all lake fish; its rapid
rpproduction affords a constant supply in spite of continued destruction.
II. The amount of plankton in Lake Michigan in the region examined
is limited. The enormous area compensates for this limited amount.
III. The plankton is uniformly distributed horizontally. At this season
of the year it is accumulated near the surface, and very little is contained in
water below a depth of 25 meters, except that a second accumulation near
the bottom is probably usual. At this season, then, no fish will be found
regularly or in numbers in the nearly barren intermediate water below
25 m., except it be in the water near tb.e bottom.
IV. The uniform horizontal distribution of the plankton indicates that
the plankton-eating fish find food in limited quantities everywhere.
V. The bottom flora and fauna are not extensive enough to support
large numbers of bottom feeding fish within circumscribed areas. The
well known migrations of whitefish schools along shore seem thus to be
correlated with the non-localized food supply.
VI. There is a plentiful supply of whitefish food on the old fishing
grounds. No reason can be assigned for the diminution in the supply of
whitefish save overcatching.
In conclusion I should like to emphasize one point which seems to grow
clearer as the work proceeds; if the experience of two years has shown
anything, it has demonstrated that the possibilities in this line of investi-
gation can hardly be limited, but that future developments which are so
essential to the fisherman and the fish culturist alike, are distinctly
dependent upon the facilities for carrying on the investigation under
permanent conditions.
It may be hoped that something has been accomplished during the two
years of this work inaugurated under the auspices of the Michigan Fish
Commission and carried on by voluntary and hearty cooperation on the
part of various scientific workers. Yet it is evident that progress along
this line will be necessarily slow and that at times, as in the present
instance, other peremptory duties will encroach upon the time of the
workers and delay the publication of the reports. Furthermore, no one
can appreciate so well as one who has tried it, how enormous is the mass
of work connected with an enterprise inaugurated in a new field of work,
and compelled to originate at once methods and appliances with repeated
delay and even failure.
It is equally true that the possibilities of future development will be
clearest to those who have taken a part in the enterprise. Yet others can
not fail to apprehend its importance and the necessity of continuing it.
To my mind it is clear that in order to attain its proper results the work
must be put on a definite basis. It must be rendered permanent and placed
in the immediate charge of workers who shall devote to it their entire
time. If any measure of success has accompanied it in the past while it
has been under the direction of those whose time was necessarily limited
or when perhaps it has been carried out as a side issue in connection with
the regular work of some fish hatching station, it is none the less true that
it demands and deserves the full attention of able and trained investigators.
There should also be mentioned in this connection the mass of experi-
mental work which must be done. It is of vital importance for the
solution of problems which present themselves in connection with the
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biology of the lakes and their inhabitants, that experimental investigation
should be possible in order to test the remlts, to answer questions, and
to suggest possibilities that would otherwise remain undeveloped. No one
can have read the preceding pages without having appreciated continually
the questions suggested in connection with the most varied topics; no one
can fail to see that the results attained should be supplemented or
controlled by experiment.
The life of the young white fish, its food and growth while in the state
of nature, the best age and place for planting, and hundreds of other ques-
tions which suggest themselves in connection with this particular topic
cannot be decided in a few weeks work of a summer party however well
equipped and located. Questions with reference to the yearly variations
in the plankton and those problems suggested in connection with the dis-
cussion of these questions early in the report, cannot be solved until a
permanent biological station shall be able to observe and to experiment
continuously throughout the year. Already efforts have been made on a
limited scale at least, towards the increase and multiplication of the food
supply of fresh water fish and in some small ponds of Europe it has met
with moderate success. The discussion of Pine Lake suggests an equally
fertile field of study. The possibilities of the future are evidently depend-
ent upon the possibilities for investigation and experiment. Aquaculture
must be given the same sort of scientific-treatment that agriculture already
reoeives at the hands of the thousand trained investigators in experiment
stations that are located in every state of the Union. It must be studied
from the same scientific standpoint; its problems analyzed, its course
marked out definitely; not until then can it render that service to the peo-
ple which the opportunity of our inland seas makes possible in the way of
a food supply at once cheap and agreeable. Let me quote from an address
before the American Microscopical Society: "Fish culture will never
attain its proper results until it receives by the liberality of the State and
nation the same fllVorS that have been extended to agriculture, the use of
permanent and well equipped experimental stations where trained workers
shall devote all their time and energy to the solution of its problems. The
Great Lakes furnish a cheap and valuable food supply to one-third of our
entire population, This food supply is rapidly becoming depleted. How
long must such important interests wait their just recognition and ade-
quate protection? And if properly developed, who can limit the possibili-
ties of these Inland Seas in supplying the nation with food?" The urgent
need of the present is not a mere biological observatory, however valuable
such a permanent foundation might be, but a well-equipped and well-
directed experiment station to attack the peculiar problems of fish culture
in the Great 'Lakl's.
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APPENDIX I.
REPORT ON THE PLANTS.
BY H. D. THOMPSON, MOLINE, ILL.
For the three weeks beginning August 2, 1894, it was the good fortune
of the writer to be with the investigating party maintained at Oharlevoix
by the Michigan State Fish Oommission. During this time there was
made some study of the minute plant life of Lake Michigan and a botani-
cal survey of Pine Lake was begun. The time did not suffice for the
proper handling of either task.
Pine Lake is a marl bottomed basin of a type not rare in northwestern
Michigan. Unlike many of the small lakes which line the shore of Lake
Michigan, its greatest length, instead of lying parallel with the adjacent
shore line of the larger lake, forms with it a large angle. Some fifteen
miles long and in its broadest portion three miles wide, and very irregular
in outline its shore line exceeds ninety miles. Its western end is rather
more than a mile from Lake Michigan with which it communicates freely
through Round Lake. The natural water way'" from Pine Lake to Round
Lake and from the latter to Lake Michigan have been so improved for pur-
poses of navigation by-large lake boats, as to render communication much
freer now than formerly.
'rhe shore of the lake rises in two bold terraces which appear with much
regularity and clearness at Belvedere, and though sometimes broken, in
places effaced by erosion, and often lying at considerable distance from the
present shore line, they may still be traced along the lake for long
distances to the eastward, and are continuous around Round Lake on both
sides and thence along Lake Michigan both to the northward and
southward.
At present the lake consists of a long, narrow, central basin twenty to
twenty-five meters in depth with a uniform regular marl bottom,extend-
ing from Oharlevoix at its western end to Boyne at the eastern, surrounded
by shallower waters including all coves and bays and a marginal area of
varying width along the shore.
The bays are all rather shallow, the bottom sloping away gradually from
the shore line toward the edge of the basin, which in each case extends
across the mouth of the bay in a line between points in front of the head-
land on either side.
In general the bottom drops off evenly until, at a distance of two hundred
twenty~five to three hundred twenty-five meters from shore there is a
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depth of about fifteen meters; then in course of two or three rapid casts
of the lead eighteen to twenty-one meters is found, and the lead comes up
bearing soft sticky marl. .Exceptions were noted in which the gentle
slope was continuous from the shore line, for a full half mile into the lake,
before the twenty meter depth was reached. One and one-half miles N.
E. of Advance a depth of twelve meters was found at fifty meters from
shore; twenty meters, fifteen meters farther out, and within another
twenty-five meters the lead dropped down twenty-six meters, to the end
of our sounding line, but found no bottom.
The beach of Pine lake varies from sand in certain localities to calca-
reous gravel or even soft marl in others. The bottom of the shallow mar-
ginal portion naturally partakes of the character of the adjacent beach,
but invariably shades off to a marl as deeper water is reached. In some
bays surrounded by cedar swamps the bottom is of soft, blackish mud,
part marl, part alluvial deposit. In a few places where a bold sandy ter-
race approaches the shore line closely, the bottom is of clean sand for a
long distance out toward deep water;
The flora of Pine Lake is exceedingly meager. The observer may row
along its shore for miles without seeing one thrifty bed of water weeds,
and may dredge back and forth over a hundred acres of bottom without
securing a handful of vegetation. In water varying from three to seven
meters in depth were found scanty beds of Ohara sp., never of thrifty well
grown Dlants, never in fruit and always encrusted with calcareous material.
Along shore, in water one and one-half to three meters in depth, occur a
half dozen thin and rather small beds of Potamogeton perjoliatus L.
Half way up the lake on the north side, on sand bottom, was a fairly
thrifty and good sized bed of Scirpus pungens, Potamogetorl perjoliatus L"
Potamogeton lucidulum, Naias flexilis and Ohara sp. In the edge of
this bed toward deep water several fishing stakes were noticed.
Some bass fishing being reported in Oyster bay on the south side of the
lake, it was examined with some care. Oyster bay is an arm of the lake a
half mile wide and nearly one and a half miles long. At the mouth the
bottom slopes gently away from the shore on either side to a depth of nine
meters near the middle. It becomes shallower steadily as its head is
approached, ending in a marsh which shades off to the surrounding cedar
swamp. Separated from this bay by a stretch of cedar swamp lies Susan
Lake. In Oyster bay the bottom is of marl and black sediment
mixture previously mentioned and vegetation is more plentiful than we
found it elsewhere in the lake. A mile or more of shore line about the
head of the bay is fringed with thrifty beds of Scirpus pungens Vah!., and
Scirpus lacustris L.; Potamogeton perjoliatus L. occurs in several places.
Acorus calamus L. and Typha lati/olia L. also occur here though not
noted elsewhere in the lake. The bottom bears numerous and fairly thick
beds of Ohara sp., the same as found elsewhere in the lake. There was
everywhere a striking scarcity of algre and the entire absence of Myrio-
phyllum, Utricularia and aquatic species of Ranunculus is noteworthy.
The examination of material collected by tow net and dredge from the
neighboring waters of Lake Michigan, Round Lake and Pine Lake for
minute life, which had been in progress for several weeks, was near com-
pletion at the time the writer became a member of the Fish Commission
party. Material was examined, however, and data collected, sufficient
perhaps to indicate certain obvious facts, though not sufficient foundation
for any complicated or detailed conclusions.
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As might be expected from the free communication between Lake
Michigan and the smaller lakes, the three lakes vary little in flora. The
open, wind agitated waters, unobstructed by the larger aquatic plants, and
for the most part of considerable depth, afford but poor harbor for the
filamentous algre, Desmidire and Characere so abundant in the waters of
Lake St. Clair investigated by the commission in 1893. 'Ihe tow net and
dredge, therefore, collect but little of such material, but the Diatomacere
are ever present.
Of the algre Pandorina morum Bory., is most frequently met, occurring
chiefly in surface tows, f ometimes in great abundance. The stray speci.
mens noted in deep tows may have been taken by accident, as the net
was lifted from the water. Bottom tows and dredgings in Luke Michigan
show fine colonies of Nostoc commune. Vaucheria tuberosa also is com·
mon clinging to rocks, waterlogged bits of wood, etc., often at considerable
depth It occurred in great abundance on' fishing grounds off High
Island, with Chara sp., the dredge teeth soon becoming entangled with
bushels of this mixed material. In Pine Lake the surface net not infre-
quently collected bits of Spirogyra sp., Zygnema sp., Oscillaria ele.
gans Ag., Lyngbya sp. The fragments were always quite small, gen-
erally so far gone to pieces as to be of doubtful identity and were
probably from beach pools washed into the lake by receding waves
during high wind.
The Desmidire were not represented in any material examined from Lake
Michigan, Round Lake or Pine Lake. In a surface tow from Twin Lakes,
the following were noted:
Oosmarium brebissonii Menegh.
O. marginatum Menegh.
O. reniforme.
O. subcrenatum Hantzsch.
O. undulatum.
Pediasirum ehrenbergii Corda. (H. Br.).
Sphmrozasma filiforme Rab.
Staurastrum corunulatum Wolle.
S. grallatorium Nord.
The Diatomacere, greatly outnumbering all other plants both as to
species and individuals, force themselves constantly upon the attention of
the botanist. Individuals are generally present in much greater numbers
in deep than in surface tows, but the distribution of species appears to be
influenced but little by depth of water. The stipate forms are of course
more often found in the neighborhood of a congenial support, but with
litHe regard to the depth of this support below the water surface. The
following species were noted, most of them in great numbers:
.A.sierionella formosa Hass., common in both surface and deep tows.
Cocconema lanceolaium Ehr., frequent in dredgings.
Co~cinodiscus radiatus Ehr., occasional among weeds.
Oyclotella rotula Kfitz., in dredgings, infrequent.
Oymbella gastroides Kfitz., common in deep and surface tows.
01lsiopleura gibba (Ehr.) Kl1tz., common in surface and deep tows
everywhere.
Navicula viridis (Nitzsch.) Kfitz., common on weeds in shallow water.
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Nitzschia dubia Wm. Sm., single specimen, among weeds near surface.
Nitzschia s1'gmoidea (Nitzsch.) Wm. Sm., in surface and deep tows.
Epithemia turgida Wm. Sm.
Fragilaria capucina Desm., deep and surface tows, very common.
Gomphonema geminatum (Lyng.) Ag., surface and (more often) deep
tows.
Orthosira sp., like O. Dikii Wm. Sm., once in surface, once in deep tow.
Stauroneis phmnicenteron Ehr., deep tow.
Synedra affinis Kiitz., surface and deep tows.
S. lunaris Ehr., among weeds in shallow water.
S. ulva (Nitzsch.) Ehr., in dredgings.
Tabellaria fenestra (Lyng.) Kiitz., common everywhere.
T. flocculosa (Roth.) Kiitz., common.
Washings from aqnatic plants are, as is well known, generally rich in
Diatomacere. The following species identified by D. B. Ward. M. D., of
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. are from a small vial of material washed from Ohara
sp., previously mentioned as being dredged from the bottom in High
Island harbor, Lake Michigan.
Achnanthidium flexellum. G. intricatum, var. pumilla.
Amphora ovalis. Melosira granulata.
Oampylodiscus novicus. Navicula affinis.
Oocconeis placentula, N. bacillum.
Oocconema cistula. N. limosa.
O. gastroides. N. oblonga.
O. lanceolatum. N. nobilis,
O. cymbiforme. N. radiosa.
Oyclotella compta. N. perigrina.
Oymbella ehrenbergii. N. trinodis.
Encyonema limula. N. viridis.
E. prostTatum. Nitzschia frustulum.
E. turgidum. N. palea.
Epithemia argus. Odontid1'um hyemale.
E. gibba. Pleurosigma attenuatum.
E. turgida. Surirella bifrons.
Eunotia arcus. S. biseriata.
E. diodon. S. elegans.
E. pectinalis. Stauroneis gracilis.
Fragilaria Harrisonii. S. phmnicenteron.
F. capucina. Stephanodiscus astrea.
Gomphonema capitatum. Synedraulna, var. longissima.
G. constrictum. Tabellaria fenestrata.
G. coronatum. T. flocculosa.
The writer desires to acknowledge his obligation and express his thanks
to D. B. Ward, M. D., of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., for the identification of the
above list of diatoms and to Mr. C. F. Wheeler, of Michigan Agricultural
College, who has identified a considerable number of flowering plants.
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APPENDIX II.
A REPORT UPON THE PROTOZOA OBSERVED IN LAKE
MICHIGAN' AND THE INLAND LAKES IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD OF CHARLEVOIX, DUR-
ING THE SUMMER OF 1894.
BY O. A. KOFOID, SUPERINTENDENT OF THE BIOLOGICAL STATION OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA, ILL.
The observations in the following pap'.;r were made in the laboratory of
the Michigan Fish Commission at Charlevoix from July 2,1 to September
1,1894. The material examined consisted in the main of collections made
at the surface and bottom, with fine muslin nets, principally in Pine and
Round lakes and Lake Michigan. In addition to these, shore collections
were made along Round, Pine,. Susan, Twenty.six, East and West Twin
lakes, either by dragging the Birge net through the weeds along the shore,
or by gathering the vegetation-algal, ahara, Naias, Utricula'ria, Pota-
mogeton, Myriophyllum, and Nuphar--and keeping it in aquaria in the
laboratory, or collecting" washings" from it for immediate examination.
To the systematic examination of these shore collections but little time
could be given as the plankton was the main object of our investigation.
The present paper makes no pretension to completeness. It is merely a
list, a compilation from the daily record of the occurrence and distribution
and relative abundance of such species as were identified during the six
weeks of my stay.at the laboratory. Many of the smaller Flagellata and
Ciliata were not id@ntified and no attention was paid to the Gregarinidal
and little to the ecto and endo-parasitic Protozoa of the denizens of the
lakes examined. The present report does not include the collections made
with the plankton net in Lake Michigan, nor those made by Dr. R. H.
Ward with the Birge net in the lakes to the north of Charlevoix as these
collections have not yet come into my hands. A continuous and more
thorough investigation would undoubtedly greatly extend the list of
Protozoa here reported for the locality. A few forms were found which
could not be referred to any described species in "the literature at hand.
The appended list records 81 forms, 76 species and five varieties. The
list reported by Smith (Bulletin Michigan Fish Commission No.4, 1894),
for Lake St. Clair includes 32 forms, eighteen of which are to be found
among those observed at Charlevoix.
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The forms included in the present list are distributed as follows among
the different groups:
Rhizopoda _ _ ____ ___ _____ _ __ __ ____ 22
lleUozoa_______________________________________________ ________ 5
Mastigophora _ ____ __ __ _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ _ 20
Infusoria .. __ ___ ____ _ 34
RHIZOPODA.
1. Amreba proteus Leidy. Swampy shores of Pine Lake, and West
Twin Lake. Not common.
2. Amreba radiosa Ehrbg. Swampy shores of Pine Lake. Rare.
3. Amreba verrucosa Ehrbg. Among the algrn along the shores of
Pine Lake. Not common.
4. Oochliopodium bilimbosum Auerbach. A single specimen from
washings from Ohara obtained at High Island harbor was observed. The
collections came from a depth of about 6 m. on whitefish grounds.
5. Arcella vulgaris Ehrbg. Twenty.six Lake, East and West Twin
lakes, in shore collections. Occasionally found in the surface and bottom
tow in Round Lake. Common in Sphagnum.
6. Hyalosphenia elegans Leidy. Common in Sphagnum along the
shores of Pine Lake. Single specimen taken in surface tow at West Twin
Lake.
7. Hyalosphenia papilio Leidy. Common in Sphagnum along shores
of Pine Lake.
8. Quadrula symmetrica F. E. Schultze. Common in Sphagnum along
shores of Pine Lake.
9. DijJlugia collaris Ehrbg. Common among FontinaUs from shores
of East Twin Lake.
10. Difflugia constricta Ehrbg. In shore collections from Twenty-six
Lake. Rare.
11. Difflugia globulosa Duj. Occasional in shore collections at East
and West Twin Lake and Twenty-six Lake; in Sphagnum along PinE' Lake.
Common il! surface and bottom tows and hauls of the plankton net in
Round and Pine lakes and especially in Lake Michigan. It is much more
abundant in surface than in bottom tows and in Lake Michigan than
in the smallet lakes. It is very resistant, remaining active long after other
animals in the tow have perished because of foul water. The limnetic
form cannot be distinguished specifically from the form found in shore
collections and in Sphagnum.
12. Difflugia lobostoma Leidy. Taken in surface tow in West Twin
Lake in shallow water; also in bottom tow in Round Lake in 16 m. of water.
Rare.
13. Difflugia pyriformis Perty. Occasional in shore collections along
Pine and Twenty-six Lake; also in bottom tow in Round Lake in 16 m. of
water and in bottom tow in Lake Michigan, 2£ miles from shore in a haul of
the plankton net in 57 m. of water.
14. Nebela barbata Leidy. Occasional in Sphagnum along Pine Lake.
Forms intermediate betw.een N. barbata Leidy and N. collaris Ehrbg.
were also found in the same locality. (See Leidy's Fresh Water Rhizopoda
of N. A., PI. 24, Figs. 18, 19.)
15. Oentropyxis aculeata Stein. In shore collections along Pine Lake,
East Twin, Twenty-six, and Susan lakes. Also in bottom tows in Lake
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Michigan, Ii miles off New Yo.rk Point in 24 m., and 2 miles off Norwood
in 16 m. of water. Occasional.
16. Gentropyxis ecornis Leidy. A single dead shell was fonnd in
shore collections from East Twin Lake. This is probably a variety of the
preceding.
17. E~gJ,ypha alveolata Dnj. Occasional in shore collections along
Pine and West Twin lakes, in Sphagnum and washings from Utricularia.
18. Euglypha ciliata Ehrbg. A single specimen was taken in surface
tow off Fisherman's Island, in Lake Michigan. Common in Sphagnum
abont Pine Lake.
19. Euglypha oristata Leidy.' Rare in Sphagnum along shores of
Pine Lake.
20. Trinema enchelys Ehrbg. Common in Sphagnum along the shores
of Pine Lake. Occurred also in shore collections from West Twin Lake.
A single specimen was noted in a haul of the plankton net in 55 m. of
water, 2i miles off Norwood in Lake Michigan.
21. Gyphoderia ampulla Ehrbg. In shore collections from Pine and
West Twin lakes. Uommon, especially in Sphagnum. Occasionally
found in bottom tows in Round Lake and Once in Lake Michigan 21 miles
from shore in a haul of the plankton net in 57 m. of water.
22. Gromia mutabilis Bailey. Common on floating colonies of Ophry-
dium versatile in East Twin Lake.
HELIOZOA.
23. Vampyrella laterita Fres. Rare, in shore collections from East
Twin Lake and Twenty-six Lake, among algre or on masses of Ophrydium
versatile.
24. Actinophrys sol Ehrbg. Lake Michigan, Pine Lake, Round Lake,
West Twin Lake. More abundant in surface than in bottom tows. Found
also in shore collections. Common.
25. Actinosphmrium Eichhornii Ehrbg. Bottom tow in Round Lake,
also in bottom tow in Lake Michigan, N. W. of Norwood, two miles from
.shora in 15 ,m. of water. Rare. .
26. Heterophrys myriapoda Archer. Rare among algre in pools along
Pine Lake.
27. Rltaphidiophrys viridis Archer. In shore· collections from East
and West Twin and Susan lakes. Rare.
MASTIGOPHORA.
28. Dinobryon sertularia Ehrbg. The type as figured and described
by Biltschli and Kent, is much less common than the varieties. It occurs
however in surface and bottom tows in Ronnd Lake and Piue Lake and in
Lake Michigan, and in shore collections at West Twin Lake.
29. Dinobryon sertularia Ehrbg. var. angulatum Seliga. Most com-
mon of all varieties, occurring in snrface and bottom tows in West Twin,
Round, and Pine lake..s and Lake Michigan.
30. Dinobryon sertularia Ehrbg. var. divergens Imhof. Very com-
mon in surface and bottom tows in Round and Pine lakes, and in Lake
Michigan.
31. Dinobryon sertularia Ehrbg. var. undulatum Seliga. Common
in Round and Pine lakes and in Lake Michigan in surface and bottom
tows.
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32. Dinobryon stipitatum Stein. Oommon in surface and bottom tows
in Round and Pine lakes, most abnndant in Lake Michigan. Intermedi-
ate forms connect this with the preceding species, and it should perhaps
be reduced to a variety.
133 Urog~ena volvox Ehrbg. Oommon in surface and bottom tows in
Round and Pine lakes and in Lake Michigan.
34. Euglena viridis Ehrbg. Oommon in shore collections along Pine,
East Twin and Twenty-six lakes. Also found occasionally in bottom tow
in Pine Lake at a depth of 15 m.
35. Entosiphon sulcatum Stein. Among algre in pools along the
shore of Pine Lake; common.
36. Bynura uvella Ehrbg. Occasional in surface and bottom tows in
Round and Pine lakes and in Lake Michigan.
37. Mallomonas acaroides Zach. In surface tow in shallow water in
West Twin Lake; also in bottoIr. tow in Pine Lake in H m. of water; occur-
ring in both cases with the following variety; rare.
38. Mallomonas aC1roides Zach., var. producta ZaJh. Oommon in
bottom tows from Pine Lake, Aug. 4, but not found again during the summer
except in small numbers in surface tow at West Twin Lake on Aug 6.
Oyats were forming Aug. 4:, and no individuals .intermediate between the
type and the variety were noticed in the material examined.
39. Gonium pectorale Ehrbg. Occasional in bottom tow in Pine Lake.
40. Pandorina morum Ehrbg. Occasional in surface tows in Lake
Michiga.n.
41. Volvox globator Ehrbg. Rare in bottom tow in Round Lake.
42. Diplosiga jrequentissima Z'lch. Oommon in surface and bottom
tows in Round aad Pine lakes and Lake Michiga.n on Aslerionella.
43. Ohilomonas parammcium Ehrbg. Very abundant in shorecollec-
tions which had stood in laboratory for several days. Parammcium
aurelia had been abundant in the same jar" on previous day but decreased
rapidly in numbars as Ohilomonas multiplied.
44. Peridinium tabulatum Ehrbg. Frequent in surface tows in Lake
Michigan, also in surface tow in West Twin Lake, and surface aud bottom
tows iu Round Lake. Taken in small numbers with the Birge net in Susan
Lake.
45. Oeratium cornutum Ehrbg. Frequent in washings from
Utricularia from West Twin Lake; associated with a long slender form of
O. hirundinella O. F. Mull. with divergent horus.
46. Oeratium hirundinella O. F. Mull. In shore collections from Pine,
Rouud, Susan, East and West Twin lakes, occasional. Abundant in every
surface and bottom tow in Round and Pine lakes, aud especially in Lake
Michigan. Triangular cysts were common in bottom towa and dredge
washings during the first two weeks of August. They were also found
occasionally in surface tows. A wide range of variation is exhibited by this
species. The horns vary in number from three to six, also iu the degree
of their prolongation and divergence. Individuals with deformed,curved
and even hooked horns were found. One three horned specimen had the
left posterior horn, bifid for about half its length.
47. Glenodinium cinetum Ehrbg. Oommon in shore collections along
West Twin Lake especially in washings from Utrieularia. Also found in
surface and bottom tows in Lake Michigan, and in the latter part of
August the gelatinous ,. cysts" containing one to three individuals were
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common in surface and bottom tows in Round and Pine lakes and in Lake
Michigan.
INFUSORIA.
48. Coleps hi·dus Ehrbg. In shore collections from East and West
Twin lakes. Frequent especially in aquaria that had stood for some days.
49. Traehelius ovum Ehrbg. A single specimen observed from pool
along Pine Lake.
50. Dileptus anser O. F. Mull. In shore collections (Birge net) in
West Twin and Susan lakes. Occasional.
51. Nassula ornata Ehrbg. Common on colonies of Nostoe and Dia-
toms and on Phryganeid egg masses brought up in the trawl off Beaver
Island in Lake Michigan from a depth of 60 m.
52. Frontonia aeuminata Ehrbg. Rare in shore collections at East
Twin Lake, associated with Ophrydium versatile.
fi3. Uronema marina Duj. Very common in algal in pools along Pine
Lake.
54. Paramrecium aurelia O. F. Mull. Very abundant in shore col.
lections from Pine Lake that stood in the laboratory several days.
55. ParammC1:um bursaria Ehrbg. In washings from West Twin
Lake; rare. Also taken with the Birge net in Susan Lske.
56. Uroeentrum turbo O. F. Mull. Abundant in shore collections
from West Twin Lake that had been standing in the laboratory for several
weeks.
57. Cyelidium glaucoma Ehrbg. Among algal in pools along the shore
of Pine Lake; common.
58. .Conehophthirus anodontm Ehrbg. On Anodonta, Unio and Limnea
stagnalis.
59. Spirostomum ambiguum Ehrbg. Among algal in pools along Pine
Lake, occasional.
60. Stentor igneus Ehrbg. Abundant in Round Lake upon Chara.
61. Stentor igneus Ehrbg. var. ful1'girlOsus Forbes. Very abundant
blackening the margins of the pools along the shore of Pine Lake, also in
Round Lake upon Uhara. Varies greatly in size and amount of black pig.
ment.
62. stentor .Rmselii Ehrbg. Rare in shore c')llections in East and
West Twin, Susan and Round lakes.
63. Ralteria grandinella O. F. Mull. Common among algal in pools
along Pine Lake.
64. Strombidium turbo C. & L. Common in shore collections from
West Twin Lake that had been standing in the laboratory for several
weeks.
65. Tintim'dium fluviatile Stein. A single specimen in bottom tow
from Round Lake, made in 16 m. of water.
66. Codonella eratera Leidy. Surface and bottom tows, Pine Lake,
and especially in Lake Michigan. Frequent, This species shows a wide
range of variation in size, in the relative size of the apert~re and the length
of the neck. The number of rings on the neck varies from one to five,
though in many cases no ring at all can be detected. Many individuals
show no traces of the overarching ring about the aperture of the shell.
67. Stichotricha cornuta C. & L. Single specimen noted in shore
collections from East Twin Lake.
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68. Oxytricha wruginosa Wrz. Among algre in pools along Pine
Lake; occasional.
69. Stylonychia mytilus Ehrbg. Common in shore collections from
East Twin Lake.
70. Euplotes Oharon Ehrbg. Occasional among algre in pools along
Pine Lake.
71. Aspidisca costata Duj. Among algre along shores of Pine Lake.
Common.
72. Trichodina pediculus Ehrbg. On Hydra. This species has bee n
reported by Zacharias (See Zeitschrift ffir Fischerei und deren Hilfswiss-
enschaften, 1894, Heft 4) as parasitic on young whitefish, as many a8
25 individuals being found on 4 sq. mm. of epidermis.
73. Vorticella rhabdostyloides D. S. Kellicott. Abundant on floating
masses of Anabwna in surface and bottom tows in Round and Pine lakes
and Lake Michigan.
74. Vorticella campanula Ehrbg. In shore collections from East
and West Twin lakes; rare.
75. Vorticella nebulifera Ehrbg. Occasional in shore collections from
Twenty-six Lake.
76. Ophrydium versatile O. F. Mull. In East Twin and Susan lakes.
Common. Colonies reaching in some cases 125 mm. in longest diameter.
77. Oothurnia crystallina Ehrbg. On Spirogyra in East Twin Lake,
occasional. A single small detached form taken in the plankton net within
3 m. of the surface is probably to be referred to this species.
78. Lagenophrys ampulla Stein. On the branchial appendages of
Hyalella dentata Smith, from West Twin Lake; common.
79. Stylohedra lenticula D. S. Kellicott. Common on the caudal
. setre of Ryalella dentata Smith, from Twenty-six Lake and bottom tows
in Lake Michigan.
80. Dendrocometes paradoxus Stein. One detached dead specimen
was found in the shore collections from West Twin Lake.
81. Podophrya cyclopum C. & L. On carapace of Epischura lacus-
tris Forbes.
The nature of the lakes examined by the Fish Commission party in 1894
differs strikingly from that of Lake St. Clair examined in 1893. Lake St.
Clair is a shallow lake with strong currents and an abundant supply of
vegetation. Lake Michigan on the other hand has deeper water, feebler
currents and little or no vegetation along its shores or on its bottom.
Thus of Magnin's plant zones, the Phragmitetum, Scirpetum, Potamoge-
tonetum and Oharacetum the last only is represented and that too in very
limited areas, at least in the parts of the lake examined in 1894.
This fact necessarily profoundly influences the character of the Proto-
zoan fauna of the littoral zone and to a slight degree at least the qualita-
tive character of the plankton itself, as it must reduce the number of
occasional migrants from the littoral zone.
The conditions in Pine Lake resemble those of Lake Michigan in the
absence of littoral vegetation and the limited area of the Oharacetum.
Its fine marl and sand bottom affords no support to the alluvium loving
water plants. Round Lake also is devoid of any considerable amount of
vegetation; only a few scattered Potamogetons and isolated patches of
Ohara being found.
n
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The Protozoan fauna of these lakes falls into two divisions representing
(1) limnetic fauna-found free swimming or floating in the plankton and
including relatively a very small number of species-and (2) littoralfauna.
LIMNETIC FORMS, (21.)
pifflugia globulosa. Mallomonas acaroides.
Actinophrys sol. Mallomonas acaroides var. pro.
Actinosphcerium Eichhornii. ducta.
Dinobryon sertularia. Gonium pectorale.
Dinobryon sertularia var. divergens. Pandorina morum.
Dinobryon sertularia var. angu- Diplosiga frequentissima.
latum. Peridinium tabulatum.
Dinobryon sertularia var. undu- Ceratium hirundinella.
latum. Glenodinium cinctum.
Dinobryon stipitatum. Codonella cratera.
Uroglena volvox. Vorticella rhabdostyloides.
Synura uvella. Podophrya cyclopum.
Of the 21 species included in the above list all belong to the active lim.
netic groups except the following which must be classed as passive
limnetic forms:
Diplosiga frequentissima (on Asterionella).
Vorticella rhabdostyloides (on Anabcena).
Podophrya cyclopum (on Epischura lacustris).
There is not the least doubt that Difflugia globulosa is a prominent and
during the period of observation, July 24-Sept. 1, constant member of.
the limnetic fauna. Its classification as an active form is perhaps ques-
tionable. With the exception of this Rhizopod, Difflugia. the Heliozoans
Actinophrys and Actinosphcerium, and the aberrant ciliate Codonella, all
of the active limnetic species belong to the Mastigophora, are indepen-
dent of a substratum for attachment and have holozoic nutrition.
They share with the few pelagic algal and diatoms the important func-
tion of furnishing food for the limnetic Orustacea which in turn are
probably eaten by fish. They are thus an indispensable. factor in the
economy of the organic life of the Lakes.
In addition to the species in the above list which form the greater part
of the Protozoan plankton there are many species of the littoral zone which
are from time to time found in the plankton.
The following forms which probably belong to the littoral fauna have
been observed in the plankton and further investigation would doubtless
extend the list to include most if not all of the species of the littoral fauna.
Arcella vulgaris Trinema enchelys
Hyalosphenia elegans Oyphoderia ampulla
Difflugia lobostoma Euglena 1·iridis
Oentropyxis aculeata Volvox globafor
Euglypha ciliata Oothurnia cryst(tllina
Actinosphcerium Eichhornii and Podophrya cyclopum are also found
in the littoral zone and might be included in the list as fre9.uent migrants.
A.ctinophrys solon the other hand must be regarded as a hmnetic as well
as a littoral species inasmuch as mere migration is insufficent to explain
Cyclidium glaucoma.
Spirostomum ambiguum.
Stentor ·igneus.
Stentor igneus var. fuliginosus.
stentor Roeselii.
Halteria grandinella.
Oxytricha mruginosa.
Stylonychia mytilus.
Euplotes Oharon.
Aspidisca costata.
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its frequent and repeated occurrence in the waters of Lake Michigan miles
from shore.
There is not sufficient evidence at hand for a distinction between the
autolimnetic or surface, and the bathylimnetic or abyssal species inaB.-
much as the nets used for taking the bottom tow were not self closing and
so called "bottom tow" included not only the bottom species but also
those captured during the ascent of the net. The examination of the hauls
with the plankton net will doubtless shed some light on the subject of the
distri bution of the protozoa in the bottom, the intermediate and the surface
zones. So far as the evidence at hand goes, the indications are that the
large majority of the limnetic species are found at both surface and bot-
tom. Dijftug1'a globulosa and Actinophrys sol are apparently more
abundant in the surface tow. Actinosphmrium Eichhornii, Euglena
viridis, MaZlomonas acaroides var. producta, Volvox globator, have
been found mainly or only in bottom tows though all but one of these may
be migrants, and all occur infrequently.
LITTORAL FORMS.
Lako Michigan has properly speaking no littoral zone. The sandy beach
and the action of the waves prevent. its formation and thH migrants are
probably carried down by the tributaries. In the case of Pine Lake how-
ever we can distinguish a slightly developed littoral zone with two distinct
regions. (1) Shore pools; shallow bodies of water of small extent fed
by springs. They contain a few dwarfed rushes, sedges and Utricularias
and generally an abundance of algal. In these pools the following species
were found:
Ammba radiosa.
Ammba verrucosa.
Arcella vulgaris.
Actinophrys sol.
Vampyrella laterita.
Heterophrys myriapoda.
Entosiphon sulcatum.
Coleps hirtus.
Trachelius ovum.
Uronema marina.
Parammcium aurelia.
(2.) Sphagnum: This is abuudant in the cedar swamps (on the borders
of Pine Lakf» which are drained by brooks directly into the lake. In some
places the Sphagnum comes to the water edge. Its Protozoan fauna con-
sists mainly of Rhizopods. The following species were noted. Others
doubtless occur.
Ammba proteus.
Ammba radiosa.
ArceZla vulgaris.
Hyalosphenia elegans.
Hyalosphenia papilio.
Quadrula symmetrica.
Dijftugia collaris.
Dijftugia pyriformis.
Centropyxis aculeata.
N ebela barbata.
Euglypha alveolata.
Euglypha ciliata.
Euglypha cristata.
Trinema enchelys.
Cyphoderia ampulla.
Ohilomonas paramrucium.
Peridinium tabulatum.
Oeratium cornutum.
Ceratium hirundinella.
Glenodinium cinetum.
Ooleps hirtus.
Dileptus anser.
Frontonia acuminata.
Paramrucium aurelia.
Paramrucium bursaria.
Urocentrum turbo.
Stentor Roeselii.
Strombidium turbo.
Stylonychia mytilus.
Stichotrichg, cornuta.
Trichodina pediculus.
Vorticella campanula.
Vorticella nebulifera.
Ophrydium versatile.
Oothurnia crystallina.
Lagenophrys ampulla.
Stylohedra lenticula.
Dendrocometes paradoxus.
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The other inland lakes investigated had well developed littoral zones,
abounding in plant life. The determination of the fauna of these lakes
was confined to the examination of shore collections and this owing to
the short time available for the purpose was necessarily very incomplete.
Nevertheless it was here that the greatest number of species was found.
The following were identified:
Amceba proteus.
Arcella vulgaris.
Hyalosphenia elegans.
DijJlugia collaris.
DijJlugia constricta.
D1jJlugia qlobulosa.
DijJlugia lobostoma.
DijJlug1'a pyriformis.
Centropyxis aculeata.
Centropyxis ecornis.
Trinema alveolafa.
Cyphoderia ampulla.
Gromia mutabilis.
Actinophrys sol.
Vampyrella laterita.
Raphidiophrys viridis.
Dinobryon sertularia.
Dinobryon sertularia var. angula-
tum.
Synura uvella.
Mallomonas acaroides.
Mallomonas acaroides var. pro-
ducta.
The close similarity of the European and the North American Protozoan
fauna is strikingly illustrated in the list of Protozoa observed at Charle-
voix. Of the 81 forms identified at least 73 (and probably more) are also
found in Europe.
Zacharias in the Forschungsberichte aus der Biologischen Station
zu PIOn, Theil II, lists 93 Protozoa as occurring in the Ploner See, 43 of
which are contained in the present incomplete Charlevoix list. With two
exceptiQns, Podophrya cyclopum and Glenodinium cinctum, everyone of
the limnetic species reported for our waters is also found at PIOn. The
limnetic Protozoa of the two continents are practically identical.
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APPENDIX III.
REPORT ON THE ROTATORIA.
WITH DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES.
BY H. S. JENNINGS.
The Rotatoria are much less abundant in Lake Michigan and the waters
connected with it, in the region of Oharlevoix, than in Lake St. Olair.
The limnetic species are fairly well represented, but littoral and bottom
forms are rare on account of the chara.cter of the shores and bottom.
These are almost everywhere of sand or clay and nearly without vegeta-
tion. The number of species found in these lakes is therefore scarcely more
than ha.lf the number found in Lake St. Olair in the summer of 1893.
In some of the smaller lakes at some distance from Lake Michigan and
not openly communicating with it, Rotifera are more abundant, the fauna
here showing much more the characteristics of that of Lake St. Olair.
The rotifers from these lakes will be reported separately, as will also a
short list from the sphagnum swamps of the region.
The account therefore takes the following form:
1. List of Rotatoria from Lake Michigan and the two lakes in open
communication with it (Round Lake and Pine Lake), with notes on
distribution.
2. List of Rotatoria from pools on the sandy shore of Pine Lake.
3. List of Rotatoria from West Twin Lake.
4. List of some Rotatoria in material brought from Susan Lake.
5. List of Rotatoria from sphagnum swamps near Pine Lake.
6. List of species new to the fauna of Michigan.
7. Systematic and faunistic notes on certain species in the preceding
lists, with description and figures of Distyla signifera n. sp.
1. LIST OF ROTATORIA. FROM LAKE MICHIGA.N, ROUND LAKE, AND PINE LAKE.
This list includes limnetic, littoral and bottom species from these three
lakes and from the channels connecting them. The three lakes are
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included in one list on account of their open communication with each
other and their similar characteristics; differences will be discussed in the
notes at the end. The list does not include forms found in the shallow
pools on the shores of Pine Lake, unconnected or only slightly connected
with the main waters. These show a different character and are given in
a separate list.
In order to show any differences in the fauna of the three lakes included
in this one list, a letter is added in parenthesis, indicating in which lake or
lakes the form was found. M. signifies Lake Michigan; R. signifies
Round Lake; P. Pine Lake, and C. the natural channel connecting Round
and Pine lakes. (See Pl. IV.)
The figures in parenthesis after the names of certain species refer to the
systematic and faunistic notes at the end of the paper.
Rotatoriajrom Lake Michigan, Round Lake. Pine Lake, and the Ohannel Oonnect-
ing Round Lake and Pine Lake.
Floscularia mutabilis Bolton. (M. R. P.) Diglena catellina Ehrbg. (R. C.)
Floscularia pelagica Rousselet. (M. R. P.) Mastigocerca carinata Ehrbg. (M. P.)
Conochilus unicornis Rousselet. (M. R) Mastigocerca bicornis Ehrbg. (M. R. P.)
Philodina roseola Ehrbg. (C.) Rattulus sulcatus Jennings. (0.)
Philodina megalotrocha Ehrbg. (P. C.) Coolopus porcellus Gosse. (C.)
Philodina macrostyla Ehrbll" (M.) Coolopus tenuior Gosse. (C.)
Ratifer vulgaris Schrank. (P. C.) Dinocharis pocillum Ehrbg. (R)
Ratifer elongatuB Weber. (M.) Dinocharis tetractis Ehrbg. (M. C.)
Callidina musculosa Milne. (M.) Polychretus subquadratus Perty. (C.)
Asplanchna priodonta Gosse. (M. R P. C.) Polychretus Collinsii Gosse. (C.)
Asplanchna Herrickii de Guerne. (M.R. P.) Scaridium longicaudatum Ehrbg. (P. C.)
Asplanchnopus myrmeleo Ehrbg. (P.) Diaschiz8 semiaperta Gosse. (R P. C.)
Ascomorpha ecaudis Perty. (M. R P.) Euchlanis lyra Hudson. (R.)
Anapus ovalis Bergendal. (M. R P.) Euchlanis deflexa Gosse. (C.)
Syncbreta stylata Wierz. (M. R. P.) EucbIanis oropha Gosse. (R. P. C.)
Polyarthraplatyptera Ebrbg. (M. R P.) Cathypna luna Ehrbg. (C.)
Notops pygmreus CaIman. (M. R P.) MonostyJa bulla Gosse. (C.)
Plcesoma Iynceus Ehrbg. (M. R. P.) Monostyla lunaris Ehrbg. CR. C.) (Note 6.)
PIcesoma Hudsoni Imhof. (M. R.) Monostyla closterocerca Schmarda? (M.
Tapbrocampa annulosa Gosse. (C.) R C.)
Notommata lacinulata Ehrbll'. (R C.) Metopidia lepadella Ehrbg. (C.)
Notommata monopus Jennings. (M. R P.) Metopidia acuminata Ehrbg. (R.)
Copeus labiatus Gosse. (P.) Metopidia Ehrenbergii Perty. (C.)
Proaleslaurentinus Jennings. (C.) (Note 2.) Brachionus Bakeri Ehrbg. (C.)
Furcularia forificula Ehrbg. (P. C.) Anurrea aculeata Ehrbg. (M.)
Furcularia longiseta Ehrbg. (P. C.) Anurrea cochlearis Gosse. (M. R. P.)
Triophthalmus dorsualis Ehrbg. (R. P.) Nothocla scapha Gosse. (M. R)
Eosphora aurita Ehrbg. (R) Notholca foliacea Ehrbg. (R.)
Diglena grandis Ehrbg, (0.) Notholca longispina Kellicott. (M. R. P.)
Diglena forcipata Ehrbg. (C.)
Thus iu these three connected lakes but fifty-eight species were found,
as against ODe hundred and ten in Lake St. Clair during the preceding
summer, though the investigation here was fully as thorough as-that of
Lake St. Clair. Twenty-four species were found in Lake Michigan,
twenty-eight in Round Lake, twenty-five in Pine Lake, and twenty-nine in
the shallow channel between Round Lake and Pine Lake. Lake Michigan
has four species not found in the others, Round Lake five, Pine Lake two
and the channel sixteen.
The great reduction in number comes especially in the littoral and bot-
tom forms. The shores and bottom of Round Lake and Pine Lake were
carefully examined, but the number of littoral or bottom forms is only
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twenty.three. The small number is due to the general absence of vegeta-
tion. The few Ohara beds of Pine Lake harbor very few rotifers. The
channel connecting Round Lake and Pine Lake is shallow and contains
considerable vegetation, so that a comparatively large number-twenty-
nine-of distinctively littoral rotifers were found here.
In Lake Michigan almost no littoral or bottom forms were found. In a
few cases vegetation from deep parts of the bottom was brought up by the
dredges; in this eight bottom forms were found. These are Philodina
macrostyla Ehrbg., Rotifer elongatus Weber, CalUdina museulosa
Milne, and Dinocharis tetractius Ehrbg., dredged from a depth of six.
teen meters, and Ascomorpha ecaudis Perty, Mastigocerca' carinata
Ehrbg., Mastigocerca bicornis Erhbg., and Monostyla closterocerca
Schmarda, depth not recorded.
The limnetic forms of the list are as follows:
Floscularia mutabilis Bolton. Polyarthra platyptera Ehrbg.
FIoscuIaria pelagica Rousselet. PIresoma Iynceus Ehrbg.
ConolOlhilus unicornis Rousselet. PIresoma Hudsoni Imhof.
Asplanchna priodonta Gosse. Notops pygmreus CaIman.
Asplanchna Herrickii de Guerne. Notommata monopus Jennings.
Anapus ovalis Bergendal. Anurrea cochlearis Gosse.
Synchreta stylata Wierz. Notholca IQngispina Kellicott.
Mastigocerca bicornis Ehrbg. was taken several times in the towings,
and as has been noted by other observers, seems to be a transitional form
between limnetic and littoral Rotatoria. Isolated specimens of some few
other rotifers-Euchlanis oropha Gosse, Ascomorpha ecaudis ;Perty,
Monostyla closterocerca Schmarda, Monostyla lunaris Ehrbg., and
Notholca scapha Gosse-were taken occasionally in the towings, but these
were evidently wanderers from the bottom or shore.
The list then contains but fourteen limnetic Rotatoria, as against twenty-
four from Lake St. Clair. With farther observation I am inclined to believe
that a number of those in the Lake St. Olair list are due to the shallow-
ness and rank vegetation of that lake. As such, and as therefore not
entitled to be called genuine limnetic forms, I should consider Apsilus
lentiformis Metsch., Ascomorpha hyalina Kellicott, and Mastigocerca
capucina Wierz. and Zach.
As to the relative abundance of the different species, there is a general,
though not exact, agreement with Lake St. Olair. Exact records of the
presence of the forms in forty-nine towings taken at different times or
plaoes showed the relative frequency of the more common species as fol-
lows: Anurcea cochlearis Gosse occurred forty two times; Notholca
lorzgispina Kellicott, forty.one times; Notops pygmceus Oalman, thirty-
eight times. These three commonest species were followed at some
distance by Synchcefa stylata Wierz., twenty-eight times; Plresoma
lynceus Ehrbg., twenty-six times; Polyarthraplatyptera Ehrbg., twenty-
four times; Asplanchna priodonta Gosse, twenty-two times; Floscularia
mutabilis Bolton, twenty-one times; Conochilus unicornis Rousselet,
twenty-one times, and lVotommata monopus Jennings, seventeen times. The
others occurred in less than one-third the whole number of towings. As
noted below, in the latter part of the summer Asplanchna Herrickii de
Guerne became very abundant, forming by far the largest number of
individuals in the towings during the last weeks of August.
The limnetic rotifers were considerably less abundant in Pine Lake than
in the other two lakes. Thus the average number of species occurring in
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the surface towings from Lake Michigan and from Round Lake was
between nine and ten while from Pine Lake the average was but five and a
half. In the bottom towings the average for Lake Michigan and Round
Lake was five and a half, while for Pine Lake it was four and a half. Some
species were not found at all in Pine Lake; this is true of Oonochilus
unicornis Rousselet, which was very common in the other two lakes; also
of Plmsoma Hudsoni 1mh. Floscularia pelagica Rousselet occurred but
once from Pine Lake; Plmsoma lynceus Ehrbg., twice, Synchrota stylata
Wierz. (very abundant in the other lakes), three times.
During the daylight the limnetic Rotifera are found in much greater
numbers near the surface than near the bottom, reversing the condition
commonly observed for the Orustacea. This fact is brought out distinctly
in the record of towings. In eighteen recorded surface towings from
Lake Michigan and Round Lake, taken on different days, the average num-
ber of species present was between nine and ten, and the number of indi-
viduals of many of these was very great. In twenty recorded towings
from near the bottom of the same lakes, the average number of species
found was between five and six, and generally but scattered individuals of
each species were found-such as might have been caught in pulling the
net to the surface. The difference in Pine Lake is not so considerable,
since the number of species found there is very small, either at surface or
bottom.
At night the distribution seems not to be materially changed. The
immense numbers of Orustacea then present near the surface obscure the
Rotifera; but no greater number of rotifers was found near the bottom, in
the few towings made at night than in the daytime.
My observations tend most distinctly to show that there is great varia-
tion in the numbers of rotifers present in anyone region within short
periods of time; also that there is great variation in the numbers taken in
different regions at about the same time. Certain forms seem fairly con-
stant as to their presence in the towings, from the records given above, but
these in some of the towings were present in immense numbers, while in
other cases only scattered individuals were found. Other species were
at one time present in large numbers, at other times entirely lacking, and
this within short periods. This fact of great variations in the number and
presence of rotifers is so apparent from the towing records that it is diffi-
cult to select any special examples. I will record one striking case of
variation within twenty-four hours.
Aug. 22, at 2.30 p. m., I towed along the pier projecting into Lake
Michigan from the entrance to the harbor of Oharlevoix. The towings
were made the full length of the pier four times. The material thus
obtained contained immense quantities of A.splanchna Herrickii de
Guerne. Oareful examination of the preserved material led to the esti-
mate that about one-fourth of the entire catch consisted of this form.
The next day at 10:30 a. m., I repeated the towings in the same place
and with a similar net. The material collected was found to contain very
few A.splanchnas. Thinking this might be due to some difference in the
two nets, I took the same net used the day before, and at the same time of
day, 2:30 p. m., I towed along the pier iu exactly the same place and in
the same way I had done the previous day. Towings were obtained in
quantity similar to those of the day before, but they contained almost no
specimens of Asplanchna Herrickii,' after long examination I succeeded
in finding a single specimen.
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The two days were similar, both bright, with a slight wind, a little
stronger on the second day. The direction of the slight current into the
harbor was the same both days.
As to variations with the season, only one marked case came under my
observation. In June and July, Asplanchna priodonta Gosse was one
of the commonest limnetic rotifers, while Asplanchna Herrickii de
.Guerne was scarcely ever observed. But in the early part of August the
numbers of Asplanchna Herrickii greatly increased, so that for a few
days about equal numbers of the two species were found. Then the num-
bers of Asplanchna priodonta began to decrease very rapidly while the
numbers of the other species continued to increase. In the latter part of
August Asplanchna Herrickii was by far the most abundant rotifer in
the towings, while Asplanchn?- priodonta had almost disappeared.
2. LIST OF RorATORIA FROM POOLS ON THE SANDY SHORE OF PINE LAKE.
The shore of Pine Lake is in certain parts low, flat and sandy, with
numerous very shallow pools, containing a thick growth of the finer algre,
and sometimes of Utricularia. Some of these pools are formed by the
spreading out of rivulets flowing into the lake; in this case they are
generally conne~ted with the lake itself by narrow, shallow streamlets
running a short distance over the sand, and containing no vegetation.
Other pools are not under ordinary circumstances connected with the lake
at all, but lie at the same level as its waters, separated from it by strips of
sandy shore. These pools show a fauna differing in character from any-
thing found in the main body of the lake, and a list of the twenty-seven
species found is therefore given separately. Eleven of these species were
found also in the waters connected with the main body of the three lakes;
the rest were not:
Rotatoria from the Pools on the Shore of Pine Lake.
Philodina megalotrocha Ehrbg. Dinocharis tetractis Ehrbg.
Philodina macrostyla Ehrbg. Polychretus Collinsii Gosse.
Rotifer vulgaris Ehrbg. Scaridium longicaudatum Ehrbg.
Rotifer tardus Ehrbg. Euchlanis defl.exa Gosse.
Rotifer trisecatus Weber. Euchlanis triquetra Ehrbg.
Microcodides orbiculodiscus Thorpe. Monostyla cornuta Ehrbg.
Copeus labiatus Gosse. Monostyla bulla Gosse.
Furcularia forficula Ehrbg. Monostyla closterocerca Schmarda (?).
Furcularia gracilis Ehrbg. Metopidia lepadella Ehrbg.
Furcularia longiseta Ehrbg. Metopidia Ehrenbergii Perty.
Furcularia micropus Gosse. Pterodina patina Ehrbg.
Furcularia semisetifera Glasscott. Pterodina refl.exa Gosse.
Mastigocerca bicornis Ehrbg. Noteus quadricornis Ehrbg.
Rattulus sulcatus Jennings. (Note 2.)
3. LIST OF ROTA-TORIA. FROM WEST TWIN L&.KE.
West Twin Lake is a small inland lake lying at a distance of several
miles from the other lakes examined, and connected with Pine Lake only
by a small stream. It differs markedly in its main characteristics from
the waters directly connected with Lake Michigan. The shores and bot-
tom are of soft deep mud, and vegetation is abundant. Here the rotatorial
fauna is much more like that of the shallow partf!o of Lake St. Olair than
was found elsewhere in this region. From this lake the following species
were identified.
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Rotatoria from West Twin Lake.
Floscularia companulata Dobie.
Floscularia mutabilis Bolton.
Stephanoceros Eichhornii Ehrbg.
Oecistes mucicola Kellicott.
Lacinularia socialis Ehrbg.
Conochilu6 volvox Ehrbg.
Philodina macrostyla Ehrbg.
Microcodon clavus Ehrbg.
Asplanchnopus myrmeleo Ehrbg.
Ascomorpha hyalina Kellicott.
Anapus ovalis Bergendal.
Synchreta stylata Wierz. (Note 1.)
Polyarthra platyptera Ehrbg.
Notops pygmreus CaIman.
Plresoma lynceus Ehrbg.
Notommata lacinulata Ehrbg.
Notommata monopus Jennings.
Proales laurentinus Jennings. (Note 2.)
Furcularia longiseta Ehrbg.
Diglena grandis Ehrbg.
Mastigocerca bicristata Gosse. (Note 3.)
Mastigocerca capucina Wierz. u. Zach.
Mastigocerca lata Jennings.
Rattulus sulcatus Jennings. (Note 4.)
Dinocharis tetractis Ehrbg.
Euchlanis triquetra Ehrbg.
Euchlanis oropha Gosse.
Cathypna luna Ehrbg.
Distyla signifera n. sp. (Note 5.)
Monostyla bulla Gosse.
Monostyla quadridentata Ehrbg.
Metopidia Ehrenbergii Perty.
Pterodina patina Ehrbg.
Pterodina parva Ternetz.
pterodina reflexa Gosse.
Brac.b.ionus Bakeri Ehrbg.
Brachionus militaris Ehrbg.
Anurrea cochlearis Gosse.
4. LIST OF SOME ROTATORIA IN MATERIAL BROUGHT FROM SUSiN LAKE.
Melicerta ringens Schrank. NotommatamonopusJennings.
Asplanchna Herrickii de Guerne. Brachionus militaris Ehrbg.
Plresoma lynceus Ehrbg.
5. LIST OF ROTATORIA FROM SPHAGNUM SWAMPS NEAR PINE LAKE.
Near the shores of Pine Lake are a number of "tamarack swamps,"
formed by the spreading out of small streams before entering the lake.
These are filled with Sphagnum and similar vegetable life, and covered
with a dense growth of underbrush and trel;ls, among which the tamarack
is predominant. An examination of material brought from these shows
that rotifers are not abundant; the forms found are mostly of the families
everywhere characteristic of Sphagnum swamps-the Philodinadw
Cathypnadw, and Coluridw. A list of some forms identified is here given:
Rotatoria from Sphagnum Swamps near Pine Lake.
Philodina aculeata Ehrbg.
CaIlidina constricta Duj.
Callidina magna Plate.
Callidina papillosa Thompson.
Adineta vaga Davis.
Copeus pachyurus Gosse.
Distyla inermis Bryce.
Metopidia solidus Gosse.
Metopidia triptera Ehrbg.
6. LIST OF SPECIES NEW TO THE FAUNA OF MICHIGAN.
In the foregoing lists, containing in all ninety-four species, the following
twenty species are recorded for the first time as occurring in Michigan,
and so far as I am aware, in America:
Callidina constricta Duj. Diglena catellina Ehrbg.
Callidina magna Plate. Mastigocerca bicristata Gosse.
Callidina papillosa Thompson. Crelopus tenuior Gosse.
Callidina musculosa Milne. Polychretus Collinsii Gosse.
Adineta vaga Davis. . Distyla signifera n. sp.
Asplanchnopus myrmeleo Ehrbg. Distyla inermis Bryce.
Copeus pachyurus Gosse. Metopidia solidus Gosse.
Furcularia micropus Gosse. Pterodina parva Ternetz.
Furcularia semisetifera Glasscott. Notholca scapha Gosse.
Triophthalmus dorsualis Ehrbg. Notholca foliacea Ehrbg.
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7. SYSTEMATIC AND FAUNISTIC NOTES ON CERTAIN SPECIES IN THE PRECEDING LISTS.
(1.) Synchada stylata Wierz.
In my first report on the Rotatoria (Bulletin of the Michigan Fish Com-
mission, No.3, IB94), I noted the fact that one of the moat abundant
of the limnetic Rotatoria in Lake St. Clair was Synchada stylata Wierz.,
while in Whitmore Lake, a small body of water unconnected with the great
lakes, Synchmta pectinata Ehrbg. was found in equal numbers while
Synchmta stylata was not present. In the summer of 1894 I hoped to
make farther observations on this peculiar difference. In Lake Michigan,
Round Lake, and Pine Lake, as was to be expected. only Synchmta stylata
was found. It seemed possible that in the small inland lake known as
West Twin Lake, only indirectly connected with the great lake system,
Synchmta pectinata would again occur. But such was not the case;
Synchmta stylata was found in numbers, but no other member of the
genus occurred. At the present time, therefore Synchmta pectinata has
been reported only from Whitmore Lake.
(2.) Proales laurentinus Jennings.
This is the form described in Bulletin of the Michigan Fish Commis-
sion, No.3, 1894, as N otops laurentinu8. The tendency has been in the
past few years to consider the genus Notops 80S typically loricate, though
belonging to an illoricate family. Of the species described in Hudson
and Gosse's Monograph, one is loricata while the other two are not, and
the other two genera of this family-Hydatina and Rhinops-are dis-
tinctly illoricate. But Notops minor Rousselet, (Journal of the Quekett
Microscopical O111b, 1892, Series 2, Vol. 4, p. 359), and Notops pygmmus
CaIman, (Annals of Scottish Natural History, Oct. 1892, p. 240), are
loricate forms, and show the general tendency to consider this a loricate
group. As my species, besides being illoricate, shows undoubted
Notommatoid characteristics in other respects, as was noted in my descrip-
tion, it should probably be transferred to another genus. Mr. Charles
Rousselet, of London, England has recently discovered on Hertford Heath
a species very similar to this, but of a more slender form, showing still
farther the relationship with the Notommatadm. His species could not
possibly be considered a Notops, and as the two undoubtedly belong
together I have adopted the suggestion of Mr. Rousselet that both should
be referred to the rather heterogeneous and ill defined genus Proales.
(3.) Mastigocerca bicristata Gosse.
This is not the form mentioned on page 19 of my report in Bulletin of
the Michigan Fish Commission No.3, 1894, but is evidently the real
M astigocerca bicristata of Gosse, while the form there mentioned if! a new
species. It agrees with Mastigocerca bicristata Gosse in having two
crests, but differs markedly in other respects. Only a few specimens of
the real Mastigocerca bicristata were found amid Utricularia from West
Twin Lake. The other two-crested species was very abundant, especially
in Round Lake and in the channel between Round Lake and Pine Lake. It
is hoped some time in the future to publish careful comparative descrip-
tions of the two forms; at present my notes and figures are not complete.
(4.) Rattulus sulcatus Jennings.
This form was described and figured by Bilfinger, in a paper which C8me
just too late to be mentioned in my previous report (1. c.), as Orelopus
brachiurus Gosse (?). (Bilfinger Zur Rotatorienfauna Wurttembergs.
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Zweiter Beitra.g, Jahreshefte des Vereins fur vaterl. Naturkunde in
Wurttemberg, 1894.) As Bilfinger states, the animal is unquestionably a
Rattulus and not a Omlopus. I have seen the two equal toes widely sepa-
rated, then closed together again. Furthermore the toes are here very
short (0.022 mm.) both relatively and absolutely, forming only about one-
seventh of the entire length of the animal (0.144mm.). I give Bilfinger's
measurements, as they agree almost exactly with my 19wn. But in Cmlopus
brachiurus as described and figured by Gosse, the toes are both relatively
and absolutely much longer (Gh inch = .043 mm.), forming about one-
fourth of the entire length of the animal. Mr. Charles Rousselet has been
so good as to send me some farther notes and figure of Omlopus brachiurus
Gosse, as found in England, and from these the distinctness of the two
forms seem still more clear. Omlopus brachiurus swims commonly with
the toes held straight out behind, according to Mr. Rousselet, whereas in
the many living specimens of this Rattulus which I have seen, the toes
are always retracted, as shown in my own figures and that of Bilfinger.
Bilfinger states also that in all specimens seen by him the toes were
retracted. In Omlopus brachiurus, even when the toes are "thrust up
under the belly," as figured by Gosse in the monograph, they are not held
at all in the same position as in Rattulus sulcatus, being turned points for-
ward instead of being retracted into the lorica in their natural position.
The following then are the points of difference:
Omlopu, brachiurus Gosse.
Toes of the Omlopus type (?).
Length of toes, .to- inch=.043 mm.
Total length. Th inch= .185 mm.
Toes nearly 7.i of entire lenlrth.
Toes held straight out behind or curved,
points forward.
Rattulus sulcatus Jennings.
Toes equal and side by side (Rattulus
type).
Length of toes, .022 mm.
Total length, .144 mm.
'.roes about t of entire length.
Toes retracted within the lorica.
It seems to me beyond question that the two forms are distinct.
Mr. Rousselet suggested the possibility of the identity of this form with
Cmlopus porcellus Gosse, and sent me mounted specimens of that form
for comparison. The distinction is at once evident on comparing the two
animals; moreover, Cmlopu8 porcellus is common in Michigan. I was
acquainted with it before I saw this Rattulus.
Rattulus sulcatus it seems to me then is certainly a species distinct
from any hitherto described.
(5.) Distyla signifera n. sp.
Lorica of the flattened truncate elliptical form typical of the Kenus:
the whole animal in general form much like the Distyla inermis of Bryce
(Science Gossip, Dec., 1892), though perhaps a little broader. But the lorica
is marked both dorsally and ventrally by crescentic elevations, arranged
in somewhat regular patterns. On the ventral surface these are mostly
in longitudinal rows, while on the dorsal surface the pattern is consider·
ably more complicated and at the same time less regular. The two figures,
from camera drawings, render a minute description of the arrangement of
these elevations superfluous. The dorsal view shows not only the arrange-
ment but also, so far as possible, the size and form of each of the mark-
ings; in the ventral view the arrangement is accurate, but each elevation
was not outlined separately with the camera. The toes are rod.like,
tapering near the distal end on the outer side, so as to form an inner
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point-so that when the two toes are placed side by side only one point
is formed. The internal anatomy offers nothing of interest.
All distinctive characters of the animal are better indicated by the fi~.
ures than would be possible by an extended description.
Len~th, about .22 mm.
In Utricularia from West Twin Lake; not common.
Figure I.-Dorsal view of the entire animal.
Figure 2.-Ventral view of the lorica.
(6.) Monostyla lunaris Ehrbg.
This common form agrees with descriptions and figures of Monost'!Jla
lunaris Ehrbg., except that the toe is not protruded between two spines,
but the foot passes without break into the toe. The foot is unjointed, so
that this is not the Monostyla Quennerstedtii of Bergendal. I h8i'e not
considered this variation to be of sufficient importance to separate my
form from the common oue.
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APPENDIX IV.
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON COLLECTIONS OF TURBELLARIA FROM
LAKE ST. CLAIR AND CHARLEVOIX, MICHIGAN.'
BY W. MO M. WOODWORTH, INSTRUCTOR IN MICROSCOPICAL ANATOMY, AND
MUSEUM ASSISTANT IN CHARGE OF VERMES, HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
A more detailed report with figures will appear in the Bulletin of the
Museum of Comparative Zoology.
The collections, though small, contribute three new species to the
Turbellarian fauna of the United States, two of which have never before
been described. In the absence of any data regarding the color and shape
of the living animals, the descriptions are necessarily based upon the
appearances of the alcoholic material.
Planaria simplex sp. nov.
One Specimen. "Dredge Aug. 11,1894, off N. Y. Point, Lake Michi-
gan," Length 4 mm., greatest breadth 1.8 mm. General shape
ovate. Broadest at t the total length from the anterior end, taper-
ing from here to. rounded posterior extremity. Anterior end
rounded, set off from rest of body by slight lateral indentations at
the level of the eyes, i. e., about To the total length from anterior end.
Broadest diameter t the distance from anterior end. No cephalic
appendages. Mouth! total length from posterior end. Eye spots
elongated, crescentic, facing outward and forward at an angle of 45°
to the chief axis of the worm. Intestine of the simple triclad
type. No signs of sexual organs. Immature. Pigment, located
in spots of nearly uniform size, distributed uniformly over all parts
of the body; no olear areas at sides of head nor surrounding the
eyes. Color of alcoholic specimen ochre yellow.
Planaria maculata Leidy.
One specimen from New Baltimore, Lake St. Clair, Aug. 20, 1893.
Seven specimens" on leaves of Nymphea, Twin lakes, Charlevoix,
Aug. 6, 1894," Four specimens from" Utricularia-washings, West
Twin Lake, Charlevoix, Aug, 13, 1894,"
1 Vontributione from the ZoOlogical Laboratory of the Museum of Comparative ZooIoln', E. L. Mark,
director, No. LXIII.
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* Procotyla :ftuviatilis Leidy.
" Round Lake July 9, 1894." Probably the above species. Catalogued
as " white planarian." No other data.
Mesostoma Wardii sp. nov.
Nine specimens: "Turbellaria [from] algal, Aug. 20, 1893, New Balti.
more," Lake St. Clair. Length 2-~ mm., greatest breadth 1-1.4 mm.
Very thin and flat. Anterior end tapering, rounded, marked off from
body by a slight constriction. Posterior end tapering sharply and
terminating in an acute caudal process. Pharynx large, prominent,
in middle third of body. Specimens mostly immature; nothing
definite could be determined regarding the sexual organs. Color
of alcoholic material yellowish; very translucent.
Mesostoma viridatum M. Sch.
Seven specimens from" Utricularia-washings, West Twin Lake, Char-
levoix, Aug. 13, 1894." A cosmopolitan form, but new to the United
States.
* Mesostoma viviparnm Silliman.
" Old channel, Round Lake, Charlevoix, on algal, July 13, 1894."
*Vortex al'miger O. t:lchm.
New Baltimore, Lake St. Clair, Aug. 6,1893.
* Vortex sp.?
"Round Lake, Charlevoix, dredgings from old channel July 20, 1894.
Length 0.96 mm., breadth 0.24-0.32 mm. Anterior end truncated
posterior end pointed. Pharynx dolioform, in anterior 1 of body,
traversed by two prominent, lateral, nearly longitudinal bands of
light chocolate color. Zoochlorellal in central part of body."
Microstoma lineare Oers.
One broken stock from" Utricularia-washings, West Twin Lake, Charle-
voix, Aug. 13,1894."
*" Old channel, Round Lake, Charlevoix, July 13, 1894, in chains of
2 to 4."
* Microstoma variabile Leidy.
" Algal culture, shore, Charlevoix, July 24, 1894. One specimen: chain
of four individuals."
Microstoma caudatum Leidy.
Two specimens from" Utricularia.washings, West Twin Lake, Charle-
voix, Aug. 13, 1894." Both stocks consisting of two individuals.
Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 31, 1896.
*The species marked with an asterisk were not sent to me. The acconnts given here are from notes
and drawings by Prof. H. B. Ward.
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APPENDIXV.
REPORT UPON ,THE MOLLUSCA COLLECTED IN THE VICINITY OF
CHARLEVOIX, MICHIGAN, IN THE SUMMER OF 1894.
BY BRYANT WALKER, DETROIT, MICH.
The molluscan fauna of Charlevoix, is that common to the northern por.
tion of the lower peninsula, and seems to possess but little that is purely
local in its nature. As a whole, however, it is distinctly northern in its
character, as compared with that of the southern part of the state. In the
terrestrial species this is shown in the occurrence of Vitrina and numerous
species of Zonitidm and Endodontidm, to the almost entire exclusion of the
larger species of Helicidm, which abound further south. While in the
aquatic forms, the Limnmidm, Physidm, and Corbiculidm, all of which are
peculiarly northern in their distribution, form nearly three-fourths of the
entire number of species.
The number of species of terrestrial mollusca collected was not as great
as might reasonably have been expected. This was probably in part due
to the sandy nature of the soil, which prevails all along the eastern shore
of Lake Michigan, and partly to the excessive drought which then pre-
vailed. Of the, thirty-one species collected, two-Pyrnmidula asterisCu8
Mse., and Strobilops virgo Pils.-are interesting additions to the fauna of
the state.
The number of fluviatile species collected was sixty-four, of these thirty-
seven were univalves and twenty-seven were bivalves.
The following is a summary of the families represented:
Pulmonata ~ Lim~midm_- - - ---- - --- - --- - ---- - --- - - -- 221Physldm 4
PI' d \ Unionidm ----------------------------- 9
e ecypo a -- -- ---- 1Corbiculidm _ ____ _ _ ___ 18
rValvatidm _
IV" 'dProsobranchiata ~ 1.vIP'.m m__ --------------------------
lRlssoldm - - - --- ---- - --- ---- - --- ---- - ---Pleuroceridm _
2
3
4
2
26
11
27
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The most striking feature of this fauna is the large number of species
belonging to the Corbiculidoo. Of the nineteen species recognized, no less
than ten are new to the fauna of the State, and of these, one (Pisidium
milium Held.) is a European species not before found in this country,
and seven (Sphmrium 1, Pisidium 6) are probably new to scienee.
Other interesting discoveries were a small and very fragile deep-water
form of Limnma stagnalis L. and very small globose Limnma, which may
prove to be a new form, at High Island Harbor in the Beaver islands; a
new fossil Limnma from the marl deposits in Pine Lake at Charlevoix, and
the recently described Planorbis bicarinatus Aroostookensis Pils. and P.
exacutus rubellus Sterki from small ponds in the same vicinity.
The fauna of Lake Michigan does not seem to differ materially from that
of the neighboring inland lakes. The apparent scarcity of the larger
bivalves (Unio, AnodontaandMargaritina) shown in the present collection
may possibly be explained by the unfavorable conditions which prevail in
the immediate neighborhood of Charlevoix, owing to the exposed coast and
rocky bottom in that vicinity. Further and more extended observations
will be necessary before such a deduction can be made with any degree of
certainty.
This fact, if it be one, does not, however, play any considerable part in
the economic features of the fauna which more particularly concern the
special line of investigation carried on by the Commission.
It is not probable, owing- to their large size and heavy shells, that the
Unionidoo afford any considerable amount of fish food. In the earlier
stages of development, while yet small they no doubt are eaten to some
extent.
There is no question, however, but that the smaller species which are to
be found in great quantities in suitable localities, constitute an important
item in the food supply of those species of lake fish, such as the whitefish,
sturgeon, etc., which are bottom feeders. The forms thus utilized, would
include among the univalves most of the species belong-ing' to the following
genera: Limnma, Physa, Planorbis, Segmentina, Valvata, Amnicola and
Bythinella and among the bivalves, the numerous species of Sphmrium
and Pisidium.
The following genera were found in the stomachs of whitefish collected
this last season:
Amnicola, Valvata, Sphmrium, Pisidium, Limnma, Physa, Planorbis.
The great abundance of these small mollusks under favorable conditions
was well shown at High Island, where a single haul of the trawl over a thick
growth of Ohara brought to surface several hundred specimens of twenty-
six species belonging to the following genera:
Limnma _
Planorbis _
Phy8a ~----------------------- _Valvata _
Amnicola _
~~:fJ:1~~a_~~~~~==~===~~==~===~~~=~~===~~=~~_=~===~~~= ~~==~~==~=
5
3
1
2
3
1
11
Not only are these forms exceedingly abundant, but their bathymetric
range is also very considerable. Thus Limnma, Planorbis, Valvata,
Amnicola, Sphmrium and Pisidium were found living at a depth of twenty-
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five metres. Although, in the few instances in which the dredge was
lowered to a greater depth, no .tllollusca were obtained, this result can
scarcely be considered as determinative in this particular. It seems
probable, however, that the Pisidia range to a much greater depth than
the other genera.
(See Rep. U. S. Fish Com. 1872-3, page 707).
As in other forms of animals, the abundance of molluscan life is
dependent upon a favorable environment and ample supply of food. All
of the univalves species fouud in the great lakes are vegetable feeders,
while the bivalves live upon the minute organisms (algre) which they
find floating in the water. Au abundant vegetation therefore is a
prime requisite for any extensive development of a molluscan fauna.
This interdependence of the various forms of life was very strikingly
illustrated in the fauna of the various inland lakes in the vicinity of
Charlevoix. Thus in Pine Lake where, ow.ing to the character of the
bottom which is almost wholly composfld of a fine disintegrated marl,
except in places where a thiu coating of sand has been washed in from
the shore, plant life is very meagre and stunted in its growth, there
was a marked scarcity in the mollusca, not only in the number of species,
but in their individual abundance. While in other lakes when the
conditions were favorable for a luxuriant vegetation, there was a cor-
responding increase in the higher forms of life.
The following is a complete list of the species collected:
Land. ltfcti- Inland
gan. waters.
~,£oE,~!£~l~£J!!~~fr:::==::::==:::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::===:=:==::::=:~ ===:=::: =::=:::=Vitrea arboreus Say. .______________________ X _
radiatulus Alder . .___ X • _
indentatus Say. •_ X _
Binneyanus Mse.. ._______________ _ X . _
oo"uIJ~~!:~F.~~:.:::: =:==::: :'====::::::::=::::::::::::=:=:::::::::=:::::=:::=:: ~ :==: ::== =::=====Tebennophorus Oarolinensis Bosc .______________ X __
Pyramidula alternata Say. • . X _
alternata alba. . . X • _
striatella Anth... ._ X . _
asteriscus Mse. .____ X
lineata Say .____ X:::: ::-:)----.---
Polygyra albolabris Say ._________________________________ X - --------
~~o~~':.nRack.-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i :::::::= ::::=::=Strobilops labyrinthica Say•. ._________________________________________ X _
virgo PHs. .. •__ • X _
Acanthinula harpa Say, X . __
Pupa contracta Say. X __
Vertigo o;}:Z1~J:;';.-~{se-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-::::::::: i :::::::: ::::::::
ventricosa elatior Sterki___________________________________________ X' . __pentodon Say, .. X _
:~~~~~i~v":;.Z;;~I~;~~:~~_ ~._::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i :::::::: ::::::::
obliqua Say. .. X _
ovalis Gld. var.___________________________________________________________ X __
~~:;~·lffD~~~~~~:·~~~~~~~~~\~~~~~~:::~~~~~~~~~~~l:~~~~~'f: :-:r:
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Lake In! dLand. Michi- angan. waters.
-----1------
Limnrea i~f~~:~:;-(~~~~~!_~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :::~:=:= ===;t=:: ihumilis Say X
Physa an~fz:11~~~~i~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~::~:: ::::~~~::~ ~ ~:::::: ::::~ ~::::~:::::~:: ::::::::: :::::::: ---~--- ---r--
PlanorgFiioi~t~~;~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ :::~::: Ibicarinatus Say. X Xbicarinatus Aro08tookensis Pils.________________________________________ X
~~if.:~~~t<J:.:e~~~::====::===::==:::===:=== ===::: :=:==:==:==::::=:====== ===: ==:: ===::::: iexacutus Say. ._______ X _
exacutus rubellus Sterki. X
albus Mull.. .. _. X
~!~!:~~~~~~~~ift~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~: ~:~:~::: :::~::: Itricarinata bicarinata Lea.______________________________________________ X
campel~~CtjE~~:it~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :=:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ~ ---I---Milesii Lea. .. XAmnicola limosa Say. .. X Xlustrica Pils. . .. X Xgrana Say. X Oo __porata ..__ X X
~f:~t~~~':ao:~~fa~:tea::: :::====::: ===:=-===:::::::::====:=====::::::::::::::::== =::::::: .~ --- XOo-Goniobasis livescens Mke.. X XUnio luteolus Lam. .... Xborealis Gray. X
::~~~~~~~~~:n~~~~aS~~~:::=:: ::=:::::=:::=_:==========:==:::::::: ::~ ~=::::::::::~~: :::: ~::: :=:: ==~~ i{::gJt~~~~t~~::::::=:::::::::=:=====:::===::=====:====:::=::::==:=:====== ===: ==:: --- t--- XMarryatana Lea. ---X---
Fe;ust!''',jana Lr-----------------------------------·-------------------- -------- i ---x---
Sphreriums!t1~~~~~;wE·:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ I~~~~~~~~ I ~ I i
r08aceum Pme. . ._______ X
.Pisidium IJ~h(;;;nie_tfoper:==== ===:==:=================: :::=====::::=====::===:==== =======: ivariabile Pme. .______________ X ---x---
abditum RaId.___________________________________________________________ X X
~~~&r~~:~: ~:::=::====::==:=::====-===:::===:=::==:=:===:===::::::::::: ==::==:: i ipunctatum Sterki. __ _ _ __ _ X _
sp. _ X X
sp. __ _ __ __ _ X X
if;'p-ezoideumSterid; mss::===:=:=::==:::::::=:=::::::===:====~=:=:::==== ::=:===: i i~il~~~=H~i~:::::::::::::::~ ~:::::::::~~~::~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~: :~~ :~::: :::~:: :::::::::I:::::::: I---~ --- ]::: i===
ERR.ATA.
page 8,line18, for" Reighard, 95," read " Reighard, 94,".
Page 8, footnote, line 2, for" p. 250" read " p. 2119".
Page 11, second line from bQttom, for" P. -" read " p. 72".
Page 12, line M, for" p. -" read " p. 76".
Page 12,line 28. for" Ryder (81)" read " Ryder (84)".
Page 16, line 7, after "speojee" ineert "of in89Cte".
Page 17, sixth.line from bottom, for" Reighard (95)" read" Reighard (94}".
Page 19, line 15, for" Forbee (82)" read "Forbee (83}".
Page 21. line 11 of table, for " luatuca " read " lua,trica ".
Page 21,line 15 of table, for" Lan." read " Lam."
Page 27,llne 26, for" depedent" read "dependent ".
Page 28, second footnote in third and in last linee, for" Melania" read " Melosira".
Page S6.last line above table omit'the word" total".
Page 87, line 20, for" alford" read " aIfords " .
Page 38, second table in fi.ret line, for "10.7" read "10.0," and for" 8.6" read "4. 3".
PlIge 38, second table in last line, for" 19.5118" read " 19.4987"
Page 38,last line, for" 3.5 per cent" read "4 per cent".
Page 43,last table in laet colnmn, for" 3.98 " read "3.97".
Page 45, line M, for" aareed " read " agrees".
Page 55,line 8, for" Clain " read " Clair".
Page 55, line 8&. for" Reighard (93}," read "C94,}".
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PLATE I.
TABULAR VIEW OF BOTTOM HAULS WITH VERTICAL NET.
A, IN LAKE MICHIGAN.
B, IN ROGND AND PINE LAKES.
Vertical lines indicate stations, each of which is designated by a Roman numeral at
the upper end.
Horizontal lines denote distance or amount as shown at the margin.
D D. Indicates depth of various stations.
T T. Shows total volume of plankton in bottom hauls with vertical net.
R R.' Shows the estimated volume of plankton per cubic meter of water in
the same hauls.
? Denotes a doubtful observation.
For further details see text.
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PLATE II.
TABULAR VIEW OF STRATAL HAULS WITH VERTICAL NET.
A, IN LAKE MICHIGAN.
B, IN ROUND AND PINE LAKES.
Vertical lines indicate stations, and horizontal lines amount of plankton obtained
D D. Indicates the depth of various stations.
S So Shows the amount of plankton per cubic meter of water in hauls from
2m. to surface.
2-5m., the same in hauls from 5m.-2m.
5-lOm.. .. II II lOm.-5m.
lO-25m., .. "" II 25m.-lOm.
25-50m., .. """ 25m.-50m.
5Om.-bottom, the same in hauls from bottom to 5Om.
! Denotes a doubtful record or observation.
Further details in text.

PLATE III.
TABULAR VIEW OF PLANKTON HAULS IN LAKE ST. CLAIR. THESE WERE PLOTTED
FROM RESULTS GIVEN BY REIGHARD, 94, p. 35.
Stations are indicated by vertical lines; distances or amounts by horizontal linea.
D D. Indioates the depth of the various stations.
T T. Shows the total amount of plankton obtained in bottom hauls.
R R. The amount of plankton per cubic meter of water for the same hauls.
S 8. The amount of plankton per cubic meter of water contained in the
surface 1.5m.
1.~.5m. The amount of plankton per cubic meter of water in the strat·um 4.5m. to
1.5m., or bottom to 1.5m. if shallower.
B B. The amount of plankton per cubic meter of water in the stratum from
bottom to 4.5m.
For discu88ion and explanation see text.
1 cc.
2 cc.
3 cc.
;) ce.
6 cc.
7 cc.
8 cc.
9 CC.
10 cc.
11 ce.
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